ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINTH
Commencement

Bachelor’s, Master’s, and Law Degree Candidates

NOON | MAY 14, 2022 | CAMP RANDALL STADIUM
The university crest banner on Bascom Hill is pictured among the leaves.
A message from Chancellor Rebecca Blank:

Congratulations to the University of Wisconsin–Madison Class of 2022! I join your family and friends in congratulating you on everything you have accomplished, and I want to thank you for the contributions you’ve made to the university during your time here.

As we emerge from two years under the constraints imposed by COVID-19, I want you to know how impressed I have been by the resilience and grace you’ve demonstrated in the face of upheaval and uncertainty. I want to extend a special thank-you to the family and friends whose love and support have helped carry you through.

Students come to UW–Madison because they want to be actively involved in understanding and solving complex problems, but it is rare for a graduating class to immediately confront problems that impact all of humanity. This class faces big challenges — from helping to build a future that strengthens us against future pandemics, to addressing the problems created by economic inequity and injustice, to coping with climate change.

Your UW–Madison diploma will tell the world you’re ready and able to be a part of this vital work.

At each commencement ceremony, I have the privilege of welcoming our newest graduates to the worldwide family of Badger alumni. Wherever your next opportunity takes you, your fellow Badgers will be there to support you.

And every once in a while, I hope you’ll stop by or check in to let us know how you’re doing so we can celebrate your future achievements with you.

Congratulations and On, Wisconsin!

Rebecca Blank
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank
Wisconsin Welcome!
Pranav Srivastava ’22, BBA, Finance, Investment, and Banking, Senior Class President
A Cappella Performance by Tangled Up in Blue

Processional of the Official Party
“Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1”
Performed by the University Commencement Band, Mead Witter School of Music
The audience is requested to rise as the procession of official party members enters led by graduates representing each of the schools and colleges with their respective flags.

The National Anthem
Performed by Princess Vaulx ’22, BA, Vocal Performance

Presiding Officer
Provost John Karl Scholz, PhD

Welcome from UW–Madison Chancellor
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank, PhD

Welcome on Behalf of the UW System Board of Regents
Regent Amy Blumenfeld Bogost, BA’83, JD

Charge to the Graduates
Introduction of Keynote Speaker
Yahvi Mahendra ’22, BA, Sociology, Senior Class Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Keynote Speaker
Ambassador Linda Thomas-Greenfield, MA’75
U.S. Representative to the United Nations

Recognition of Honorary Degree Recipients
Honorary Degrees were awarded on Friday, May 13.
Krishna Ella, PhD’93
Honorary Doctor of Science
Ernest Grant, PhD
Honorary Doctor of Science
Keith Nosbusch, BS’74, MBA
Honorary Doctor of Science

Conferral of Law and Master’s Degrees
Law School
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law)
Master of Laws
Associate Dean Rebecca L. Scheller, JD

Graduate School
Educational Specialist
Master of Accountancy
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Engineering
Master of International Public Affairs
Master of Music
Master of Professional French Studies
Master of Public Affairs
Master of Science
Master of Social Work
Dean William J. Karpus, PhD

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Barni Shiferaw ’22, BS, Biology, Senior Class Vice President

Welcome to Alumnihood
Introduction of Wisconsin Alumni Association Video
Julia Elert ’22, BS, Industrial Engineering, Senior Class Director of Events

Recognition of Graduates with Honors and Distinction

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Business Management
Bachelor of Science–Biological Systems Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nutrition and Dietetics
Dean Kathryn A. VandenBosch, PhD

Wisconsin School of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
Dean Vallabh Sambamurthy, PhD
School of Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Science–Art
Bachelor of Science–Art Education
Bachelor of Science–Athletic Training
Bachelor of Science–Dance
Bachelor of Science–Education
Bachelor of Science–Education Studies
Bachelor of Science–Health Promotion and Health Equity
Bachelor of Science–Kinesiology
Bachelor of Science–Physical Education
Bachelor of Science–Rehabilitation Psychology
Bachelor of Science–Theatre and Drama

Dean Diana Hess, PhD

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Naval Science
Bachelor of Science–Biomedical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Mechanics
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science–Geological Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Industrial Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nuclear Engineering

Dean Ian M. Robertson, PhD

School of Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Community and Nonprofit Leadership
Bachelor of Science–Consumer Behavior and Marketplace Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Development and Family Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Interior Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Personal Finance
Bachelor of Science–Textiles & Fashion Design

Dean Soyeon Shim, PhD

College of Letters & Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts–Journalism
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Applied Mathematics, Engineering, and Physics
Bachelor of Science–Journalism
Bachelor of Social Work

Dean Eric M. Wilcots, PhD

School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science–Nursing

Dean Linda D. Scott, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN

School of Pharmacy
Bachelor of Science–Pharmaceutical Sciences
Bachelor of Science–Pharmacology and Toxicology

Dean Steven M. Swanson, PhD

Turning of the Tassel

Closing Remarks
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank

“Varsity”
A Cappella Performance by the MadHatters

Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin,
Praise to thee we sing!
Praise to thee our Alma Mater,
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

Recessional of the Official Party
“Pomp and Circumstance March No. 4”
Performed by the University Commencement Band,
Mead Witter School of Music

Badgers are social creatures.
Share your Spring 2022 Commencement memories with #UWGRAD
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Ambassador Linda Thomas-Greenfield

Ambassador Linda Thomas-Greenfield, representative of the United States of America to the United Nations and an alumna of UW–Madison, has been heralded as one of the most effective diplomats of her time.

During a 35-year career with the U.S. Foreign Service, Ambassador Thomas-Greenfield became known as an architect of U.S. foreign policy in Africa and earned widespread praise for her handling of humanitarian refugee issues. She served as assistant secretary for African Affairs from 2013 to 2017 before retiring from the U.S. State Department in 2017.


Raised in Louisiana, Ambassador Thomas-Greenfield was the first in her family to earn a high school diploma, graduating in 1970 from a segregated school. She earned a bachelor’s degree at Louisiana State University, then a master’s degree in 1975 from UW–Madison, where she also did work toward a doctorate. During her graduate work at UW–Madison, she undertook a year-long fellowship to conduct political science research in Liberia. The experience solidified her desire to be a diplomat. She soon joined the U.S. Foreign Service, enjoying an esteemed career that broke racial and gender barriers.

Prior to serving as the assistant secretary of state for African Affairs, she served as director general of the Foreign Service and director of Human Resources, leading a team in charge of the State Department’s 70,000-person workforce. Her Foreign Service career included an ambassadorship to Liberia and postings in Switzerland (at the United States Mission to the United Nations, Geneva), Pakistan, Kenya, The Gambia, Nigeria, and Jamaica.

Throughout her career, Ambassador Thomas-Greenfield has maintained close ties to her alma mater. She spoke at the African Studies Program’s 50th anniversary celebration in 2012 and has met with King-Morgridge Scholars and PEOPLE participants. Notably in 2018, Ambassador Thomas-Greenfield addressed the university community when accepting an honorary degree.
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013. Since then, she has presided over a major effort to expand access and improve educational outcomes, making sure that students are prepared to succeed in a rapidly changing economy. Under her leadership, the UW has improved graduation rates; reduced student debt levels; created the School of Computer, Data, and Information Sciences; expanded online learning; and launched Bucky’s Tuition Promise, assisting low-income students in Wisconsin to attend the state’s flagship university. At the same time, she has worked to maintain the university’s position as a global leader in innovation and research, nurturing entrepreneurship and driving economic development.

Blank is an internationally respected economist who worked in three different presidential administrations. Most recently, she served as deputy secretary and acting secretary of the U.S. Department of Commerce under President Obama. She also brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University.

A native Midwesterner, Blank earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.

Blank is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and was one of four U.S. economists honored as 2021 Distinguished Fellows of the American Economic Association. She has received numerous other awards, including the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize given by the American Academy of Political and Social Science to individuals who use social science research to inform public policy while also contributing to the public discourse on society’s most pressing issues.

Blank has been part of a vital national conversation about how to keep public universities financially stable and thriving. Her leadership has burnished UW–Madison’s reputation as one of the world’s top universities — a center for education, discovery, and research, committed to sharing knowledge and innovation that improve lives in Wisconsin and around the globe.

She is departing UW–Madison at the end of this month to become president of Northwestern University but promises to come back and visit — and encourages our graduates to do the same.
PROVOST

John Karl Scholz

John Karl Scholz began serving as provost in August 2019 after six years as the dean of the College of Letters & Science at UW–Madison. Scholz is also the Nellie June Gray Professor of Economic Policy in the Department of Economics, which he joined in 1988.

From 1997 to 1998, Scholz was the deputy assistant secretary for tax analysis at the U.S. Treasury Department, and from 1990 to 1991, he was a senior staff economist at the Council of Economic Advisors. Scholz directed the Institute for Research on Poverty at UW–Madison from 2000 to 2004.

Professor Scholz is an internationally respected economist whose work on household saving, low-wage labor markets, financial barriers to higher education, and bankruptcy has appeared in leading economics journals.

A native of Nebraska, Scholz graduated from Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota, and earned his doctorate from Stanford University.
Amy Blumenfeld Bogost began practicing law in 1989 in the areas of criminal defense and civil rights. More recently her practice has focused on representation of victims of sensitive crimes and federal Title IX. She started a pro bono training for attorneys to aid and represent survivors of sexual assault and those going through the Title IX hearing process. Bogost has provided training on implementation of Title IX at Tribal colleges and has helped organize and teach at the National Trial Tribal College, co-sponsored and located at University of Wisconsin Law School. Bogost has been active in advancing the education of students with learning differences, including serving as a board member for Imagine a Child’s Capacity and lending her legal services to advocate on behalf of students and families. Bogost currently sits on the Milwaukee-based HIR Wellness Center Board, a nonprofit organization that believes in a multisystemic and integrated approach to providing high-quality mental health and wellness care. She holds a juris doctorate from Chicago Kent College of Law and a bachelor of arts in political science and history from the University of Wisconsin. She is a member of Washington State, California, and Wisconsin Bar Associations. Lifelong residents of Wisconsin, Bogost and her husband live in Madison and have three adult children. The entire family has received degrees or is currently attending the University of Wisconsin.
Graduating senior Barni Shiferaw counts himself fortunate for having had many wonderful opportunities at UW–Madison. As he completes his undergraduate career, he gets to add one more: student commencement speaker.

Shiferaw, who grew up in Wausau, Wisconsin, serves as vice president of the senior class. He was elected to the position on a ticket with his best friend, Pranav Srivastava, class president, whom he met playing soccer in middle school. Presaging their college leadership roles, they were elected president and vice president of the National Honor Society chapter at Wausau West High School their senior year.

Shiferaw’s final year at Wausau West also was notable for a rare two-sport feat — he simultaneously played on the soccer team while kicking for the football team, often juggling three games a week. Meanwhile, his strong focus on academics led to a prestigious full-tuition Chancellor’s Scholarship at UW–Madison, where he served as co-chair of his cohort of scholarship recipients.

For most of his time on campus, Shiferaw, a biology major, maintained a strong affiliation with Bucky’s Classroom, a program that sends UW students to middle schools across the state to talk about college preparation and career exploration. Shiferaw served as a student ambassador his sophomore year, then moved into leadership positions the last two years. His focus on reaching young students traditionally underrepresented in higher education helped the program expand into schools it previously hadn’t served. He also helped recruit a more diverse roster of UW student ambassadors.

Another role Shiferaw took on included meeting one-on-one with patients at Wingra Family Medical Center as a health coach. After a semester with the health coaching, he served as the coordinator for the program. These positions provided Shiferaw with valuable practical experience as he prepares to enter medical school this fall.

Shiferaw recently returned from a trip to Ethiopia, his first visit to the country where he was born. His parents, along with his three older brothers, immigrated to the U.S. when he was one year old. He expects many members of his extended family in Ethiopia to be streaming live as he delivers his commencement address.
Krishna Ella, an alumnus of UW–Madison, is a leading scientist and successful entrepreneur in the field of vaccines. Driven by a firm conviction that today’s neglected diseases will become tomorrow’s pandemics, Ella works to develop technologies to provide innovative and affordable solutions for neglected diseases.

Ella earned a PhD in plant pathology from UW–Madison in 1993. He and his wife, Suchitra, returned to their home country of India in 1996 to establish Bharat Biotech. The company has delivered over 10 billion vaccine doses to the poorest and most underserved populations in over 123 developing countries. With 433 patents filed and over 145 granted patents, including the world’s first global patents filed for the chikungunya and Zika virus vaccines, Ella has led development of 17 vaccines used in India and around the world.

Ella forged and nurtured global partnerships under the Indo-US Vaccine Action Program to successfully develop vaccines against rotavirus (Rotavac), through the first efficacy trial from the developing world, and typhoid (Typbar TCV), the world’s first typhoid conjugate vaccine, with human challenge studies conducted at Oxford University. Ella, in partnership with the University of Maryland and the Welcome Trust, has completed the Phase 1 clinical trial in Baltimore for non-typhoidal salmonella, a key health care challenge in Africa.

Ella’s latest work involved the development of Covaxin, India’s first and the world’s fourth SARS-CoV-2 vaccine, after the U.S. and the U.K. It has not only saved countless lives but also demonstrated India’s indigenous vaccine development capabilities, and is priced as low as $3 a dose.

For Ella’s contributions to society and industry, the Republic of India in 2022 conferred him with the Padma Bhushan, the country’s third-highest civilian award.
A distinguished leader, Ernest Grant has more than 30 years of nursing experience and is known throughout the world for his expertise in treating burn-care patients and for his commitment to fire safety and prevention.

His dedication to health care and community service led Grant to provide volunteer burn care in 12-hour shifts for 10 consecutive days to victims of the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center. President George W. Bush presented Grant with a Nurse of the Year Award in 2002 for his efforts.

Grant is serving his second term as president of the American Nurses Association, which represents the interests of the nation’s four million registered nurses. He is the first male president and the first African American man to hold this position.

Grant brings to the role a longstanding commitment to social justice and equity and to improving the health of all communities. During his tenure, he has advocated for greater diversity and inclusion in nursing and has been a leading national voice on multiple issues, including racial justice, the primacy of scientific evidence in combating COVID-19, and the need to support frontline workers during the pandemic.

Grant holds a bachelor’s degree in nursing from North Carolina Central University and master’s and PhD degrees from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. He previously served as the burn outreach coordinator for the North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center at University of North Carolina Hospitals in Chapel Hill. He currently serves as an adjunct faculty member for the UNC–Chapel Hill School of Nursing.

In addition to being a prolific public speaker, Grant has conducted numerous burn-education courses with the U.S. military in preparation for troop deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan.
Keith Nosbusch, a Milwaukee native and UW–Madison alumnus, earned progressively responsible leadership positions throughout his 42-year career in industrial automation. From 2004 to 2016, he served as chairman of the board and CEO of Milwaukee-based Rockwell Automation.

Nosbusch earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical and computer engineering from UW–Madison in 1974. After graduating, he began his career at the Allen-Bradley Company, later to become Rockwell Automation. He simultaneously pursued a master’s degree, earning an MBA from UW–Milwaukee in 1978.

During Nosbusch’s career at Rockwell Automation, the company became the dominant industrial automation company in North America, with business in more than 80 countries. His vision for “The Connected Enterprise” helped spur the smart manufacturing revolution. The approach, composed of an integrated control and information architecture, enables the customer’s plant floor to be securely and seamlessly connected throughout the enterprise and across facilities located anywhere in the world.

In 2016, Nosbusch was recognized by Smart Manufacturing magazine as one of “30 visionaries” who have had the foresight to develop and adopt cutting-edge digital technologies and drive manufacturing into a new era of competitiveness.

Throughout his career, Nosbusch also worked to create an organizational culture where every employee could perform their best work. In 2017, Catalyst, a nonprofit organization that promotes inclusive workplaces for women and other people underrepresented in the workplace, honored Rockwell Automation with its prestigious Catalyst Award. Ethisphere Institute recognized Rockwell Automation as one of the “World’s Most Ethical Companies” eight times during Nosbusch’s tenure as CEO. He is widely known for his focused philanthropic strategy and advocacy of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education.

Nosbusch’s commitment to providing pathways to and broadening participation in a STEM education extends to his alma mater. He championed the full-tuition Rockwell Automation Corporate Scholarships at UW–Madison.
The senior class officers comprise two elected officers, the president and vice president, and three selected officers, the communications, diversity, equity and inclusion, and events directors. Elections and interviews took place in the spring semester prior to the beginning of their service in the fall of their senior year.

Part of the Division of Student Life, the officers also partner with the Wisconsin Foundation and Alumni Association (WFAA) and the Office of the Chancellor. The senior class officers plan spring and winter commencement as well as senior social events and senior week events in cooperation with WFAA.

**Pranav Srivastava, President**

Hailing from Wausau, Wisconsin, Pranav is an enthusiastic Wisconsinite passionate about the state’s people and culture. At the UW, Pranav majored in finance and economics focusing on behavioral game theory and valuation. He received a certificate in art history concentrating on global modernism and revolutionary situations. Pranav was elected to Student Council and the Student Services Finance Committee, and he danced competitively around the nation with the Wisconsin School of Bhangra. He was a member of the AKPsi business fraternity and served as the chief advancement officer at Diverse Leaders of Tomorrow. Beyond the UW, Pranav co-founded an ed tech startup called Abloh with the goal of empowering students through the lens of data. Pranav will begin his career in clean energy investment banking, and he ultimately plans on starting an impact investment fund focused on climate tech and life science innovation. As the 2022 senior class president, Pranav was most proud of implementing the DEI director position, catalyzing the Green Flamingo Project, and resurrecting the Pail & Shovel Party.

**Barni Shiferaw, Vice President**

Raised in Wausau, Wisconsin, Barni has mastered the Midwest nice. In his free time, he has pursued a biology major in the College of Letters & Science. On campus, he has held several leadership roles, including Chancellor’s Scholars Class co-chair, Bucky’s Classroom senior advisor, and health coaching coordinator at Wingra Family Medical Center. Additionally, Barni is passionate about helping underrepresented students pursue and attain college educations. Following graduation, he will be continuing his education and attending medical school. In the meantime, he has spent his senior year reviving the Pail & Shovel Party by bringing back the shenanigans and traditions that make UW–Madison the iconic university that it is. If you see him on campus, you will probably recognize him by his iconic afro or cunning personality.
Julia Elert, Events Director

Born and raised in Libertyville, Illinois, Julia comes from a long line of Wisconsin Badgers. Studying alongside her brother and sister while at the UW has been the highlight of her college experience. She is graduating with a double major in industrial engineering and data science with a certificate in computer science. Julia first found her passion in event planning as the advancement assistant for the College of Engineering. She then took the position of external relations officer for the UW–Madison chapter of the Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE). This role required her to manage corporate relationships with regional and national engineering firms to plan recruiting events and secure sponsorships. This year as the Senior Class Office events director, Julia created new opportunities to bring students together from all ends of campus. After graduation, Julia will begin working for Deloitte doing technical consulting in Chicago.

Sami Imam, Communications Director

A product of the Chicago suburbs, Sami was born and raised in Oak Brook, Illinois. Sami is a computer science major pursuing a digital media production certificate. Growing up in a Pakistani Muslim household, Sami takes pride in his cultural identity. He is the media and outreach chair of the Pakistani Students Association and the graphic design and video intern at the Multicultural Student Center. In addition, Sami is a brother in the Muslim fraternity on campus, Alpha Lambda Mu. In his free time, Sami enjoys watching pretentious films, playing basketball and spikeball, and creating art through filmmaking and graphic design. As the communications director, Sami has aimed to promote an energetic and inclusive atmosphere for this year’s senior class through his videos and other media tactics. If you ever need a movie recommendation, Sami is the man to consult.

Yahvi Mahendra, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Director

From growing up as a Chicago suburbanite, spending her summers in Milwaukee, and now living in Madison, Yahvi has had her fair share of the Midwestern experience. In her time at UW–Madison, Yahvi has studied sociology and health promotion and health equity, and has received certificates in global health, health policy, and leadership. Yahvi has joined and held leadership roles in several student organizations, including being DEI director of the Senior Class Office, being president of Amnesty International and the India Students’ Association, volunteering with BASES, and being a photographer for ALT Magazine. Over the past four years at UW–Madison, her interdisciplinary curriculum and her extracurricular work have allowed her to focus on understanding disparities within various ethnic backgrounds and advocating for underserved populations’ access to equitable health. After graduation, Yahvi will pursue a career in health policy and eventually a master’s in public health concentrated in global health policy.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison

The University of Wisconsin–Madison and its alumni have a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research, entrepreneurship, and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 46,000 students enrolled, from every county in Wisconsin, all 50 states, and 117 countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

“Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques, and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels, and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff, and students can discover, examine critically, preserve, and transmit the knowledge, wisdom, and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research, and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea” — articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff, and students, and people, communities, and industries around the world.

Program Notes

The school and college flags used in today’s ceremony were commissioned for Commencement by Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank. They are used in this and other similar ceremonies, including Convocation for incoming students — the complementary celebration to Commencement that begins students’ university careers.

The flags’ background wave design reflects the university’s location along Lake Mendota. Colors on each flag reflect the traditional academic colors for the courses of study within each school or college. The Graduate School, School of Education, and College of Letters & Science are multicolored, representing their varied disciplines. Flags also feature the year in which each school or college was founded, from 1848 for the Law School and School of Medicine and Public Health (authorized in the charter for the newly created university) to 1983 for the School of Veterinary Medicine.

Flag bearers in the opening procession were selected by the dean of each school and college to represent their fellow students.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Eryne Trenice Jenkins
BS, Biology

College of Engineering
Megan Grace Hinaus
BS, Civil Engineering, Certificate in Mathematics, Certificate in Integrated Studies in Science, Engineering, and Society

College of Letters & Science
Sakuni Egodawatte
BS, Computer Sciences, Linguistics

Graduate School
Indu Kilaru
Master of Public Affairs, Certificate in Strategic Innovation

Law School
Mike H. Holland
Doctor of Law (Juris Doctor)

Wisconsin School of Business
Lilly Gullickson
BBA, Risk Management & Insurance and Management & Human Resources

School of Education
Akiwele Maja Burayidi
BS, Dance

School of Human Ecology
Jordan Gundrum
BS, Interior Architecture, Certificate in Environmental Studies
School of Medicine and Public Health
Zoe Ellen Stratman  
**BS, Biology ’21** (Stratman will attend the UW–Madison School of Medicine and Public Health in fall 2022.)

School of Nursing
Veronica Smith  
**BS, Nursing**

School of Pharmacy
Christina Miya Vulpitta  
**BS, Pharmacology & Toxicology**

School of Veterinary Medicine
Olivia Rose Fox  
**BS, Biology** (Fox will attend the UW–Madison School of Veterinary Medicine in fall 2022.)

Wisconsin Alumni Association
Mahee Jay Patel  
**BBA, Management and Human Resources**
Dorinda R. Cartier, BSN’72

Academic Attire

**Gowns**
Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master's candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. In spring 2017, the gown designs were updated to include the University of Wisconsin–Madison colors and crest logo, providing both a pop of red among the traditional sea of black and an additional display of UW spirit that's recognizable to all.

**Hoods**
Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor's hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution — cardinal at Wisconsin. The master’s hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length, and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels
Candidates for the bachelor's degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At this time, the tassel is moved from the right to the left side. Degree candidates from MD, JD, SJD, DVM, DNP, DOT, and AuD wear an eight-sided black tam with a gold tassel. Candidates for all advanced degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats that are distinctive to their degree. Graduates displaying the red and white philanthropy cord have chosen to make a financial gift commitment of support to the university.

Graduates with Honors and Distinction
Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor's degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal chevrons.

Academic Colors

**Graduate and Professional Hoods**
- Doctor of Audiology: **Green**
- Doctor of Juridical Science: **Purple**
- Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): **Purple**
- Doctor of Medicine: **Green**
- Doctor of Musical Arts: **Pink**
- Doctor of Nursing Practice: **Apricot**
- Doctor of Occupational Therapy: **Green**
- Doctor of Pharmacy: **Olive**
- Doctor of Philosophy: **Blue**
- Doctor of Physical Therapy: **Green**
- Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: **Gray**
- Master of Accountancy: **Sapphire**
- Master of Arts: **White**
- Master of Business Administration: **Sapphire**
- Master of Engineering: **Orange**
- Master of Fine Arts: **Brown**
- Master of International Public Affairs: **Teal**
- Master of Laws: **Purple**
- Master of Laws–Legal Institutions: **Purple**
- Master of Music: **Pink**
- Master of Physician Assistant Studies: **Green**
- Master of Professional French Studies: **White**
- Master of Public Affairs: **Teal**
- Master of Public Health: **Salmon Pink**
- Master of Science: **Yellow**
- Master of Science–Business: **Sapphire**
- Master of Science–Engineering: **Orange**
- Master of Social Work: **Citron**
Undergraduate Degree Tassels
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Maize

College of Engineering
Orange

College of Letters & Science
Applied Mathematics, Engineering, and Physics: Yellow
Arts (including Humanities, Letters): White
Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
Journalism: Crimson
Landscape Architecture: Blue Purple
Music: Pink
Social Work: Citron

Wisconsin School of Business
Sapphire

School of Education
Art, Art Education, Fine Arts, Theatre and Drama: Brown
Dance, Kinesiology, Physical Education: Sage Green
Athletic Training, Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue

School of Human Ecology
Maroon

School of Nursing
Apricot

School of Pharmacy
Olive

Honorary Degrees
Honorary degrees from UW–Madison recognize individuals with careers of extraordinary accomplishment. The Committee on Honorary Degrees looks to sustained and characteristic activity as its warrant: uncommonly meritorious activity exhibiting values that are esteemed by UW–Madison. Preference is given to those who are connected in some significant way to the state or the university.

Schools, colleges, and departments submit nominations to the Committee on Honorary Degrees, a central part in the process of awarding honorary degrees. The committee is composed of 28 members, including the chancellor and the UW System president or their designees. Sixteen members are selected by the faculty, four from each of the four faculty divisions of the university (arts and humanities, biological sciences, physical sciences, social sciences). The chancellor appoints 10 members from the faculty or the administration.

Finalists are submitted to the chancellor and the Board of Regents for review. Once approved, the Faculty Senate votes, with a three-fourths affirmative vote required for confirmation.

As a matter of policy, emeritus faculty members are not eligible for honorary degrees solely on the basis of their performance while at UW–Madison. The university cannot grant honorary degrees to those who have held elected office in the state in the past two years, nor to anyone employed by the University of Wisconsin within the past two years.
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of April 1, 2022, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing. Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the Honors Program in the student’s school or college.

**Doctor of Audiology**

Miranda Jean Adamczak
Allison Louise Anderson
Tenzin Dasal Tarak
Mary Beth Galloy
Emma McGrath Lundstrom
Heather Anne Serrano
Jacklyn Danielle Snider
Lauren Elizabeth Trautner

**Doctor of Law** *(Juris Doctor)*

† McKenzie L. Ahmet
† Benjamin Thomas Alexander
Arman S. Alpar
† James Edmund Anderson
Kristia Noelle Anderson
† Will Rice Anderson
Alexandra Jade Andringa
† Brendan E. Ashe
Elise Ashley
Ruha N. Assaf
Kristina Susan Atterholt
† Jacob D. Baer
John Patrick Barrett
Peter A. Bazianos
† Nicholas A. Becher
Emily Marie Behn
Allegra L. Berry
† Michael Bezoian
Christopher M. Bjorling
Anne Blackbourn
† Madeline C. Blanchard
Nia Blasingame
Chase Blevins
Monica S. Boctor
† Kalyn Boemer
† Max Benjamin Bogost
Abigail F. Bongiorno
Justin Kent Brewer
Zachary Brindza
† Reid C. Buchinger
Martha Leigh Burke
Andrew Raymond Campbell

Justin Caparco
† Laine Joshua Carver
Jesse Castaneda
† Alexis Kathryn Catalano
Jingxuan Chen
† Megan Ann Christopher
† Kyle J. Clark
Emily A. Cole
† Samhita Contur
Emma T. Contino
Maryann Victoria Corea
Nairobi A. Cratic
† Mykayla Anne Dado
Sarah M. Dahdouh
† Charles Anthony DeCesaris
† McKenna Deutsch
Camila Di Mauri
Emely R. Dickens
Jocelyn Donahue-Renfert
Catherine Drayna
† Kaitlin E. Dryden
David J. Earleywine
Desire Marie Esker
† Courtney E. Evans
David R. Ewert
Heather M. Faeh
Wilson C. Fay
† Arie T. Feltman-Frank
Paige A. Forrester
Sara Marie Fox
† Madeline Frances Freyberg
Adrianna Arlene Fueredi
† Jacob Nelson Garman
Graham Gerhart
Sarah Ghazi-Moradi
† Margaret N. Ginocchio
Ann E. Glavan
Elizabeth Marie Gruening
† Alexander Lee Hahn
Matthew Hansen
Anna Elizabeth Hartz
† Vincent W. Hauser
† Erin T. Hayes
Timothy Xavier Hennigan
Mason A. Higgins
Amber R. Hobbs
Mike Holland
† Jesse S. Hooker
Stephen Hsu
Jiayu Hua
Jack David Iwrey
Mamadou Jawo
Ashleigh Nicole Johnson
Jake Clark Joling
Nicole Jones
Sarah P. Jones
Nicolette Elise Jordee
Michael C. Jurkash
Tommy H. Kaczkowski
Nathan J. Kane
Madeleine G. King
† Michael Kirkpatrick
Grace Isabelle Kisch
Alex Kitto
John Allen Klages III
Taylor Elizabeth Klokow
† Sterling Knoche
Alexandra M. Knorr
Ryan Kohler
Julian D. Koontz
† Cedric O. Kostelyna
† Matthew William Kulju
Sammi Lawrence
Hannah Bishop Leedom
John Samuel Leiber
Tyler M. LeMieux
Tess L. Lewandowski
Yunjie Ling
Zoe Ilia Lis
† Ola Lisowska
† Kass Longie
Refugio Cuco Longoria
Taylor B. Lovett
† Ryan Otto Lucka
Sarah Anne Mallak
Veronica A. Mantilla
Gabriel Manzano Nieves
† Paul Michael Matenaer
† Adam Joseph Mazin
David Mazzella
Madeline A. McCue
† Collin Dennis McKeough
Kaitlin Elizabeth McNamara
Cameron D. Melchior

† Honors Candidate
Andrea Grace Moehrke
† Samuel J.S. Moheban
Connor J. Mooney
Mackenzie L. Moran
James S. Morrissey
† Alyssa Marie Mullaney
John Connor Muth
† Gina Nerone
Alex Thomas O’Connor
Madeline O’Connor
† Dylan C. Ochoa
Michael Jaros Odden
Helena B. Oddo
Ketih Oldiais
Griffin Daniel Oleszczuk
Mary Eileen Osterby
Jesse Orlando Owens
† Riley L. Palmer
† Zoe Anastasia Pawlisch
Mitchell J. Philbin
† Hannah Pollard-Garber
Nicole Pomish
† Derek James Punches
† Mehak Qureshi
Nick Raef
Anton Ragozin
† Jenna Riddle
Natalie June Riopelle
Samuel G. Roberts
† Rachel Robole
† Caroline J. Rogers
† Ruth M. Ross
Melissa Rubio
Michael A. Ryan
Miranda R. Salazar
Kirsten Mackenzie Wilshire Salmons
† Stephanie K. Schmidt
David Thomas Schneck
Avery Jason Schulman
Allison Rhe Schweinert
Katherine B. Scott
Brady J. Seidlitz
Danielle Elizabeth Sendelbach
† Ryan Christopher Sendelbach
† Emma Shamburek
† Andrea M. Shine
Bronwyn D. Sigalla-Westgate
Olivia Simmons
Tanja Skiljievic
† Jordan M. Small
Kristen A. Smith
Ryan M. Spaude
† Maddison L. Stallman
Sierra Stallworth
† Rebecca Lynn Stern
Kevin L. Steuck
Crystal Stonewall
† Davis William Sullivan
Paul Kher Tadross
Marino J. Taylor
Michael Brian Taylor
Alexa Thomas
† Hayley Anne Tkach
Katherine Margaret Toohey
Rafael J. Torres-Rodriguez
Kathryn Trudeau
Von Dickens Abero Usla
Sebastian Uribe
Tomas F. Valerio
Brian G. Vargas
† Meghan Villapando
Katrina Voge
Kara R. Weatherby
Cullen James Werwie
Margaret H. Wilk
Caitlin S. Willenbrink
† Gretchen Ellyse Winkel
† Kathleen Elizabeth Wood
Emma M. Woods
† Mitchell James Wright
Charlotte Madeira Wynes
Yixuan Xia
Erica N. Young
† Alexander Bruce Zahn
Ganxin Zhang
Daniel H. Zhao
† Megan Michelle Ziesmann
Linnea M. Zintman

Doctor of Medicine

Abdullah A. Adil
Justin Matthew Angles
Joseph Wesley Archer
Daniel Robert Arndorfer
Carmel Rebecca Assa
Antony Aziz
Kathy Bach
Karina Teresa Tengco Barretto
Julia Anne Bast
Ingmar Niels Bastian
Claire Catherine Beamish
Matthew Alexander Beilfuss
Kevin James Beine
Joshua James Bensen
Thomas Beres
Leigh Rebecca Berman
Zachary Herbert Birner
Alexander Fox Blair
Joshua Troy Bodnar
Mazdak Moghaddam Bradberry
Katarina Braun
Leeann Minh Bui
Maxwell Sumkin Butler
Taylor Alexandra Caldwell
Andrew John Carlson
Patrick Carney
Nithin Charly
Kallie Jing Chen
Christie Cheng
Jack F. Chovanec
Kristen Moriah Clark
Alexander William Clegg
Sophia Colevas
Rebecca Leigh Colwell
Kevin Michael Condit
Trevor Lynn Cooper
Lenka Craigo
David Cupp
Do Duy Dang
Veronica Daniel
Mitchell Depke
Julia Wells DeSantis
Natasha Domrowski
Christina Dudley
Sean Phillip Duminie
Erik Nathan Ehlers
Deena El-Gabri
Tyler Engel
Thomas Lawrence Enright
Cody Joseph Falls
Troy Robert Farrell
Jacob Faultersack
Brody Fitzpatrick
Ragina Louise V. Gallagher
Collin Patrick Goebel
Megan Gokey
Alex James Griffith
Sophia A. Haile
Kevin Paul Hash
Anna Heffron
Jose Bien Rafaelo Hernandez
Alexis Nicole Hernandez Abrego
Rachelle Pearl Herrin
Tammy Thi Hoang
Nicholas John Horswill
Yang Hu
Andrew Pan Huang
Alyssa Marie Joachim
Aamir Kadri
Benjamin David Kannenberg
Austin Kayser
Meaghan Reilly Kenfield
Aaron Kollross
Vinal Swarup Konduiri
Jackson Henry Korger
Kirsten Marie Kreh
† Honors Candidate
Adam Krouse
Samantha Paige Kultgen
John Christian Kutschke
Jeannette Marie Larson
Micah Larson
Kate Victoria Lauer
Lena Leemei Law
Jonathan Le
Michelle Mai Lee
Richard Hobum Lee
John W. Li
Fan-Jean Liu
Susan Luo
Nancy Ly
Lianna Mack
Marilyn MacNguyen
Elizabeth Rose Maginot
Elia Massoud
Rosina Katherine Millevolte
Daniel Montes
Sean Michael Mortenson
Alison Michelle Mueller
Aaron Joseph Henry Muesch
Hasan Nadeem
Peter Ngo
Andrew Bao Loc Nguyen
Thang Nguyen
Victoria Noe-Kim
Jayne-Norah Ntambi
Andre Uche Obua
Scott Odorico
Viktoriya Ovsepyan
Ashley M. Peotter
Phuc Huy Pham
Alexander Anthony Pieper
Samantha Renee Prince
Yazeed Qadadha
Grant Marlin Quilling
Tonela Qyli
Matthew Ryan Rabska
Shruti Rajan
Gregory John Raster
Olivia Camille Rater
Sydnee Elizabeth Rausch
Alexis Ray
Luke James Richard
Michael Joseph Rigby
Megan Mae Roedel
Ethan Rosen
Kimberly Rosenthal
Aaron Douglas Rottier
Paul Andrew Rowley
Clayton James Rust
Kevin Rymut
Nicholas Alexander Schreiter
Kathryn Anne Schulz
Rutvi Bimal Shah
Emily Rae Sheveland
Edward Dong-Ho Shin
Sanyog Singh
Paul Benjamin Skelton
Marc Austin Skyslen
David Smith
Katherine Grace Gifford Smith
Reed M. Smith
Gabriel Sobczak
Gustavo Alexander Sosa
Nicholas Jeffrey Spoerk
Aniruddha Srivastava
Taylor-Paige Stewart
Elizabeth Stoeckl
Wendy Sun
Jacob Matthew Svenson
William Hatton Swain
Alexa Leigh Temme
Patrizia Sophia Courtney Ulrich
Alyssa Anne Valentyne
Rachel Van Doorn
Joaquin Alfonso Marante Villaruz
Ross Vitek
Nhu Quynh Vu
Aleah Marie Warden
Kelsey Loren Wartgow
Aimee Wattiaux
Tyler Jacob Weyer
Daniel George Willcockson
Jeremy R. Williams
Athena Sinead Wilson
Jessica Witt
Erika Jennifer Wood
KaHoua Yang
Logan Laufenberg Yeager
Benjamin Michael Zellmer

Doctor of Musical Arts

Cole Isaac Bartels
Devin R. Cobleigh-Morrison
Tiffany Lynn Coolidge
Matthew Michael Honas
Xinyi Jiang
Yoo Min Lee
Thomas Alan Lipsmeyer
Chang-En Lu
Sheri Lynn Masiakowski
Lindsey Ann Meekhof
Rachel Ann Reese
Mengmeng Wang
Lawren Brianna Ware
Yee Ting Cynthia Yau

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Laura Jean Bradstreet
Katherine Claire Brey
Sarah Jo Brosman
Rachel Philipps Chenoweth
Alexandra Leigh DiFulvio
Anna Kathryn Doughty
Brenda Lea Elickson
Lisa Jean Fick
Ashley Jane Fielek
Laura Anne Goggins
Rhiannon Leigh Gunther
Dannielle Elizabeth Linn Harmsen
Alyssa R. Holcombe
Oren Jacobs
Allison Joy Johnson
Alex Koch
Tenzin Lhamo
Emily Ruth Lichte
Erin Elizabeth MacMillan
Michael Edward Matye
Rose Marie Mayo
Samantha Fay Mazur
Danielle McClone
Hasmik Morales
Hannah Lucile Tepsa Peterson
Nicholas M. Pflum
Larissa Lane Reinen
Matthew David Reuter
Corey Smith
Emily June Tyl
Katherine B. Walczak
Garrett Williams
Padao Yang

Doctor of Pharmacy

Maija Ailene Anderson
Megan Kathleen Andraski
Bander Ahmed Assiri
Megan Ann Avery
Kaitlin Nicole Babula
Megan Nicole Ballew
Abigail Elizabeth Baniel
Madison Barabas
Nathan James Bartley
Sonia Devi Bhardwaj
Dylan Bielen
Sarah Jane Bittner
Sandeep Kaur Brar
Kelsey Violet Brasil
Kaitlin Bruden
Kellen Michael Brush
Doctor of Philosophy

Hazem Farouk Mahmoud Abdelaal  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Adubah Abdulhadi  
Economics

David Philip Adam  
Medical Physics

Maame S. Adomako  
Educational Psychology

Paul Hangsan Ahn  
Communication Arts

Ram Alagappan  
Computer Sciences

Ellen Amara Albright  
Freshwater and Marine Science

Ammar Mohammed Alshammari  
Geological Engineering

Katherine Ann Amato  
Microbiology

Katie Elizabeh Apsey  
Art History

Sogol Babaeinejadzarokolaee  
Electrical Engineering

Lauren Patricia Bagwell  
Curriculum and Instruction

Pravleen Kaur Bajwa  
Epidemiology

Carolina Balvin Arevalo  
Spanish

Savannah Lynn Bartel  
Integrative Biology

Lena Marie Batt  
Educational Policy Studies

Nancy Joan Beale  
Nursing

Kyle Frederick Becker  
Mechanical Engineering

Daniel Ethan Beemon  
Economics

Helen G. Behr  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Michael Andrew Hochella Bekken  
Soil Science

Leslie Bellais  
History

Jonathan Berhanu  
Educational Policy Studies

Esther Janet Bettney  
Curriculum and Instruction

Katie Marie Beverley  
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology

Muna Bhattarai  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Heidi Beth Biancat  
French
Katherine B. Friedman  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Regina Yvonne Fuller  
Educational Policy Studies

Amy Elizabeth Gaeta  
English

Sarah K. Gamalinda  
African Cultural Studies

Lydia Marie Gandy-Fastovich  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Aishwarya Ganesan  
Computer Sciences

Kristal Lynn Gant  
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology

Ashley N. Gaskew  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Marissa Marie Gaskill  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Benjamin Domenic Gastfriend  
Chemical Engineering

Grace George  
Neuroscience

Lazarus German  
Materials Science and Engineering

Ramin Ghamkhar  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Aditya Nandakumar Ghule  
Electrical Engineering

Ruslan Gibadullin  
Chemistry

Hyungjin Gill  
Mass Communications

Kirstan Elizabeth Gimse  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology

Ryan Anthony Goble  
Second Language Acquisition

Shannon Leah Goes  
Chemistry

Allison Quick Gorr  
Dairy Science

Jen Gramer  
History

Chenxiao Guan  
Electrical Engineering

Qilin Guo  
Mechanical Engineering

Caleigh Dawn Guoynes  
Psychology

Glorimar Guzman-Perez  
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology

Michael Paul Haen  
English

Chloe Haimson  
Sociology

Corri Dorise Hamilton  
Plant Pathology

Eric Nee-Armah Hammond  
Clinical Investigation

Yoshiyuki Hara  
Japanese

Kayci Olson Harris  
History

Jasenia Tamara Hartman  
Neuroscience

Evan Mitchell Heintz  
Physics

Mayrena Isamar Hernandez  
Kinesiology

Ornella Hills  
Mass Communications

Lillian Margaret Hislop  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Ali Hassan Hjaar  
Industrial Engineering

Franklin Walker Cunningham Hobbs  
Materials Science and Engineering

Raegan Sue Hoefler  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Emilie Hofacker  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Gregory Reid Holdman  
Physics

Luke Andrew Holmaas  
Communication Arts

Jiyeon Hong  
Business

Joan Jaejin Hong  
Educational Policy Studies

Elise Hopman  
Psychology

Bat-Zion Hose  
Industrial Engineering

Willem Paul Houts  
Human Ecology

Elizabeth Hrodey  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Bowen Hu  
Statistics

Junzi Huang  
Curriculum and Instruction

Yen-Hua Huang  
Wildlife Ecology

Yunzheng Huang  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Zhi Huang  
Business

Justyn Kase Huckleberry  
Environment and Resources

Daniel Tyler Huff  
Medical Physics

Amy Jo Hughes  
Art History

Jungwon Hyun  
Curriculum and Instruction

Jonathan Sol Isaac  
English

Dorcas Akinniyi Jansen  
Counseling Psychology

Wongun Ji  
Educational Psychology

Jonathan Jibson  
English

Alvin Jonathan  
Chemical Engineering

Tiffany Michelle Jones  
Counseling Psychology

Sydney Anna Jupitz  
Medical Physics

Maria E. Kamenetsky  
Epidemiology

Neda KaramiMohammadi  
Mechanical Engineering

Erik Steven Katovich  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Dylan Kaufman-Obstler  
History

Arveen Kaur  
Health Services Research in Pharmacy

Michelle Merwood Kelly  
Clinical Investigation

Jesse Bertron Kidd  
Chemistry

Kristopher John Kieft  
Microbiology

Christina Naeun Kim  
Human Ecology

Haein Kim  
Environment and Resources

Ji Hyun Kim  
Business

Jun Young Kim  
Electrical Engineering

Minhee Kim  
Industrial Engineering

Nana Kim  
Educational Psychology

Emily King  
Medical Physics

Zach King  
Business

Anne’ Ivana Knezevic  
Curriculum and Instruction

Yea Hee Ko  
Business

Hye-young Koh  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Arun Kolar  
Educational Policy Studies

Mark James Koranda  
Psychology

Samuel Matthew Kougias  
Chemistry

Georgios Koutsakis  
Mechanical Engineering

Cortney Nicole Anderson Kramer  
Art History

Prasanth Kumar  
Biophysics

Alexandra Lakind  
Curriculum and Instruction
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department/Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erwin Lares</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Patricia Larsen</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Danielle Larson</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Tyler Lavarias</td>
<td>Nutritional Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Lazaroff</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitch Ledwith</td>
<td>Cellular and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaesung Lee</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiyeon Lee</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyuin Lee</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marguerite Elizabeth H. Lenius</td>
<td>Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah D. Lent</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Irene Lew</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jining Li</td>
<td>Mass Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingyu Li</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaotian Li</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingda Li</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Li</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuhui Li</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayer Li</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Yin Liao</td>
<td>Health Services Research in Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuan-Hung Lin</td>
<td>Comparative Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Lin</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Lin</td>
<td>Physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Lindberg</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Lindemann</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Lira Da Silva E Cunha Brandao</td>
<td>Environment and Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyu Liu</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziyun Liu</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na Lor</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jevin Jay Lortie</td>
<td>Nutritional Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Barnes Lowe</td>
<td>Environment and Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdong Lu</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yangtian Luo</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuetian Luo</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ting Fung Ma</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Lesley Macrimummon</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Mercedes Madsen</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minhuyen Mai</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Chamberlain Malone</td>
<td>Agronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumit K. Mandal</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Jan Mark</td>
<td>Cancer Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meg M. Marquardt</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Robert Marsh</td>
<td>Medical Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Clint Tohdacheinney Martin</td>
<td>Biophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Denise Marver</td>
<td>Population Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Gordon Massman</td>
<td>Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma G. Matcham</td>
<td>Agronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austen Chase Matsui</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Carey Matthews</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Katherine Mauro</td>
<td>Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerardo Mazzei Capote</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith McNamara</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian McQuistion</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Melessa</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Menendez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranran Zhu Mi</td>
<td>Mass Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ani Varjabedian Michaud</td>
<td>Cellular and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Joan Michel</td>
<td>Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Rose Mickelson</td>
<td>Physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Rose Miesner</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas D’Marco Mitchell</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzoma Cornelius Mmeje</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassana Mohammed</td>
<td>Human Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heungyun Moon</td>
<td>Plant Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Ali Morgan</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Grant Morton</td>
<td>Botany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Mould</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Kay Muchlbauer</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Mueller</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kat Mueller</td>
<td>Cellular and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashid Al Mukaddim</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeghan Kara Murie-Mazariegos</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunyoung Myung</td>
<td>Mass Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Neveu</td>
<td>Communication Sciences &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zijian Ni</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Anne Nicastri</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Ann Nikolay</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Allen Nikolay</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Kazuo Nishikawa</td>
<td>Biophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiani Niu</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Dennis Noble</td>
<td>Engineering Mechanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian North</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royce R. Novak</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil O’Connell</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan W. Oakley</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Ann Oamek</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Margaret Odell</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changkeun Oh</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margarita Orozco</td>
<td>Mass Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Otting</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trevor M. Oxholm
Physics

Ekrem Ozlu
Soil Science

Jessica Pachicano
Materials Science and Engineering

Heidi Hayang Pak
Nutritional Sciences

Karma Palzom-Pasha
History

Dongxu Pan
Chemistry

Feng Pan
Chemistry

Shihe Pan
Business

Yiqin Pan
Educational Psychology

Chan Park
Statistics

Jaeun Park
Mathematics

Kyusic Park
Mechanical Engineering

Parag Vijayraj Pathak
Mechanical Engineering

Mitchell Paukner
Statistics

Bo Peng
Geography

Jennifer Lee Peotter
Biocchemistry

Jessica Guadalupe Perez-Chavez
Counseling Psychology

Benjamin David Peterson
Environmental Chemistry and Technology

Aparna Ravindra Phalke
Environment and Resources

Paige Piszel
Chemistry

Alex Pizzuto
Physics

Dylan Michael Plaskon
Biocchemistry

Hemanth Kumar Potluri
Cellular and Molecular Pathology

Michael Santino Pulia
Clinical Investigation

Jennifer Mae Putney
Human Ecology

Yiming Qin
Nutritional Sciences

Mariela Quesada Centeno
Human Ecology

Adhithi Rajagopalan
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Ravi S. Raju
Electrical Engineering

Mohammadreza Ranjbar Naeini
Electrical Engineering

Deepika Rao
Health Services Research in Pharmacy

Ichwaku Rastogi
Cancer Biology

Rebecca Mary Reese
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Mark Rempel
Economics

Alexander Bertrand Remsik
Kinesiology

Michael Joseph Rigby
Neuroscience

Nathan Tibbitts Roberts
Electrical Engineering

Jonas Rodriguez
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Laura Roeker
Curriculum and Instruction

Rebecca Marie Rose
Environment and Resources

Quincy Rosemarie
Cancer Biology

Benjamin Edward Rosenwasser
Astronomy

Linette Marie Rousseau
Business

Hridindu S. Roychowdhury
Biocchemistry

Holly Noel Rubalcava
Art History

Stuart Rumrill
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Benjamin Edward Rush
Nutritional Sciences

Joonjae Ryu
Chemical Engineering

Melody Page Sain
Botany

Asmahan Sandokki
Curriculum and Instruction

Katherine Leigh Sarkisian
Psychology

Elizabeth Scaria
Industrial Engineering

Daniel Allan Schaefer
Kinesiology

Maria Anna Schletzbaum
Epidemiology

Adam Portz Schmidt
Industrial Engineering

Lindsey Jo Schwartz
Philosophy

Katharine Elisabeth Scott
Psychology

Daniel C. Segessenman
Geoscience

Bethany Margaret Dado Senn
Dairy Science

Nikhila Sham Sunder Bharadwaj
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Dandan Shao
Plant Pathology

Yue Shao
Chemical Engineering

Hongyuan Sheng
Chemistry

Summer Lee Sherman
Chemistry

Estiaque Haidar Shourov
Materials Science and Engineering

Anil Sigdel
Animal Sciences

Taryn Lael Simmons
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kaitlyn Margaret Sims
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Aabhas Singh
Engineering Mechanics

Edward John Sippel
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Alexander Douglas Smith
Chemical Engineering

Jonathan Michael Snodgrass
Electrical Engineering

Rajula Srivastava
Mathematics

Susan Marie Stanton
Curriculum and Instruction

Mark Brian Stateler
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Alana Stempien
Biomedical Engineering

Nathan Thomas Stevens
Geoscience

Nataly Ibarra Stewart
Counseling Psychology

Brandon Storlie
Mass Communications

Nathan Strachen
Electrical Engineering

Patrick James Strohbeen
Materials Science and Engineering

Aaron D. Stumpf
Counseling Psychology

Jian Sun
Materials Science and Engineering

Yewon Sung
Curriculum and Instruction

Devika Jacquelyn Suri
Nutritional Sciences

Lauren Elizabeth Surovi
Italian

James Swanke
Electrical Engineering

Mayukh Talukdar
Geological Engineering

Junyi Tan
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Swee Kiat Tay
Mass Communications
Leslie Paige Taylor  
Physics

Yifeng Teng  
Computer Sciences

Sin-ruow Tey  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Timothy-Neil Trinidad Tiambeng  
Chemistry

Nikhil Tiwari  
Curriculum and Instruction

Maribel Torres Velazquez  
Biomedical Engineering

Adrian Tovar Lopez  
Mathematics

Daniel M. Tremmel  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Sarah Frances Trevino  
Geoscience

Sriniwas Tunuguntla  
Business

Michelle Lynnette Turner  
Social Welfare

Christopher James Unterberger  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Amanda Marie Vanderplow  
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology

Eva Vasiljevic  
Population Health

Kelly Vazquez  
Mechanical Engineering

Kathy Villalon  
Educational Policy Studies

Lena Vincent  
Special Graduate Committee

Logan Erik Vine  
Chemistry

Hermann Wilhelm Von Hesse  
History

Madeline Wadington  
Educational Psychology

Christy Ann Wahl  
Art History

Bakari Ayinde Wallace  
Human Ecology

Autumn Elizabeth Walter  
Medical Physics

Jia Wang  
Sociology

Pingni Wang  
Medical Physics

Qingwei Wang  
Environment and Resources

Shao-Chun  
Wang Chemistry

Yidong Wang  
Mass Communications

Ziwei Wang  
Economics

Taylor Lee Watterson  
Health Services Research in Pharmacy

Yi-Ming Weng  
Entomology

Daniel Joseph Wilbanks  
Food Science

Leroy McDonald Williams Jr.  
Educational Psychology

Praewa Wongburi  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Laura J. Wood  
Industrial Engineering

Danyelle Wright  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kaiyang Wu  
Business

Yanwen Wu  
Chinese

Yu Xia  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Choua Xiong  
Educational Policy Studies

Chen Xu  
Mechanical Engineering

Licheng Xu  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Han Yan  
Chinese

Aoxiang Yang  
Business

Grace Hanshian Yang  
Nutritional Sciences

Zhe Yang  
Electrical Engineering

Xin Yao  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Honghan Ye  
Industrial Engineering

Shan Ye  
Geoscience

Katarina Marie Yocum  
Chemistry

Christopher Browne Young  
Physics

Ka Ho Yuen  
Astronomy

Miranda Renee Zahn  
Educational Psychology

Garret James Zastoupil  
Human Ecology

Maria Alexeevna Zdanovskaia  
Chemistry

Yijing Zeng  
Computer Sciences

Chengming Zhang  
Statistics

Jiarui Zhang  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Jienian Zhang  
Sociology

Shenwei Zhang  
Food Science

Wei Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Ruiyang Zhao  
Medical Physics

Zihao Zheng  
Statistics

Yang Zhou  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Haoran Zhu  
Industrial Engineering

Wanjia Zhu  
Economics

Wenjun Zhu  
Industrial Engineering

Heng Zhuo  
Electrical Engineering

Katherine Elizabeth Ziebarth  
Chemistry

**Doctor of Physical Therapy**

Chantal Bougie  
Joseph J. Chapman  
Brett Michael Connors  
Emma Jane Dalton  
Samantha Jo Dawes  
Tyler A. Durand  
Thomas C. Felstead  
Maggie Gruben  
Colten Haack  
Corinna Norell Haas  
Katelyn Ann Hoffman  
Alexandra Lynn Jordan  
Kelly Jo Kent  
Jennifer Kilgas  
Mason Alan Kuhn  
Matthew Lee Kuhn  
Brett Ladsten  
Vincent Joseph Lombardo  
Maurice Akin Lucre  
Alexis Lyn Mashl  
Morgan T. Mccuen  
Joyce Mier  
David P. Mccuen  
Seraphina Gabrielle Provenzano  
Maya Puleo  
Jenna Margaret Radke  
Kurtis Ryan Rayfield  
Jenna Lynn Schneider  
Sarah Schumacher  
Alexander Shuchuk  
Derek Studer  
Jake Thompson  
Grace Ward  
Madeline Marquita Willi
Jonathan Wise
Yueh-Ling Yu

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Catherine Elizabeth Ahnen
Emily Miriam Altkorn
Taylor Morgan Apfelbeck
Brittany A. Bahl
Andrea Christine Bell
Julia Jean Berlin
Cassandra Rose Bernhardt
Alexa Elizabeth Bertz
Bayli Jo Boehm
Jessica Layne Bossong
Lexi J. Cavanaugh
Sophia Chao
Calandra Summer Chuback
Alisha Corrington
Sarah Alyse Cox
Jeanette Maria Cudney
Ashley Marie Curnett
Courtney Dineen
Kristine Elsen
Abigail Naomi Engel
Morgan Ann Fisher
Amanda Nicole Forbes
Lisa Lockwood Fowle
Riley Eugene Friederichs
Marissa Renee Gibbs
Jacklyn Eve Greenspoon
Shelby Kathryn Hanlon
Lucas Fredrick Heimmermann
Melissa Helen Helstein
Dawn Marie Heraly
Deborah Michelle Heth
Jiwon Kim
Marisa Klister
Lucinda Rose Krenzke
Erinn Hazel Kuehne
Taylor Nicole Kundert
Erika Choy Kwong
Jacob Mark Lake
Raul Alfredo Landeo
Jordan Lee Lawrence
Brooke Tayanna Lee
Montana A. Lins
Kevin Allan Malott
Colette Isabel Manley
Jonathan Michael Mason
Claire Elise McCauley
Ashley McKeelvey
Kristine Kathryn McMahon
Zachary Russell Meyers
Rashea Lorraine Minor
Mary Alison Murphy
Travis David Neils
Sarah Dale Nelson
Sara Patino-Davis
Kierstyn Payne
Susan Nicole Payne
Bailey Lynne Pietsch
Kayla Piskorowski
Amy Michelle Pitschneider
Sally Marliese Ploch
Nathan Allen Poser
Kristin Marie Reichert
Jackie Glen Samuelson
Adriana Sanchez
Graham Austin Schneider
Cassidy Schorr
Diana Catherine Semon
Alexandra Marie Siverling
Megan Skoyen
Carly Marie Smetana
Leah Rose Statz
Sarah Ann Stock
Jonathan Kirkpatrick Strupp
Kira Bailey Surber
Kaitlin Elizabeth Sweeney
Emma Ann Sweet
Rachel Helen Taber
Danielle Timm
Allison Claire Volk
Samantha Lynn Wagner
Casey Huber Waite
Drew Mallott Wawrzyszuk
Emily Weaver
Elizabeth Anne Weber
Erin Wing
Lucy Amanda Wolff
Jonathan William Sullivan Young

Educational Specialist

Madeline Frances Bartels
School Psychology
Maddison Marie Bohnstedt
School Psychology
Ellen Jane Carpenter
School Psychology
Rachel Anne Davis
School Psychology
Hannah Claire Dorshorst
School Psychology
Madison Eikenmeyer
School Psychology
Noah Michael Gill
School Psychology
Joseph Guzaldo
School Psychology

Carly Holtzman
School Psychology
Chelsea Elizabeth Krenn
School Psychology
Kyra Winter Monson
School Psychology

Master of Fine Arts

Ash Armenta
Printmaking
Jacob Bautista
Printmaking
Caitlin Bradford
Art
Adrienne Chung
Creative Writing
Alexis D. Deane
Art
Oliver James Gruebel
Art
Waringa Hunja
Creative Writing
Barbara Dawn Justice
Art
Keith Kaziak
Art
Henry Obeng
Design Studies
Martha Pham
Creative Writing
Carley Schmidt
Art
Elizabeth Ashley Sheeler
Art
Katelyn Elaine St. John
Art
Derick Wycherly
Printmaking

Master of Genetic Counselor Studies

Matthew J. Harder
Genetic Counselor Studies
Lauren Elizabeth Rachow
Genetic Counselor Studies
Breanna Marie Ten Eyck
Genetic Counselor Studies
Sheridan Michelle Tobin
Genetic Counselor Studies
Tyler Rae Tribble
Genetic Counselor Studies

Master of Laws

Urvi Ayush Amin
Nai-Tzu Cheng
Diana Carolina De Pierola Del Aguila
Younkyung Eum
Bo Jia
Juna Lee
Zhangqi Li
Gabriela Calmon Avila Martins
Eton Mu
Etiosa Emmanuel Ojomo
Kanika Parmar
Katharina Nicole Peter
Philipp Proft
Lucas Julius Schmitz
Jiyuan Shao
Guan-Yu Wang
Delroy A. Williams

Master of Public Health

Mackenzie Jane Andropolis
Joseph Archer
Stef Bugasch Scopoline
Kayla Carlin
Tana Chongsuwat
Vanessa Lee Dingman
Kylie Ann Donovan
Abigail J. Gerbitz
Olia Rose Gonzalez
Margaret B. Hackett
Dailee Helnore
Sarah Beth Hilby
Kylie Jacobsen
Manpreet Kaur
Baila Khan
Elizabeth Leah Knoll
Nico Catherine Korp
Kelsey Melah
Caroline Jean Mohr
Maria Morgen
Connor Nikolay
Rachel C. Otte
Phuoc Huy Pham
Lexy Richardson
Elizabeth A. Rybczyk
Margaret Ann Rynkiewicz
Kathryn Mary Schmit
Madison Soukup
Bria B. Theodore
Amy Marie Van Aartsen
Aimee Wattiaux

Manika Agarwal  
Business: General Management
Sophya Folasade Alamudun  
Chemistry
Kyle Jassem Albulushi  
Bacteriology
Lojain Ibrahim Aljohani  
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology
Chad Lawrence Allen  
Engineering
Kaysie Jo Allen  
Animal Sciences
Jessica Pineda Almanza  
Clinical Nutrition
Sarah Ahmed Alsaggaf  
Social Work
Angel Alvarado-Toro  
Biomedical Engineering
Noah Jericho Alviz  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Tarun Anand  
Computer Sciences
Emily Anaya  
Educational Policy Studies
Brianne Andersen  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Cameron Anderson  
Social Work
James Edmund Anderson  
International Public Affairs
Kara Michelle Anderson  
Social Work
Molly Marie Anderson  
Library and Information Studies
Jacob Alan Angell  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Elizabeth Barbara Arco  
Social Work
Erin Rosemary Ard  
Clinical Nutrition
Melissa Arenas  
Business: Management and Human Resources
Catherine Evans Arneson  
Special Education
Brooke Nicole Arnold  
Social Work
Kaitlin Arnold  
Business: Accounting
Christian Arrieta  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Ivan Asiimwe  
Biotechnology
Samuel David Ast  
Engineering
Jake Athey  
Business: General Management
Ally Elisabeth Averkamp  
Business: Accounting

Master of Physician Assistant Studies

Mackenzie Jane Andropolis
Elizabeth Below
Abbie Botz
Ashley Shafawnne Crawford
McKenzie Crowder
Haruna Dibba
Zachary Adam Esselman
Danielle Rose Girdeen
Jenna Goulet
Dailee Helnore
Amanda Jane Hoffman
Olivia Rae Johnson
Brad A. Jones
Bianca Kathryn Krause
Noel E. Kroepelin
Sara Jo Lehrer
Rochelle K. McNallan
Samantha Abigail Meyer
Katherine Elizabeth Miller
Haley Louise Mills
Josie Olson
Margaret Ann Rynkiewicz
Jana Sellhausen
Katerina Elizabeth Shpak
Mitchell Scott Stedman
Erika Steinbauer
Jennifer Lynn Tucholka
Sarah Haley Van Ness
Madelyn Wald
Tera Rose Wiesman
Mara Leone Williams
Natalie Lynn Zuelke

Master’s Degrees

Anneliese Abbott  
Agroecology, Environment and Resources
Sarah Abdellatif  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Karen Abraham  
Statistics
Sirin Kurian Abraham  
Industrial Engineering
Cindy L. Abrajan  
Counseling
Abby Achtenhagen  
Environmental Conservation
Christopher Ronald Adamczyk  
Business: General Management
Daphne Marie Adamson  
Library and Information Studies
Pelin Adanir  
Business: Analytics
Moiz Sadiq Awan  
Business: Analytics

Gordon-Lance Awsumb  
Business: General Management

Timothy Babb  
Environmental Conservation

Oriana Badajos  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Ben Bagniewski  
Environmental Conservation

Ryan Gene Bahr  
Social Work

Katelyn Kristine Bailey  
Library and Information Studies

Ivana Bajic  
French Studies

Zachary John Baklund  
Computer Sciences

Rodlyn-mae Banting  
Gender and Women’s Studies

Jaden Baranick  
Business: Accounting

Blake William Bare  
Social Work

Francois Paul Bares  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Lauren Barnes  
Business: Analytics

Leonardo Barolo Gargiulo  
Life Sciences Communication

Jennifer Bartaszewicz  
Engineering

Ashlee Nicole Barton  
Social Work

Hayley Nicole Barwick  
Public Affairs

Megan Hayes Batten  
Business: Accounting

Molly Madeline Baus  
Business: Accounting

Benjamin James Becker  
Environmental Conservation

Lily A. Beckers  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Abigail Behling  
International Public Affairs

Joseph Donato Belmonte  
Engineering

Rachel Renee Belter  
Social Work

Kristen Lynn Bennington  
Clinical Nutrition

Jane Benzschawel  
Social Work

Zachary N. Bethel  
Music: Performance

Samantha Betlej  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Akshay Singh Bhadoria  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Chandani Bhandari  
Human Ecology

Christina Jean Bichner  
Social Work

Seneida Maria Biendarra  
Design + Innovation

Kerry Claire Billings  
Library and Information Studies

Meghan Rose Bitterlin  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Tyler David Bitting  
Engineering

Kennedy Hunter Blair  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Lew Blank  
Public Affairs

Ashlyn Montana Blare  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Keagan Joelle Blazer  
Biological Systems Engineering

Callyn Emily Ann Bloch  
Life Sciences Communication

Nikole Blomquist  
Social Work

Marina Leigh Bloomer  
Business: Marketing

Hollie Elizabeth Blum  
Social Work

Mark Daniel Boeckmann  
Engineering

Zachary Thomas Bonk  
Industrial Engineering

Camryn Marie Booms  
Curriculum and Instruction

Christian Gerald Borges  
Curriculum and Instruction

Alexander Edward Boruch  
Kinesiology

Brigitte Boucher  
Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership

Jeff Boudreau  
Business: General Management

Jordan Cole Bovee  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Allison Elizabeth Bowe  
Social Work

Stephanie Brandsma  
Social Work

Lauren Braun  
Business: Accounting

Jennifer Breen  
Landscape Architecture

Lisa Marie Breselow  
Social Work

Meghan Erin Breslin  
Industrial Engineering

Rachel Elizabeth Breunig  
Geoscience

Tiffany Bricco  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Riley David Bridges  
Engineering Mechanics

Hannah Brochtrup  
Business: Accounting

Abigail Rose Brogan  
Educational Psychology

Karen Cecelia Brokken  
Clinical Nutrition

Christopher Cain Brooks  
International Public Affairs

Donovan Edward Brown  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Erik Paul Brown  
Social Work

Madeline Susan Brown  
Social Work

Kentin Brummett  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Mackenzie Francis Brunson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Michelle Marie Brus  
Engineering

Kylie M. Bryant  
Social Work

Chavin Buasakdi  
Bacteriology

Todd Michael Burciaga  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Molly K. Burdine  
Epidemiology

Sidney Ryan Burke  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Logan Thomas Butson  
Business: Marketing

Emma Ann Buzecky  
Environmental Conservation

Alice Diana Caceres-Turcios  
Social Work

Genevieve Anne Caffrey  
Public Affairs, Social Work

Megan K. Caldwell  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Ted Anderberg Callon  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Alyvia Rosalie Calzada  
Social Work

Mariana Cameli  
Business: Administration

Will Patrick Campbell  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Leah Rae Campos  
Social Work
Constance Victoria Cannizzaro  
*Business: Marketing*

Depu Cao  
*Economics*

Qixuan Cao  
*Economics*

Lucy Anne Caplice  
*Business: Accounting*

Gina Capobianco  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Cassara Jo Carey  
*Business: Accounting*

Jennifer Carlson  
*Business: General Management*

Molly Carney  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Tanya Carney  
*Environment and Resources*

Shannon Carpenter  
*Business: General Management*

Joey Catalano  
*Business: Accounting*

Shawn Cero  
*Business: General Management*

Varun Chadha  
*Computer Sciences*

Tianhao Chai  
*Computer Sciences*

Wallace Chan  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Yu-Chien Chang  
*Economics*

Cheng Chen  
*Mathematics*

Chenghuang Chen  
*Mathematics*

Shuguang Chen  
*Statistics*

Winor Chen  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yingran Chen  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Yu Chen  
*Mathematics*

Zhifeng Chen  
*Statistics*

Grace Chepchumba Cheptoo  
*Environmental Conservation*

Elizabeth Chitwood  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Trilby Chitwood  
*Business: General Management*

Kyungjin Cho  
*Statistics*

Jimfong Chu  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Joon Hyuk Chung  
*Political Science*

Brianna Rose Ciaccio  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Maria Kay Ciotola  
*Environmental Conservation*

Giorgia Civita  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

William Clay  
*Business: General Management*

Renita Clayton  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Cameron K. Cochran  
*Business: General Management*

Olga A. Coffee  
*Business: Marketing*

Robert M. Cohn  
*Educational Psychology*

Nancy Saphiro Collett  
*Library and Information Studies*

Patrick Michael Collins  
*Design + Innovation*

Riley Lynn Collins  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Broderick A. Coning  
*Library and Information Studies*

James Theodore Conklin III  
*Biomedical Engineering*

John Marston Connors  
*Public Affairs*

William Raymond Conroy  
*Engineering*

Cailin Michelle Considine  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Moises Gabriel Contreras  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Danielle Elizabeth Corona  
*Library and Information Studies*

Camila Cortez  
*Environmental Conservation*

Cecilia Elizabeth Costello  
*Pharmacy*

Timothy Coursen  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Madaline Covelli  
*Business: General Management*

Erin E. Cronin  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Michael John Cronin  
*Engineering*

Jeremy Lynn Crowell  
*Special Education*

Kara Crowley  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Michelle Cruz  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Patrick Cunniff  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Bailey Curie  
*Social Work*

John Cusimano  
*Business: General Management*

Patrick Cyr  
*Engineering Mechanics*

Kevin Andrew Dado  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Suzannah Emily Dagnon  
*Social Work*

Jayda Dai  
*Business: Analytics*

Randeep Singh Dang  
*Business: General Management*

John Robert Daniels  
*Computer Sciences*

Corey Davis  
*Business: General Management*

Katherine Alise Davis  
*Library and Information Studies*

Brad J. Davison  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Ryan Daye  
*Engineering*

Reese James De La Villefromoy  
*Social Work*

Margaret Elizabeth de Pont  
*French Studies*

Brittney Deboer  
*Industrial Engineering*

Amanda Marie DeCastro  
*Library and Information Studies*

Mae Dechavez  
*Public Affairs*

Aaron Deets  
*Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership*

Francis John Delaney  
*Business: Accounting*

Austin D. Delany  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Myra Delikat  
*Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership*

Cameron Depew  
*Social Work*

Jennifer Deroche  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Thomas J. Derr  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Neal B. Desai  
*Computer Sciences*

Sanket Sushil Deshpande  
*Electrical Engineering*

Tyler John DeValk  
*Engineering Mechanics*

Courtney Diedrick  
*Social Work*
Mallory Corinne Halbert
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Autumn Lynn Hall
Social Work

Erin Betty Pamela Hall
Library and Information Studies

Hanna Mary Hall
Clinical Nutrition

Rajan C. Hall
Social Work

Ashley Hallfrisch
Biotechnology

Scott Haman
Business: General Management

Sam Hanchett
Electrical Engineering

Gillian Rebecca Hanke
Library and Information Studies

Abbie Hannam
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Nicole T. Hanselman
Applied Biotechnology

Emily A. Hansen
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Emma Sofie Hansen
Biomedical Engineering

Matthew Hansen
Public Affairs

Lane L. Hanson
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Christina M. Harmon
Mechanical Engineering

Erin Harried
Business: General Management

Colin Hartel
Business: Accounting

Sharalyn Renee Hartley
Social Work

Dylan Edward Harwell
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Sabeel Hasan
Engineering

Rebekah Hastings
Business: Marketing

Craig Dean Hawes
Engineering

Jasmine Hawkins
Business: General Management

Joseph Frazier Hayes
Geoscience

Christopher Todd Hayes-Birchler
Computer Sciences

Ian He
Economics

Jiayang He
Economics

Shan He
Economics

Shilu He
Mathematics

Yarui He
Urban and Regional Planning

Jesse Heer
Social Work

Hunter Hefti
Biomedical Engineering

Lindsay Noelle Heimerl
Biomedical Data Science

Jeremy Heimke
Business: General Management

Emma Claire Heins
Public Affairs

Marisa Heinzl
Business: Accounting

Rebekah Dee Helgerson
Social Work

Allison Crook Hellenbrand
Human Ecology

Ryan Hellenbrand
Environment and Resources

Jackson Thomas Hellmers
Electrical Engineering

Dylan Ray Helmenstine
Public Affairs

Malorie Jo Helstern
Special Education

Adam Boyd Hemmelgarn
Biological Systems Engineering

Andrew Perry Hendricks
Business: Marketing

Alicia Henson
Clinical Nutrition

Mason Lospeej Her
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Lee Nichole Hermann
Biomedical Engineering

Nallely Hernandez
Educational Psychology

Stephanie Beth Hernandez Hernandez
Mechanical Engineering

Yarillean Itzel Hernandez Shupe
Social Work

Monika Louise Hetzler
Library and Information Studies

Ann Elizabeth Heuerman
Water Resources Management

Alexandre Maxine Hill
Design + Innovation

Raymond Ozro Hill
Engineering

Emily A. Hines
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Keith Hines
Business: Analytics

Anne Elizabeth Hinker
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Seth Hirsch
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Caitlyn Hiveley
Educational Psychology

Samuel James Hluchnik
Business: Accounting

Hunter Michael Hochmuth
Business: Accounting

Hallee Noelle Hoepner
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Katherine Caryl Hoerner
Business: General Management

Caitlynn Ann Hoff
Curriculum and Instruction

Jacob Lloyd Hollnagel
Public Affairs

Jhuan-Heng Hong
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Xu Hong
Business: Supply Chain Management

Zoe Horns
Landscape Architecture

Peter Richard Horsfall
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Jacob Charles Hotvedt
Bacteriology

Zheng Hou
Economics

Christopher Allen Houden Jr.
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Yilei Hu
Computer Sciences

Yinong Hu
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Hongning Huang
Economics

Victor Huebner
Business: General Management

James Raymond Hughes
Urban and Regional Planning

Jaelen Taylor Hull
Clinical Nutrition

Rahul Hunasehalli Rudranna Gowda
Business: Analytics

Haley Marie Hunken
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Siyu Hu
Economics

Taylor Hurst
Social Work

Aisha Hurston
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Kristen Marie Huset
Library and Information Studies

Jamison Wade Huset
Business: Accounting

Ryan Matthew Hutchinson
Business: Accounting

Daniel Hyszczak
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Taiga Ikedo  
Japanese
Saym Adnan Imtiaz  
Computer Sciences
Momoko Ishikawa  
Japanese
Mazharul Islam  
Computer Sciences
Marco Izzia  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Daniel Joseph Jablonski  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Clara Margaret Jackson  
Environment and Resources
Destiny Jackson  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Jada Jacques  
Business: Accounting
Mackenzie Jahn  
Business: Marketing
Ashish Jain  
Business: Supply Chain Management
Brooke Jakobi  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Emily Anna Janssen  
Library and Information Studies
Rachel Marie Janzer  
Business: Accounting
Alexander Jarnutowski  
Electrical Engineering
Bailey A. Jarrett  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Deepak Kumar Jeyakrishnan  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Aayush Jha  
Engineering
Deeptanshu Manu Jha  
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Jiaxiang Ji  
Mathematics
Ruiqiao Jiao  
Economics
Meiyong Jin  
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Xingping Jin  
Economics
Annika L. Johnson  
Business: Accounting
Benjamin Adam Longye Johnson  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Kayla Johnson  
Clinical and Health Informatics
Martin Johnson  
Mechanical Engineering
Peter Johnson  
Information
Rob Johnson  
Business: General Management
Kaitlyn Victoria Jones  
Social Work
Samantha Nicole Jones  
Library and Information Studies
Jeremy Nicholas Joseph  
Business: Analytics
Harshavardhan Rashmikant Joshi  
Industrial Engineering
Herolind Jusufi  
Pharmacy
Sarah Elizaboth Kaderavek  
Business: Accounting
Colin Lawrence Kafka  
Urban and Regional Planning
Justin Michael Kakuska  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Pranay Bhasker Kalakonda  
Materials Science and Engineering
Alexandra Faye Kalik  
Public Affairs
Zachary Michael Kalscheur  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Chetan Kamalraj  
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Jackie Kaminski  
Social Work
Lindsay Christine Kamnetz  
Library and Information Studies
Michael A. Kamp  
Environmental Conservation
Galen Michael Kanazawa  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems
Poojitha Kandimalla  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Adam M. Kanter  
Public Affairs
Ajay Kanteti  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Monique Louise Karlen  
Social Work
Kortney Michelle Karnok  
Social Work
William D. Katranis  
Business: Accounting
Jianwei Ke  
Mathematics
William Michael Keenan  
Public Affairs
Brittany Kehrer  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Bailey A. Keimig  
Library and Information Studies
Michael Kelly  
Environmental Conservation
Rachel Lee Kendall  
Engineering
Ethan Ansell Kenney  
Public Affairs
Lauren Penelope Kenny  
Bacteriology
Joseph Eugene Kerwin  
Biomedical Engineering
Katie Lynn Keser  
Clinical Nutrition
Devin Crane Kestell  
Statistics
Antara Khadria  
Environment and Resources
Nomin Khishigsuren  
Mechanical Engineering
Celestine Jerotich Kigen  
Biotechnology
Indu Kilaru  
Public Affairs
Agnes Minjin Kim  
Clinical Nutrition
Youngun Kim  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Christian Kimball  
Kinesiology
Stephanie Anna Kind  
Business: Marketing
Ivy Lynn King  
Library and Information Studies
Grant Alan Kirner  
Electrical Engineering
Benjamin Kisow  
Business: Analytics
Alexandra J. Kissel  
Mechanical Engineering
Napakadol Kittisenee  
History
Crystal Rae Klas  
Biotechnology
Samantha Kleich  
Geological Engineering
Gretchen Klein  
Social Work
Abigail Marjorie Kleindl  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling
Anne Klinkowitz  
Business: General Management
Alexandra M. Knorr  
Public Affairs
Mike Koel  
Business: General Management
Caroline Jean Koenigs  
Business: Accounting
Emily Anne Koetting  
Curriculum and Instruction
Sylwia Kokoszka  
Engineering
John Allen Kolacz  
Engineering
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program/Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sam W. Kolner</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David S. Kolodziejski</td>
<td>Environmental Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Isaac Kolowrat</td>
<td>Southeast Asian Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taehyun Kong</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Alyce Koon</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Edward Korbel</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Lynn Kostecki</td>
<td>Cellular and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikaan Koupaei Abyazani</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Kozarek</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn Jonathon Kramar</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma M. Kramlich</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathon Patrick Kroening</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Liebmann Kroll</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Krueck</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah L. Krupp</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Kruse</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Robert Kryka</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Jean Kuehl</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Marie Kuehl</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maghan Kuehl</td>
<td>Business: Operations and Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurabh Kulkarni</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhay Kumar</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohta Kumazaki</td>
<td>Business: Risk Management and Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branton Kunz</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwesi Kwapong</td>
<td>Business: Operations and Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Thomas Kyle</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Erin Lacy</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Joy Ladin</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Landergott</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Sylvia Landgraf</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Simone Landry</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin M. Lane</td>
<td>Business: Risk Management and Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Luanne Lapointe</td>
<td>Environmental Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Emmanuel Laracuente Sanchez</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisa Elizabeth Latimer</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Grace Laumer</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Lawler</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartecia J. Lawrence</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Emily Lawson</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Layde</td>
<td>Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance Lazarte</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duc Anh Le</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Junge Le</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Michelle Lechowski</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Lee</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joohyun Lee</td>
<td>Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaHoua Lee</td>
<td>Business: Management and Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aishwarya Leen</td>
<td>Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin John Lefevre</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonny Lee Leffin</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth June LeMere</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Lemiesz</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoebe Leung</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Ann Levine</td>
<td>Population Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landry Dale Levinson</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew David Lewis</td>
<td>Clinical and Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Lewis</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Edward Li</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danqing Li</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyu Li</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfred Zhang Li</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang Li</td>
<td>Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanning Li</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanqi Li</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaru Li</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guolong Liang</td>
<td>Horticulture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Yuan Liang</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Yin Liao</td>
<td>Health Services Research in Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Liechty</td>
<td>International Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lien</td>
<td>Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabel Mishka Ligot</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung-Yin Lin</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce James Linden</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Lindmair</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philomena Lindquist</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanne Magan Lindsay</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenia Adaline Link</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Link</td>
<td>Environmental Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David M. Lippman</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zach Scott Lipstein</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Leigh Eileen Little</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang Liu</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
James Liu  
*Business: General Management*

Mengxi Liu  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Qitong Liu  
*Computer Sciences*

Qi Yue Liu  
*Special Education*

Renrui Liu  
*Economics*

Wenxin Liu  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yingzhou Liu  
*Computer Sciences*

Zifan Liu  
*Computer Sciences*

Hana Clare Livingston  
*International Public Affairs*

Nathan Charles Lloyd  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Liliana Monserrat Loera Rivera  
*Social Work*

Samantha Ann Loew  
*Social Work*

Emmi Yanada Lohrentz  
*Social Work*

Erin Elizabeth Long  
*Social Work*

Brian Lopez  
*Bionotechnology*

Amy Lynn Lossen  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Carolyn Alexis Lovelace  
*Environmental Conservation*

Deming Lu  
*Mathematics*

Ruiyu Lu  
*Mathematics*

Tina Lu  
*Engineering*

Xiaoxuan Lu  
*Mathematics*

Taiga K. Lucas  
*Social Work*

Megan Helene Ludwigson  
*Counseling*

Brandon Craig Luedtke  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Alexandra Luehring  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Genevieve Ann Lundberg  
*Library and Information Studies*

Tianyue Luo  
*Statistics*

Xichen Luo  
*Economics*

Courtney K. Lynch  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Marshall Lyons  
*Counseling*

Jingyi Ma  
*Mathematics*

Cory Guy Mack  
*Clinical and Health Informatics*

Tejasree Madala  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Dominique Maderal  
*Industrial Engineering*

Timothy Robert Madigan  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Nicole Magin  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Angela Mae Magness  
*Bacteriology*

Ellie Magnuson  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Ashwin Maheshwari  
*Business: Marketing*

Lauren Maier  
*Business: Accounting*

Abrar Afzal Majeedi  
*Biomedical Data Science*

Ann Louise Majercik  
*Educational Psychology*

Katharine Ann Mamrosh  
*Library and Information Studies*

Rahul Srinivas Manay  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Daniel Mandel  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Noah Edward Mandel  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Claire Kathryn Manske  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Gunnar David Maples  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Matthew Paul Marcus  
*International Public Affairs*

Michelle Margaret Marking  
*Social Work*

Elizabeth R. Markland  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Michael Marsh  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Paola Alessandra Martell  
*Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies*

Jennifer Lynn Martin  
*Biomedical Data Science*

Jessie Zakariah Martin  
*Public Affairs*

Theresa E. Martin  
*Special Education*

Amanda Martinez  
*Social Work*

Cristhabel Martinez  
*Social Work*

Jessica Martins  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Ashley E. Massey  
*Library and Information Studies*

Bethany Matson  
*Social Work*

Takashi Matsuzawa  
*Computer Sciences*

Gaudrimas Matulionis  
*Business: General Management*

Kinzie Lee Matz  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Dominic John Maurice  
*Social Work*

Kevin Joseph May  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Megan McCarthy  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Raymond John McConnell  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Caroline McCool  
*Business: Marketing*

Jennifer Yuki McElroy  
*Clinical and Health Informatics*

Daniel Patrick McFarland  
*Electrical Engineering*

Megan Kay McFarlane  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Bryann M. McGuire  
*Social Work*

Robert J. McInnes  
*Social Work*

Kayla Marie McKaveney  
*Business: General Management*

Olivia M. McKeever  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Megan Mclandsborough  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Jenner M. McLeod  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Max Ross McMeeken  
*Public Affairs*

Ryan McMorrow  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Stacey McMorrow  
*Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

Allison Janet McNamara  
*Social Work*

Molly Marie McNett  
*Social Work*

Marit Beverlie McQuaig  
*Statistics*

Ian G. McSorley  
*Business: Accounting*
Thomas Meaney  
*Business: Marketing*  

AJ Meixelsperger  
*Business: General Management*  

Katie Marie Meling  
*Biotechnology*  

Daniel Mellen  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*  

David Menaker  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*  

Wanpeng Meng  
*Business: Analytics*  

Savanna Rose Meo  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Andrés V. Merino Cubillo  
*Economics*  

Jack Thomas Metzger  
*Biomedical Engineering*  

Wei Miao  
*Business: General Management*  

Morgan Rose Michaels  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Katherine V. Mikhailenko  
*Industrial Engineering*  

Ashlee Anne Mikles  
*Clinical Nutrition*  

David Edward Mikolajczyk  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*  

Mitchell Richard Miles  
*Engineering*  

Jerry Daniel Miller  
*Business: General Management*  

Lauren Taylor Miller  
*Social Work*  

Zachary Louis Miller  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*  

Molly Renee Milligan  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Rachel E. Minehan  
*Biomedical Engineering*  

Zack Minnier  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Anne Minssen  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Thomas Minwegen  
*Business: General Management*  

Sydney Anne Mittelsteadt  
*Business: Accounting*  

Yue Yang Mo  
*Biomedical Engineering*  

Karan Modi  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*  

Steve Molloy  
*Business: Accounting*  

Nicole Monarrez  
*Business: Marketing*  

Kathleen Saydi Monmany  
*Social Work*  

Kyra Winter Monson  
*Educational Psychology*  

Jose Pedro Montoya  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Craig Raymond Montry  
*Engineering*  

Julia Mordarski  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*  

David Moreno  
*Chemistry*  

Pablo Moreno Yaeger  
*Geoscience*  

Ashley Marie Morrison  
*Library and Information Studies*  

Matthew Morse  
*Design + Innovation*  

Estella Grace Moschkauf  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Nicholas James Mott  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*  

Chantheany Mout  
*Environmental Conservation*  

Patrick Muehlenkamp  
*Mechanical Engineering*  

Keana Marie Multhauf  
*Social Work*  

Seowon Mun  
*Social Work*  

Anirudh Muralidharan  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*  

Kurt Murmers  
*Library and Information Studies*  

Gwendolyn Keely Murphy  
*Environmental Conservation*  

Erik Alan Myers  
*Bacteriology*  

Tyler Myles  
*French Studies*  

Avery Nahavian  
*Business: Accounting*  

Brandon Daniel Nakashima  
*History*  

Alyssa Naley  
*Library and Information Studies*  

Michelle Violet Naragon  
*Clinical Nutrition*  

Clay Oliver Naumann  
*Social Work*  

Kendra Nealey  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*  

Kyle Dennyman Neely  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*  

Caitlyn Elizabeth Neider  
*Design + Innovation*  

Lindsay Amanda Neitzel  
*Special Education*  

Katherine Anne Nelson  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Ryan Nelson  
*Business: Analytics*  

Katie Nett  
*Social Work*  

Corynn Renee Netzer  
*Social Work*  

Morgan Michelle Neuenfeld  
*Business: Accounting*  

David Neugent  
*Business: General Management*  

Trevor Allen Newton  
*Business: Accounting*  

Sammy K. Ngichabe  
*Clinical and Health Informatics*  

Hai T. Nguyen  
*Biotechnology*  

Shea Martin Niccum  
*Electrical Engineering*  

Dana Marie Nielsen  
*Public Affairs*  

Anna Nikolay  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  

Connor Nikolay  
*International Public Affairs*  

Kristian Nilsson  
*Engineering*  

Bethany Noltner  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*  

Sydney Marit Norcross  
*Business: Accounting*  

Steven Dale Nordeen  
*Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling*  

John Norkett  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*  

Tomohiro Nozaki  
*Engineering*  

Emilie Marie Nusse  
*Social Work*  

Nada Sika Nyamadi  
*Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership*  

Joseline Nyinawabera  
*Business: Marketing*  

Shauna L. O’Keefe  
*Social Work*  

Loren Noelle O’Malley  
*Clinical and Health Informatics*  

Kayla O’Neill  
*Engineering*  

Leslie Hankins Oberhaus  
*Library and Information Studies*  

Megan F. O’Brien  
*Social Work*  

Colin O’Brien  
*Social Work*  

Sadie Noel Odenbrett  
*Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership*
Emily N. Ogorek  
**Business: Accounting**

Sydney Ohrmundt  
**Business: Accounting**

Jason Ohta  
**Engineering**

Abby Angelene Olivieri  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Annika Rose Olsen  
**Business: Analytics**

Ashley Honold Olson  
**Social Work**

Christine Olson  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Dana Olson  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Hunter James Olson  
**Business: Finance, Investment and Banking**

Olivia Ellen Olson  
*Library and Information Studies*

Owen J. Olson  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Paula Louise Olson  
**Human Ecology**

Roula M. Omary  
**Clinical Nutrition**

Folarin Ojo Omotoriogun  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Nneoma Onyinye Onwuegbuchi  
*African Cultural Studies*

Eryn Lea Opgenorth  
*Biotechnology*

Abby Opsal  
*Educational Psychology*

Joe Orman  
*Library and Information Studies*

Roman Orozov  
**Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics**

Carlos Alexis Ortega  
**Counseling**

Justine Grace Ostrander  
*Music: Performance*

Eric W. Oswald  
**Engineering**

Nick Ott  
**German**

Kelly Lorraine Otto  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Alexandria Ann Owens  
**Social Work**

Samuel Fellin Ozminkowski  
**Statistics**

Caroline G. Pacey  
*Library and Information Studies*

Daniel Jared Palec  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Emily Pan  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Prakash Pandey  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Alyssa Paolocci  
*Educational Psychology*

Mitchell Paprocki  
**Business: Accounting**

Hanna C. Paquette  
*Library and Information Studies*

Shawnee Anita Parens  
**Business: General Management**

Courtney Tallyn Parker  
*Educational Psychology*

Auden Eli Parkinson  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Pablo Pastore  
**Spanish**

Avni Dipam Patel  
*Biotechnology*

Manasi Mahendra Patil  
**Economics**

Briana Monique Patrick  
*Educational Psychology*

Christopher S. Patterson  
**Business: General Management**

Japheth D. Patterson  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Nicholas Patrick Pauly  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Mackenzie Leigh Payton  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Amy Pearce  
*Gender and Women's Studies*

Ian Joseph Pearson  
*Public Affairs*

Amber Pecher  
**Social Work**

Evan John Pelke  
*French Studies*

Zachary Peppin  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Christopher Michael Perez  
*Library and Information Studies*

Marco Antonio Perez  
*Special Education*

Brooke Marie Pernsteiner  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Lauren Perry  
**Social Work**

Jacob Robert Peschman  
*Educational Psychology*

Matthew Peters  
**Business: Accounting**

Alicia Ruth Peterson  
**Social Work**

Janessa Ingrid Peterson  
**Social Work**

Tyler Peterson  
*Biophysics*

Alissa Pfeiffer  
**Business: General Management**

David Leo Pfeiffer  
**Social Work**

Emily Claire Phelan  
*Design + Innovation*

Kathryn Lou Philabaum  
**Social Work**

Sam J. Phillips  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Carlos Pimentel  
**Business: Analytics**

Brandon M. Pink  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Branden Piper  
**Engineering**

Matthew W. Plantz  
**Business: Operations and Technology Management**

Olivia Marie Poches  
*Library and Information Studies*

Nitheesh Reddy Polamreddy  
**Business: Operations and Technology Management**

Jacqueline Anne Polglaze  
**Social Work**

Rachel Ann Pollari  
*Library and Information Studies*

Katie Jo Pollock  
*Public Affairs*

Vitchuda Poonyakanok  
**Business: Analytics**

Kamila Postolowicz  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Pankaj Poswal  
*Library and Information Studies*

Austin Jeffrey Powell  
**Kinesiology**

Shruti Prasad  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Logan Preston  
*Computer Sciences*

Kaitlyn Pritzl  
**Human Ecology**

Rachel Anne Proite  
**Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership**

William Puchner  
**Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics**

Kory Pucker  
*Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling*

Kimberly Jeanne Pulvermacher  
**Social Work**

Anvesh Puppala  
**Business: Analytics**

Luke William Purtell  
*Biotechnology*
George Landon Purvis  
Engineering

Luyun Qi  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Qipeng Qian  
Mathematics

Zhen Qiu  
Economics

Hengrui Qu  
Statistics

Connor Thomas Quirk  
Biomedical Engineering

John Daniel Rach  
Business: Accounting

Anna Terese Raeker-Rebek  
Social Work

Allison Ragsdale  
Social Work

Kaela Ann Rahaman  
Educational Psychology

Abby Caroline Rahn  
Mechanical Engineering

Kunal Raizada  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Rajapriya Ramasamy  
Business: Analytics

Emanuel Ramirez Macias  
Business: Accounting

 Jasleen Randhawa  
Engineering

Kristina Vogt Randrup  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Benjamin James Rasmussen  
Engineering

Isaac Ratcliffe  
Business: Risk Management and Insurance

Jinnawat Rattanawongchai  
Industrial Engineering

Alexander W. Rau  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Karthik Ravishankar  
Mathematics

Morgan Elizabeth Reardon  
Library and Information Studies

Sarah M. Rector  
Engineering

Kasey Reible  
Social Work

Julia Carol Reigh  
Social Work

Tessa Charis Reilly  
Public Affairs

Sandra Jeanne Reinardy  
Social Work

Jake R. Reiners  
Statistics

Rachael Lynn Reis  
Environmental Conservation

Maria Theresa Reiter  
Social Work

Austin Ricardo Rendon  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Adam T. Rexroad  
Freshwater and Marine Science

Yeonsu Rhee  
Mechanical Engineering

Justine Isabella G. Rich  
Engineering

Liana Nicole Richardson  
Business: Marketing

A. John Richter  
Business: General Management

Marissa Marilyn Ripp  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Megan Elaine Ritzinger  
Social Work

Thelma Mckenzi Ritzinger  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Efrain Alberto Rivera Velasquez  
Design + Innovation

Kierstyn Robbins  
Design + Innovation

Nicholas Hikaru Roberge  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Ari Robinson  
Business: Accounting

Ellen Robison  
Social Work

Elle Loraine Robling  
Engineering

Sara Rodrigues  
Business: General Management

Allison Ruth Rogers  
Environment and Resources

Colleen Elizabeth Rojo  
Social Work

Ingrid A. Rojo Muchacho  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Madyson Romenesko  
Business: Accounting

Sergio Renato Romero  
Biotechnology

Kevin Ronczkowski  
Environmental Conservation

Kevin Rooney  
Engineering

Benjamin Daniel Rose  
Mechanical Engineering

Blake Donald Rose  
Electrical Engineering

Kaitlyn Jan Rose  
Social Work

Rebecca Marie Rose  
Geography

Alec Daniel Rosenberg  
Bacteriology

Daniel Maurice Rosenfeld  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Oussama Rouijel  
Urban and Regional Planning

Brad Michael Rubin  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Samantha K. Rudi  
Educational Psychology

Ross Aaron Ruehmann  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Anne Elizabeth Ruffley  
Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership

Elicio Ruiz Guzman  
Environmental Conservation

Marcus John Runde  
Mechanical Engineering

Breanna Renee Russell  
Social Work

Ashley Ryan  
Business: General Management

Shreyans Sadangi  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Kaylee Paige Sadeghpour-Hess  
Business: Accounting

Yuki Sakomura  
Japanese

Justin Martin Salerno  
Engineering

Erik Andrew Salminen  
Library and Information Studies

James Salmon  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Tonya Sambou  
Social Work

Manpreet Kaur Sandhu  
Public Affairs, Urban and Regional Planning

Manpreet Kaur Sandhu  
Urban and Regional Planning

Alyssa Marie Sanford  
Clinical Nutrition

Talia Sankari  
Bacteriology

James Santilli  
Business: General Management

Mackenzie Monica Sarbacker  
Special Education

Aditya Sarma Phukon  
Mathematics

Rachel Sarow  
Urban and Regional Planning

Keiko Satomi  
Library and Information Studies

Sarah Jennifer Satterfield  
Social Work

Suzanne K. Sawyer  
Social Work
Alexandra Ryan Saypoff  
Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise  
Leadership
Eric David Sayre  
Music: Performance
Jonathan Michael Schaar  
Electrical Engineering
Allison Rose Schauf  
Social Work
Erich Henry Scheidel  
Biotechnology
Hailey Mary Schicker  
Social Work
Mason James Schilling  
Biomedical Engineering
Samuel Kurt Schini  
Biomedical Engineering
Taylor Nicole Schleif  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Caitlin Allison Schlesinger  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land  
Economics
Conor Schlichting  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Elizabeth A. Schmida  
Biomedical Engineering
Christine Rose Schmidbauer  
Social Work
Jacob Michael Schmidt  
Biomedical Engineering
Emma Margot Schmidtke  
Library and Information Studies
Matthew Ryan Schnabel  
Electrical Engineering
Dan Schneider  
Educational Psychology
Mark Henry Schneider  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land  
Economics
Phillip Adam Schneider  
Biotechnology
Hannah B. Schopp  
Biotechnology
Mikayla Lee Schwalter  
Epidemiology
Erynn Janece Schroeder  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Meghan Kathleen Schroeder  
Social Work
Timothy John Schroeder  
Business: Accounting
Noah David Schryver  
Business: Accounting
Justin Lee Schuenemann  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Jordan Schuler  
Horticulture
Kyle William Schultz  
Engineering
Darien Michelle Schultze  
Social Work
August Edward Schutz  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land  
Economics
Colby Wyatt Schwaderer  
Geoscience
Samantha Ann Schwartz  
Curriculum and Instruction
Sierra Marie Schwingle  
Business: Accounting
Kathryn Elise Scott  
Library and Information Studies
Alyssa Marie Seely  
Social Work
Alex George Seidenstricker  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Ranganath Selagamsetty  
Computer Sciences
Christopher J. Seliski  
Mechanical Engineering
Emily Julia Sellers  
Environmental Chemistry and Technology
Ria Sengupta  
Business: General Management
Ashley Huette Seufzer  
Environmental Conservation
Labib Abrar Shahid  
Mechanical Engineering
Shirin Siemien Shaker  
Curriculum and Instruction
Deepa Rangam Sharma  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Andrew Shaw  
Business: Risk Management and Insurance
Claire Shea  
Business: Management and Human Resources
Monica Nicole Sheber  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Alli Christine Shdivy  
Business: Accounting
Romeel Sheth  
Business: Analytics
Haotian Shi  
Computer Sciences
Haoyue Shi  
Statistics
Nita Abhijit Shinde  
Engineering
Garrett Corey Shost  
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Chetan Shukla  
Computer Sciences
Shannon C. Sibrel  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Benjamin Kyle Sieren  
Geological Engineering
Maya Silverman  
Industrial Engineering
Gwyneth Samantha Simon  
Industrial Engineering
Anna Christie Simonson  
Library and Information Studies
Shvam Singh  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling
Prin Sirithanawuth  
Biomedical Engineering
John Sitter  
Engineering Mechanics
Marisa Joan Skajewski  
Social Work
Alexis C. Skeffington  
Business: Accounting
Kyra Skoog  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kate Slauson  
Library and Information Studies
Megan Elizabeth Smit  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Alison Taylor Smith  
Educational Psychology
Branden Ty Smith  
Business: Accounting
Devon Lanay Smith  
Business: Marketing
Kiley Ann Smith  
Biomedical Engineering
Madeline M. Smith  
Environmental Conservation
Max S. Smith  
Social Work
Janessa Smyth  
Social Work
Ellie Socha  
Freshwater and Marine Science
Kara Socha  
Social Work
Lilly Anna Sarahi Soderberg  
Social Work
Alyssa Kristine Sohrweide  
Special Education
Mary Alice Solokas  
Freshwater and Marine Science
Tracy Ramsing Solomons  
Clinical Nutrition
Regan Mackenzie Sonderman  
Library and Information Studies
Peyton Leigh Sorensen  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Victoria Soto  
Social Work
Kyra E. Sourlis  
Social Work
Danielle I. Sovereign  
French Studies
Abigail Lisa Spangler  
Social Work
Emily Kathryn Spence  
Social Work
Andrew J. Spicer  
Business: Accounting
Alyssa Eve Spiel  
*Business: Marketing*

Brad Spongberg  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Katrina Renee Sprang  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Keerthana Sreenivasan  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Ross Stadelman  
*Business: General Management*

Stephanie Ann Staed  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Evan David Steck  
*Public Affairs*

Lindsey Nicole Steinhil  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Sarah Elizabeth Stelljes  
*Social Work*

Sally Masako Stevens  
*Geoscience*

Sara Carolyn Femminineo Stomps  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Aaron Strack  
*Economics*

Rowan Strange  
*Social Work*

Alyssa Strangstalien  
*Animal Sciences*

Sarah R. Strauss  
*Social Work*

Sierra Strebe  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Brian Christopher Strock  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Aidan John Stuckert  
*Biology*

Jaylin Marie Stueber  
*Social Work*

Savana Stuhl  
*Social Work*

Kathryn Eleanor Stupar  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Do-Men Su  
*Computer Sciences*

Jacqueline Marie Suarez  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Anna Sucsy  
*Public Affairs*

Jiahui Sun  
*Economics*

Jiayi Sun  
*Information*

Roy Sun  
*Computer Sciences*

Xiaocui Sun  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Yingshun Sun  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Yu Sun  
*Computer Sciences*

Ary Emioly Louise Swann  
*Environmental Conservation*

Jonathan Ogden Swanson  
*Business: General Management*

Katelyn Inga Swenson  
*Business: Accounting*

John Swise  
*Business: General Management*

Bijan Dean Tabatabai  
*Computer Sciences*

Paul Kher Tadross  
*International Public Affairs*

Ning-Shin Tai  
*Business: Analytics*

Shavana Monique Talbert  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Beixiao Tang  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Mengwei Tang  
*Industrial Engineering*

Xingyi Tang  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Raquel Tapia Orozco  
*Social Work*

Jen Taylor  
*Library and Information Studies*

Lindsay Taylor  
*Population Health*

Soia Taylor  
*Electrical Engineering*

Nova Marie Tebbe  
*Public Affairs*

Jorge Isaac Tefel  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Riley Connor Tegtmeier  
*Medical Physics*

Nicole Michelle Tellock  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Kantakarn Thadavitchayapat  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Bailey R. Thomas  
*Clinical and Health Informatics*

Christopher Aaron Thompson  
*Design + Innovation*

Christian Martin Thomsen  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Bowen Tian  
*Statistics*

Jessie Tian  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Julianna Catherine Tibbetts  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Caitlin Grace Tobin  
*Library and Information Studies*

Anne Margaret Tollefson  
*Business: Marketing*

Edmond Torskiy  
*Electrical Engineering*

Hao Tran  
*Business: Analytics*

Ngoc Tran  
*Business: Marketing*

Trang Tran  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Elizabeth Trautz  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Kendra Leigh Tremelling  
*Business: Accounting*

Will Troske  
*Economics*

Daniel Trovillion  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Alexander Donald Truettner  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Meng-Chen Tsai  
*Statistics*

Adrian Lai Hang Tse  
*Industrial Engineering*

Angela Tseng  
*Business: General Management*

John Anthony Turchi  
*Business: Accounting*

Yolanda Turner-Smith  
*Engineering*

Mikolaj Walter Tykinski  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Coleman Pierce Ubl  
*Social Work*

Shakyla Jean Udelhoven  
*Social Work*

Paul Udoni  
*Business: Accounting*

Mollie Katharine Ulm  
*Social Work*

German Eduardo Umana Chapeton  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Aldo James Vacco  
*Business: Marketing*

Allison Valitchka  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Kelsey Jo Van Deusen  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Brianna Rae Van Matre  
*Life Sciences Communication*

Daniel Jameson Van Note  
*Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies*

Luke Charles Vandenheuvel  
*Statistics*

Jason VandeWettering  
*Business: General Management*

Chee Chia Vang  
*Human Ecology*

Nhia Vang  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Nilay Varshney  
*Statistics*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louyue Wu</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weizheng Wu</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naifu Xiao</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu Xiao</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livia B. Xie</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiahe Xing</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongli Xu</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouyang Xu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinghui Xu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyuan Xu</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuehui Xu</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoyu Xue</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuting Yan</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Yang</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen Yang</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka Yang</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maixee Yang</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pahoua Yang</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qi Yang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Yang</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuechun Yang</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Yazzie</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaojie Ye</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu Ye</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Subrin Yeager</td>
<td>Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jue-Xi Yeh</td>
<td>Business: Operations and Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yura Yokoyama</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Yost</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadhg Doherty Young</td>
<td>Botany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang Yu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiqun Yu</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ze Yu</td>
<td>Biomedical Data Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunbang Yuan</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiman Yuan</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey L. Yudice</td>
<td>Business: Arts and Creative Enterprise Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Grace Yurubi</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Zacks</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Constance Zahn</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Marie Zblewski</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Zellman</td>
<td>Clinical Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luyi Zeng</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nat Zeng</td>
<td>Bacteriology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidong Zhang</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaelyn Zhang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pengyuan Zhang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qijun Zhang</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weihseng Zhang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiru Zhang</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixuan Zhang</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhen Zhang</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Zhao</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye Zhao</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuxuan Zhao</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuzhe Zhao</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Zheng</td>
<td>Business: Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minxing Zheng</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihao Zheng</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinghan Zhong</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Zhou</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongjin Zhou</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manqi Zhou</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qilu Zhou</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Zhou</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Ann Zickuhr</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bria Nicole Ziegler</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailey Ziegler</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Elizabeth Zlakek</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masuma Zulfakar</td>
<td>Business: Management and Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Zvi Zunenshine</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ronald Zydel</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Zheng</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minxing Zheng</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihao Zheng</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinghan Zhong</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoyu Xue</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongjin Zhou</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manqi Zhou</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qilu Zhou</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Zhou</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Zhu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Ann Zickuhr</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bria Nicole Ziegler</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailey Ziegler</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Elizabeth Zlakek</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masuma Zulfakar</td>
<td>Business: Management and Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Zvi Zunenshine</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ronald Zydel</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Zheng</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minxing Zheng</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihao Zheng</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinghan Zhong</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of April 1, 2022, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

UW–Madison does not use Latin honorifics such as cum laude. Students honored for distinctive scholastic achievement have completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and have a cumulative grade-point average placing them within the top 20 percent of graduating students in the school or college.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the Honors Program in the student's school or college.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Emily Clare Aalsma
A.J. Abbott
Hailey Kay Abbott
Amir Mahmoud Abdallah
† Luis Manuel Abreu-Socorro
Ben Adamski
‡ Yash Agarwal
‡ Sydney Kathleen Albarado
Cole William Alexander Albee
Jocelyn Alcantara
Christian Catarino Alvarado
Selma Ezzatt Aly
John Donald Ames
Sydney Terese Andersen
Kayla Fay Anderson
Theodore Luke Ansani
Nathan Steven Anthes
Max Joseph Armstrong
Mallorie Grace Arndt
† Harleen Kaur Arora
Jack Shatruick Atherton
‡ Sierra Auleta
Alexis Jo Auster
‡ Mahati Avineni
Jennifer Baccam
Cora Ann Bachhuber
Alexandra Dianne Bachmann
Olivia Jo Bakken
Kylie Marie Ballmann
Julia C. Ballweg
Emily Rae Banks
Ava Barker
‡ Morgan Lane Barlin
Maura Clare Barry
Alea Baumann
Paul Forrest Baumhardt
‡ Sarah Emily Becker
Dawn Marie Bedore
Abigail Elaine Beem
† Autumn Margaret Bell
† Marah Elizabeth Bengtson
Nathaniel Andrew Benjamin
William George Bergman
Payton Ann Bertrang
Sawyer Berumen
Kenneth Besteman
Shraddha Bhide
Shane M. Bick
Charles Jeffrey Biolo
Hannah Olivia Birschbach
Neve Hailee Blanz
Anneliese Joy Bleicher
Joshua Kankam Boadu
Arrunh Sully Boeger
Allison Grace Boerner
Samantha Ann Boettcher
‡ Melissa Ann Bohn
Foster Bolker
Alana Marie Bordeaux
Annika Borgaonkar
Abby Geneva Boswell
Preston James Bousley
Lydia Rose Bowar
Alison M. Bowe
Jack Jude Boyle
‡ Samantha Taylor Bradley
Bergen Mae Brandt
Signe Winter Branham
‡ Elliot Olson Braun
Joel Angel Bravo
Lindsey Taylor Bray
‡ Lauren J. Brettingen
Savannah Jane Brown
Wesley Garrett Browne
Tori Budin
Dorian Alexander Buening
Noelle Buggs
Travis Robert Bugiel
Zoe Isabella Burczyk
Jakob Josef Burkett
Donte Kole Burton
Gabrielle Marie Busalacchi
Jasmine Butzlaff
Nicole Ceceilia Byington
Jung Ha Byun
Kylie Ann Callahan
Annabella Grace Castiglione
† Madison Paige Castle
Natalie Marie Ceelen
Daniel Jacob Chacko
Gwyneth Hsuan Nuoh Chang
Danny Chavez
Jessica Chen
Haochuan Cheng
Alyse Taylor Cherveny
Evan A. Chrisler
Gabrielle Rosanne Christensen
† Anna Elizabeth Christenson
Hannah Lea Christianson
Nikolas Livingstone Christoffel
‡ Joy Chung
Kayla C. Chung
‡ Michelle Chung
Olivia Grace Clemens
Maureen Clifford
Katharine Caron Colclough
Alexander James Collins
Matthew Frederick Collins
‡ Gaelan Combs
Paul F. Connolly
Lindsey Sharon Conway
‡ Taylor Lynn Cook
Laine Elizabeth Cottleele
Casey Coyle
Ananya Damodare
Tess Daniels
Kate Lynn Darling
‡ Yasmin Darvish
† Timothy Charles Davenport
Sydney Rose De Lorenzo
Miranda Arabella DeBot
Zari Ellen Pearl Dehadashti
Natalia Mia Del Rio
Andrew Jackson DeMarco
‡ Melanie Grace DePamphilis
‡ Madison Rae Derouin
Anirudh Desikan
Karinton Victoria DeVille
Jake DeWitte
Lucas Alexander Dietz
Samuel Joshua Dinerman
Anika Christina Yanulawich Dixon

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Victor Dobak
Emily Ellen Domnick
Tia Cathryn Dorshorst
Stella Marian Douglas
Gregory Julian Driscoll
Shuxin Du
Ellie Dukes
Connor Duncan
Margot Cecilia Dunn
Jacob Paul Dunsmore
Talori Ann Dunsworth
Kaitlin Durnen
‡ Nicholas Phillip Durst
‡ Jacob Bruce Eckmann
‡ Stephanie Hannah Elkins
Nicholas James Ellenbecker
Makenna Marie Elizabeth Ellis
Pratyusha Emkay
Aaron Jeffrey Esker
† Olivia Evans
Nyasha Efuru Ezekiel
Sara Faterioun
Justin Feller
Alyssa Nicole Felts
‡ Qianlu Feng
Margaret Anne Finlay
Skyler Eve Finucane
Isabella Grace Fiore
Andrew Aaron Firestone
Kristin Jean Fischer
Emily Josephine Fisher
Ron Alex Fleminger
Jadyn Paige Forgette
‡ Rebecca Noel Forman
‡ Olivia Rose Fox
‡ Lizzie Frankel
Elizabeth Lee Frautschy
† Colman Isaac Freel
Joseph Lawrence French
Joshua James Fuller
Anthony Fumo
Brienna Morgan Gallup
Tyler-Serie Anne Ganser
Julie Gao
Madison Emily Garbers
† Elena J. Garncarz
Tyler John Gavinski
‡ Ryan Gehin
Tyler Anne Geldmacher
Taylor Nicole Genrich
Samantha Ann George
Joshua David Gerbitz
Charlie Gergens
Gary Alvaro Geson
Elaf Adnan M. Ghasas
Aristidis Elias Giannopoulos
Owen L. Gilbertson
Hezekiah Maxwell Gillies
Preston Michael Gingras
Sylvie Gitler
Kiana Gomez
Marina Lourdes Gonzalez Lazaro
Seth Thomas Gorman
Julia Carol Grande
Joshua Frederick Greene
‡ Alison Irene Gregorian
Zoe Belle Greiff
Erin Reilly Gruber
Sonia Charlotte Gude
Uma Gude
‡ Alexa Kate Guelig
Mikayla Rae Haack
Lauren Grace Hackbarth
Vivian Audrey Chen Hacker
Grace Rose Hakinson
Nicole Dorothy Haderlein
Naomi Rachel Hadley
‡ Madalene Demetra Halley
Lauren Elizabeth Hamann
Jamila Nicole Hamdan
Kayla Marie Hammond
‡ Alina A. Hampton
Madelyn Eve Hampton
Emma B. Hanisko
Caroline Rose Hansen
‡ Natania Jennifer Hanson
Giovanni Michael Hanstad
Chastin Xavier Harlow
Jacob Bowie Harris
Benjamin Scott Harry
Danielle Alexis Hart
Callista M. Hass
‡ Lily Grace Hasshaw
‡ Grace Patricia Haugstad
Zachary Randall Haugstad
Jennifer Haus
Jiahang He
Mingming He
Jacey Rae Healy
Bethany Heeren
‡ Jadin Marie Heilmann
Kai Mo Heineman
Ethan Michael Heinrichs
‡ Emma Elizabeth Henning
‡ Jacob Tevyta Henry
Mailhee Her
Hannah Leone Herbst
Anna Grace Hernandez
Emilio Jesus Hernandez Chaparro
Rachael Katherine Herrick
‡ Kylie Hibbs
‡ Emily Merrion Hickman
Athena Nancita-Jean Hiemstra
‡ Katherine Higgins
Mia Genevieve Dixon Hill
‡ Paige Marietta Hill
Ava L. Hitzeman
Elizabeth Ruby Hodge
Heather Hodges
Isabelle Marie Hoernke
Paul Alan Hollenberger
Zachary Emil Homana
Bardia Honary
Swee Ying Hoo
Katharine Mary Margaret Hopfensperger
Brooke Dianna Hopkins
Kelsey Lynn Hopkins
Nguyen Hua
Juwayriyah Huq
Jacob Reid Hutchinson
Charley-Anne Lizette Hutchison
Dasol Im
Jordan Kazu Ishizu
Emma Jackler
Elizabeth C. James
Abigail Reed Janey
† Harirahan Jayaraaman
Eryne Trenice Jenkins
Kiana Rose Jenswold
Xinrui Ji
Elisabeth Johanson
Lars Holter Johnson
‡ Megan Johnson
Jaitri Joshi
Hannah Julian
Monika Juras
Jacob Kaffey
Sam Kanakkanatt
Miranda Ann Kapfhammer
Katie Kapp
Aadhishe Tushar Kasat
† Kara Leigh Katzung
Misa Claudia Kawamitsu
‡ Hannah Kathryn Kearney
‡ Liane Kee
Gwendolyn Dehler Kelley
† Marty Kelty
‡ Caitlin Crane Kestell
Aisha Safiya Khan
Leena Kheraz
waritsara Khongkomolsakul
Quinlan Edward Kiefer
Savanna Kiefer
Cody Daniel Kilgas
Esther Kim
Jack Henry Kimlinger
Savannah Gabrielle Kind

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Noah Kirchner
Nicole Reanne Klein
‡ Benjamin Casey Klementz
‡ Cade Daniel Knaus
‡ Cole Bernard Knuese
Hyunsung Ko
‡ Kelly Elizabeth Koch
Mackenzie Marie Koellermeier
‡ Nyah Kohler
Elizabeth Lee Kok
Fatou Kolley
Katelyn Mary Kometer
David Levente Komjathy
Karlie Renee Komp
Shuka Konishi
Kennah Elaine Konrad
Caleb Scott Kopecky
Kathryn Jane Kopplin
Isabella May Kotarski
Jaden Catherine Kraemer
Ashley Ann Krasowski
‡ Katie Krauska
Kyle Robert Krebsbach
‡ Derek Matthew Krismer
Ian John Krook
‡ Kyra Rose Kubehl
Sarah Kubiak
Connor James Kuerbis
‡ Rashmi Kumar
Joey Koashi Kwong Jr.
Madelyn Alli Lacroix
‡ Jacob Joseph Lamers
Lindsey Ariel Lampe
‡ Maria Louise Lamps
Anders Lantz
‡ Elise Arlene Large
Anna Marit Larson
Ryan C. Larson
‡ Daniel James Lasky
Abigail Last
Benjamin Irving Lebowitz
Andrew Nicholas Lechnir
Bailey Jane Leckwee
Michael LeClair
Alexandra Grace Lee
‡ Kijeong Lee
Kun Lee
Pa Chi Melissa Lee
Ting-Chun Lee
Willow Grace Lee
Jayden James LeQue
Methani Christina Leslie
Jason Lee Lewis
Donghao Li
‡ Yichen Li
Alexandra Lynn Liethen

Grace Lin
‡ Lucas Lin
Anna Edith-Lorraine Lippert
Regan Little
Rebecca Kathleen Littlefield
Crystal Liu
Natalie Katerina Lobo
Hannah Lois
Roberto Carlos Londono Jr.
‡ Willow Sky Lovecky
‡ Jillian Marie Lucito
‡ Alexis Marie Ludtke
Maddie Lund
Kelly Luu
Tyler Luu
Connor Daniel Lynch
‡ Dana Marie Madden
Brady William Madigan
Jordan Mackenzie Main
Katelyn Renee Major
Conley Michael Malone
‡ Steven Arthur Manos
‡ Kirstin Jean Marcks
Rebecca Christine Marrah
Emily Shannon Marron
Ivy Marruffo
Sarah Marie Marshall
Aaron Michael Martin
Paola Cristina Marxuach
Timothy John Mashlan
Kimberly Jo Mason
Jacob James Massonet
Tyler Edward Masuda
Morgan Mae Mathusek
Kelsey Ann Maurer
Brooke Erin Maxfield
Cassidy Jane Mays
‡ Quinn Stephen McBride
‡ Molly R. McCulley
Sarah Elizabeth McCue
Megan Kay McFarlane
Jennifer Marie McGinnis
Brooke Elizabeth McMahon
Claire Doolan McMahon
Fiona Rose McNamara
‡ Caitlyn Mackenzie McQuiston-Keil
‡ Katelyn Rose McVay
Conner Allen Measner
Nicole Meerbrey
‡ Anusha Tushar Mehendale
Madeline Marie Meinecke
Samuel Jeffrey Melchior
Miranda Patricia Menze
‡ Emilia Kendigian Meredith
Emily Merkel
Ryan Peter Messmer
Jacquelyn Grace Meyer
Krysta Anne Michalek
Jeffrey Curtis Mickelson
Kamila Milejczyk
‡ Benjamin Thomas Miller
‡ Kristen Miller
Lorenzo Miller
Travis James Miller
Becca Mills
Peighton Ashley Milton
Danielle Elizabeth Moczynski
Giselle Monette
Thomas John Montana
Carlton Bernard Moody
Leilani Mora-Rodriguez
Thomas Daniel Moreno
Justine Lynn-Anderson Morgan
‡ Hailee Morrison
Suzannah Jane Morrison
Autumn Rose Morrow
Justine Elese Moss
Jena Motiwalla
Lauren Nicole Moy
Sybil Mueller
Jenna Dorothy Mogan
‡ Elizabeth Anne Mulvenna
Jordan Maria Murphy
Liam Gerard Murphy
Frederic Jasper Murray
Bren Hale Myers
Gabriel Gustafson Nack
‡ Sarah Rose Navin
Payton Daniel Nelson
Kylie M. Nennig
Gage Neumaier
Breon Markell Newble
‡ Carmen E. Nightfall
McKenna Raye Nordbeck
Hannah Nordby
Ryan James North
Miranda Hope Norton
Katherine June Nowakowski
Grace Elena Nugent
Yasmin Ilyas Nur
Erin J. Nystuen
‡ Adeline Claire O’Brien
Lucy Claire O’Donnell
‡ Jacklyn Anne Oehlerking
‡ Evelyn Frances Okal
Maddie Okmin
Noa Novick Okner
Mickenzee Okon
‡ Ethan Edward Oldham
Matthew Robert Oliva
‡ Autumn Monika Olson
‡ Mollie Elizabeth Olson

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Phoebe Miyako Omuro
Giovanni Antonio Onesto
‡ Tanner Joseph Oyen
‡ Olivia Panthofer
Payal Mahesh Patel
Elias Carl Patterson
Grace Catheryn Peapenburg
Audrey Davis Peck
Shivani Peddainti
Holly Marie Penman
Sara Morgan Perry
Megan Alice Peterson
‡ Olivia Suzanne Peterson
Madison Frances Phillips
Hannah Lee Poehler
‡ McKenzie Jean Poetzel
Brett Ryan Pontelandolfo
Raka Sanny Pratidina
Sara England Pratt
Hannah Elizabeth Prax
‡ Jordyn Prince
Gianna Nicole Prisco
Noah Michael Prudlo
Lauren Rose Pryor
‡ Grace Ayo Puc
Milcah Puliyelil
Angelise Pulz
Olivia Pusch
‡ Josephine Putnam
‡ Xin Qing
‡ Grace Quo
Omar Quadri
Jenna Lynne Rach
Pierce Rasmussen
Somer Ray
Lily Maray Reimann
Benjamin Joseph Richards
Alexis Richardson
Brooke Richardson
Azia Roxanne Riche
Nathan Michael Riehl
Joseph John Rinaldi
Alyssa Marie Riphenburg
Luke Gabriel Rippin
‡ Kiki Anne Risgaard
‡ Vasu Rishi
‡ Dominic Albert Ritacco
Molly Roberge
Morgan Sylene Robinson
Evan Joseph Robran
Mia Roccaro
Kyle J. Roche
‡ Jenna Kathleen Rogalinski
Joshua Tyler Rohrer
Ryan Rosen
Eva Renee Rosenblatt
Emily Elizabeth Rothenhoefer
Ethan Rotondo
Jacqueline Naomi Rubin
Matthew Ruegsegger
Ricardo Ruiz Menjivar
Anne Carol Runde
Bella Fae Rupnick
William Russell
Randi Lea Sabatka
Nour Sabbagh
Alison Maria Sadler
Ashlee Kay Sagal
Blythe Salamone
Christopher Thomas Salazer
Andrew Vincent Salemme
Lindsey Elisabeth Samuelsen
Jack Sanborn
Priscilla Alexandra Sanchez
Simran Kaur Sandhu
Colena Marie Sankbeil
‡ Katherine Ann Satori
‡ Ann Marie Saucedo
Paige D. Sauer
Sydney Elyse Sauer
Taylor Paige Schaefer
Alexis Ann Schank
Emma Kate Schatz
Zachary Mitchel Schinke
Logan Thomas Schmidt
Will Schmidt
‡ Lindsay Faye Schneider
Samuel F. Scholz
‡ Allison Aquino Schopf
Gavin Thomas Schopf
Alyssa Jolie Schroeder
Elise Pauline Schroeder
Mitchell David Schroepfer
Julia Carolyn Schultz
Jazlyn Rae Schumaker
Andrew Lawrence Schwartz Jr.
Anna Elizabeth Schwenn
Taylor Lynn Sezifik
‡ Ann Yiling Seliger
Randi Mae Selvey
Sabrina Marie Servais
Erin Elizabeth Sette
‡ Ruchi B. Shah
Vidhi Shah
Erin Elizabeth Sharkey
‡ Gaby Shay
‡ Grace Anna Shay
Julia Marie Sheldon
Sofia V. Shimp
Alex Shipe
‡ Parnika Shukla
Lily Sieling
Abigail Silverstein
Dylan Anthony Simington
Maggie Sue Simon
Jori Amaia Skalitzky
Evanne Fae Fixico Skenandore
Danijela Skiljevic
Natalee Helin Skoubis
Colin Skubal
Dawson James Slusser
Kristina Nicole Shemshko
Isabelle Marie Smiley
‡ Alexis Monet Smith
Allison Marie Sniff
Emily Rose Solem
‡ Gefei Song
‡ Travis Blake Sorenson
Abigail Julia Spaulding
Erin Eileen Springer
‡ William Joseph Sprule
‡ Maya Staehler
‡ Nicholas Frederick Statz
Alexandra Becca Steinberg
Makaya Elizabeth Steinerst
Justin Patrick Stensloff
Joseph Thomas Stone
Arlo John Strozewski
Brandon Anthony Struppc
Junyu Sui
‡ Pengying Sun
‡ Amulya Suresh
Hannah Mae Sweetman
‡ Jacqui Taff
Aidan Taughtes
Yasser Tavakolibina
Kallysa Ashley Taylor
‡ Dianne Louise Tébbe
Owen David Teeters
Emma Elisabeth Terris
Zac Luj Thao
Emily Thierry
‡ Kylie Madison Thomasen
Kasturi Dnyaneshwar Thorat
Alexis Thull
‡ Hailey Chance Thurston
Emily Marie Tomesek
Regan John Trinastic
Paige Kathryn Trivedi
David Andrew Tschida
‡ Claire Morgan Turke
Vineeth Uday
Colin James Uecker
Maryn Rose Ugolini
Stella Ullom
Regan Marie Umentum
Paul August Urban
Kraig Michael Urbik

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Claire Marguerite Urtes
Madison Faith Vanden Boom
Hannah Zepp Vanderscheuren
Austin Daniel Vandertie
Stratford Vandlik
Addison Vang
Maizong Vang
‡ Claire Terese Verhagen
Matthew Michael Verhasselt
Alexis Joy Vilter
Cory James Vines
Peyton Elizabeth Vogt
‡ Margaret Ann Voigt
Lukas John Voigs
Mikayla Evelyn Walsh
Sarah Johannah Walters
Jacob Robert Walton
Madeleine Jeanne Wandschneider
Shun Wang
‡ Yiduo Wang
‡ Kayla Marie Wartman
‡ Josephine Hallaway Watkins
‡ Sophia Michelle Webber
Hunter Ann Weber
‡ Lacey J. Wedell
Molly Lynn Wehner
Sofia Weinstein
‡ Madalynn Jeanne Welch
‡ Mia Wendt
Leah Nicole Westcott
Ezekiel Howard Wettstein
Halle Nicolai White
Caitlin Marie Wienkes
Brooke Carmen Williamsen
Nicholas Craig Willmert
Joseph Coleman Wilson Jr.
Ryan John Winkler
Susanrose Graham Witczak
Heidi Lyn Wolfer
Christine Wolfsmith
Leo Wong
Sarah Marianne Worley
Anna L. Wozniak
Ashley Stuart Wright
Jasmine Anna Wurl
Carlie Rae Wyckoff
Weiwei Xiang
Sharon Yan
Heeyoon Yang
Junhao Yang
Parimah Yaarhmadi
‡ Kaitlyn Younger
‡ Xiaoyu Yuan
Cameron Zalewski
Isaac Sharif Zaman
Dominick David Zappa
William Zeimet
Sara Mae Zentner
Zirui Zhang
Natalie Mattia Zientek
‡ Jennifer Elizabeth Zinniker
Maja Zivkovic
Aza Zorro
Luke Matthew Zortman
‡ Maxwell Behrens
‡ Julia Bennett
‡ Eric Anthony Benson
‡ Josephine Claire Beres
‡ Mason Randall Berres
Davis James Blanchard
Breanna Rose Blesi
Andrew Daniel Blomfeldt
Ryan Thomas Bloom
‡ Walt William Boettge
Huckleberry Luke Boles
‡ Noah Zachary Bolling
Grace Marie Bonde
Jack William Boo
Ian David Bormett
‡ Tara Boroumand
Brett Tyler Bouc
Noah Bougie
Cameron A. Boulier
Megan Bowers
William Thomas Bowman
‡ Anthony Boyd
Julien Bravo
‡ Thomas Bredemus
David Breiten
Michael James Brennan
Jasmine Shirole Brewer
‡ Sheehan Alexander Breyne-Grace
Jacob Frederick Broihahn
Reid David Brostof
Logan Karl Brown
William Brown
Caleb Edward Buiboltz
Daphne Mary Buening
Jonathan Paul Buettner
Monika Burt
John Alexander Bybel
Tyler Nicholas Byrne
‡ Jacob Calawerts
Crystal Calkins
Brian Callen
Parker Callender
Victoria Campagnaro Francisqueto
Joshua Carl Caputa
Brandan Carlson
Owen James Carr
River Carson
Everett Joseph Cartier
Jack Alden Cassady
Emily Cebasek
Cole David Cerny
Mehul Chadda
Aritra Chakraborty
Saketh Pavansankar Challa
Nomita Chandra
Kevin Li-Wei Chang

College of Engineering

Ali Adam
‡ Lucas Aaron Adrian
Siddhant Aggarwal
Samuel Clifford Ahlgren
‡ Sydney Renee Ahlschlager
Benjamin Ahluwalia
Forrest Clay Ahrens
‡ Aditya Raju Aliiani
‡ Connor John Akers
‡ Mohammed Ali H. Alamer
Stefano Giovann Alarcon Nunex
Allison Noelle Aldag
Hawra Aljawad
‡ Khalid Hussam H. Alsinan
Malachi Lewis Alvarez
Lauren Grace Ambrose
Jack Anderson
Nicholas Scott Anderson
‡ Ryan Scott Anderson
Samuel Josef Anderson
‡ Sissel Erika Anderson
Aaron Edward Applebee
Noah Daniel Argus
Benjamin Emery Armstrong
Elijha Asher
Zachary Asmann
Jatin Asopa
Hannah Dawn Bachmeier
‡ Megan Baier
Matthew Edwin Baker
Lucy Chen Balisteri
Maggie Lynn Balisteri
Malcolm John Balles
Anders Ryan Bandt
Joel Baraka
Maxwell Michael Barreau
Matthew Barrett
Paul Stewart Bartlett
Mason Michael Bartol
‡ Benjamin Bruce Bates
Aaron Patrick Bath
Jonathan Gregory Bauer
Bennett A. Baumann
Jiacomo Patrick Beckman
‡ Maxwel Behrens
‡ Julia Bennett
‡ Eric Anthony Benson
‡ Josephine Claire Beres
‡ Mason Randall Berres
Davis James Blanchard
Breanna Rose Blesi
Andrew Daniel Blomfeldt
Ryan Thomas Bloom
‡ Walt William Boettge
Huckleberry Luke Boles
‡ Noah Zachary Bolling
Grace Marie Bonde
Jack William Boo
Ian David Bormett
‡ Tara Boroumand
Brett Tyler Bouc
Noah Bougie
Cameron A. Boulier
Megan Bowers
William Thomas Bowman
‡ Anthony Boyd
Julien Bravo
‡ Thomas Bredemus
David Breiten
Michael James Brennan
Jasmine Shirole Brewer
‡ Sheehan Alexander Breyne-Grace
Jacob Frederick Broihahn
Reid David Brostof
Logan Karl Brown
William Brown
Caleb Edward Buiboltz
Daphne Mary Buening
Jonathan Paul Buettner
Monika Burt
John Alexander Bybel
Tyler Nicholas Byrne
‡ Jacob Calawerts
Crystal Calkins
Brian Callen
Parker Callender
Victoria Campagnaro Francisqueto
Joshua Carl Caputa
Brandan Carlson
Owen James Carr
River Carson
Everett Joseph Cartier
Jack Alden Cassady
Emily Cebasek
Cole David Cerny
Mehul Chadda
Aritra Chakraborty
Saketh Pavansankar Challa
Nomita Chandra
Kevin Li-Wei Chang

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Bradley Sean Chasteen
Brandon Patrick Chelstrom
Joan Chen
Rex Chen
Tong Chen
‡ Pak Lun Kevin Cheung
Akshat Manish Chhabra
Sai Rohith Chityala
Marcie Carolyn Chock
Andrew Fijal Choe
Ritvik Choudhuri
‡ Max Christopherson
Eric David Cimino
David Joseph Clark
Sarah Louise Brumblay Clausen
Kareena Mairea Clendening
Ryan Lewis Cody
Aaron D. Cohen
‡ Isaac Anthony Colbert
Kate Beatrice Concannon
‡ Jinxuan Cong
Benjamin Francis Cook
Carter Jerome Cooperman
Camryn Jane-Adler Corning
Jacob Cosby
Luke Dominic Jude Coutinho
Tyler Jacob Daffner
Evan Michael Dahl
Theodore Friedrich Damm
Jacob Alan Danen
Michael Collin Daugherty
Sylvia Emma David
‡ Benjamin R. Davidson
‡ Evan Patrick Davis
‡ Patrick Day
Rafael De Assis Ramalho Lima
Sebastian Alexander De Meritt
James Nicholas Dedrick
Sam Defries
‡ Frank Charles DeGuire III
Aidan Deitch
Kasey Rae DePoy
Corey Tully DeToro
‡ William Benjamin DeVerter
Bergh Lewis Diebel
Joseph Francis DiTorrice
Megan M. Donoghue
Macaulay George Donohue
Jack Michael Doubek
Dominic George Dovalis
‡ Seamus McKeon Doyle
Reese Kamren Drager
Taylor Marie Draheim
Abigail Elizabeth Drake
Cassidy Ramon Dreyfus
Adeline Victoria Drier
Chris Duffy
Dayton Robert Duffy
Cole Jacob Dunbar
‡ Breck Wheeler Duncan
Wyatt Francis Dvorak
Sarah Caitlin Edwards
Kate Ichstaeedt
Hayden Francis Eisenrich
Samuel Nathan Eklund
Julia Eleret
Lukas David Ellefson
Jackson Lee Elliott
Julia Erickson
John William Eslinger
Dustin Thomas Esser
Ryan Ettie
Matthew Jacob Fang
‡ Mitchell Louis James Faust
Willem Charles Fellman
Evan Fernandez
‡ Jake David Ferrigan
Samuel Joseph Ferris
Pierson Ray Fisher
Cate Fitzgerald
Anthony Alfredo Flores
‡ Andrew Frank
Jenna Marie Frey
Braydon Thomas Friar
Quinn Friedow
Tyler John Fritz
Ethan Joseph Frohna
Ryan John Fronsee
Samuel Fruncek
Christian Boyd Fuhrmann
‡ Thomas Bishop Gallenberger
Nicholas Joseph Garstka
Kylie Marie Gaspar
Maggie Rae Gehling
‡ Seth Gehrke
Samuel Julian Gengo
Adam Michael Gerhardt
‡ Anya Jordan Gessesse
‡ Joshua Theophilus Giarto
Charley Giese
Joseph Patrick Gilger
‡ Gregory Alexander Glaser
Lake Michael Glaser
‡ Matthew Gochee
Owen Daniel Goedland
Aashay Rashesh Gogri
Jeffrey Asher Gold
Deryk Gonzalez
Gabriel Emir Gouzum
Tyler J. Graczyk
Liam Michael Granlund
Hans Joseph Granroth
Evan Michael Grau
Matt Greenapple
Sabrina Mae Greener
Andrea Grimaldo Moreno
Benjamin Isaac Grindel
Damask Elizabeth Grinnell
Brennan K. Groble
Anna Michelle Groeschel
Emmalina Rae Groves
Kevin Guenther
Megan Elizabeth Gundrum
Jorge Alfonso Gutierrez Aguilar
Jack Gwertzman
Megan Jo Hagerty
‡ Mitchell John Haglund
Evan Hakamaki
George Halunen
‡ Xavier Benedict Halverson
Brenton Lee Halvorson
Rowdy Roger Hamblen
Jennifer Alice Hamilton
‡ Alexander Hammen
Spencer H. Hampton
William J. Hanfland
Callan John Hanley
Madison Lynn Hanson
Tyler Allan Hanson
Colin Patrick Harkin
‡ Alexi Lynn Harrod
Ashlee Rae Hart
Molly Grace Hart
Cecelia Frances Hartigan
Carter James Hauge
Jacob Andrew Hawig
Michael Zheming He
‡ Jack Heidenreich
‡ Sydney Heimer
Zackery James Helgert
Annie Jane Helmes
Ryan James Hemmila
Ian Henry
Jayne Marie Henry
Connor Robert Hess
‡ Jonah Brian Hestetune
Aidan Matthew Hett
Shelby Lynn Hiltgen
Megan Grace Hinaus
‡ Tristan Hinoul
Ethan Hizmi
David Wolaner Hodel
Madeleine Christine Hoell
Joseph David Hoeser
Ryan James Holdsworth
Klaressa Anne Hollenkamp
Hyeyeon Hong
Griffin James Hood

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitchel James Hopp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Simon Horwitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annalise Alexander Hotchkiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Ryan Houghe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenfei Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willy Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagan Nicole Hubbard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley J. Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew John Humbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Michael Hungelmann-Skiba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham J. Hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Hupfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke David Hyndiuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Anthony Iezzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vittorio Alexander Immordino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Rose Iwanski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Michael Izban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Jaeger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reece Addison Jahnke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarwagyja Jain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirmit Jallawar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall A. James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles d’Andrea Jamieson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Catherine Jansa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander James Jansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Joseph Janssen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lana Stasia Colleen Jarnutowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett Andrew Jaskaniec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Louise Jasper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moubarak Jeje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kee Jepson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Johansson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Bernard Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Eric Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Leroy Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwendolyn Nyelah-Marie Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Richard Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Kabot Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael James Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Noelle Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallie Kathleen Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Benjamin Josvai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Kachelski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Mohamad Kadadha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Jay Kamp Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Karnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Karra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhinav Kaushik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayn Kayali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Keebler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moré Keita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Lee Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Flaherty Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Taylor Kemper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Rose Kern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian James Kern Steffen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James Kesler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Khalil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arman Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isu Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Jin Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Philip King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thea Lynne Kirkpatrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Lawrence Kitzinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Nicole Klage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William D. Klebenow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Klenz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Nicole Klinzing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Henry Klister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Alan Kluge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachery Alan Kluge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Thomas Chen Knickebinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Reuder Knier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Matthew Knochenmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles John Koehler IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.J. Koening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Anne Koets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander J. Kofman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Maria Kohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Patricia Korkos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Korth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac John Krause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Michelle Kreiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leta Rene Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel John Kuehn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarod Mcneil Kuhfah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Kulhanek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ameya Neeraj Kulkarni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhi Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy David Kunath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Margaret Kunz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Anna Kwiatkowska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Thomas Labiosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avani Kajal Lall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Laluizerne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Raymond Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thor John Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinnan Harvey Lassiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Johnathon Laundrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah August Lawinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thitipong Lawphongpanich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Edward Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond James Le Monds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Austin Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Rose Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae Ji Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Lefko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Richard Legatzke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Scott Leonard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Leonardo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Leonhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allie Levin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ximian Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinglong Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Ian Lindquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Thomas Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai Bilger Linsenmeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Wanyi Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Eagan Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruikai Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinwu Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage William Livingstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Francisca Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Marie Luba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishan Luitel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Lee Lukas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Thomas Lundeen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sammie Lundin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasia Angeliki Ludidas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yicheng Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brogan MacDougall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Daniel Macksood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricky J. Magana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Howard Mahlum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deen Majeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Dorothy Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Everett Manning Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callahan &quot;The Man&quot; Manuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draesla Gregory Marcoux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Main Masri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurav Kuldeep Mathur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celeo Matute Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Michael McAvoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick McCabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Matthias McDougall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Marie McGraw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Ann McKinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul McLean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callahan McLellan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russel Mendes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirk Hill Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Lorentz Menningen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Daniel Merk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec William Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett David Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac T. Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Milton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armando Leonardo Miracola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elias Frederick Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geethaanjali Mohan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae Ji Lee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Aisya Syarina Binti Mohd Suhaimi
Courtney Alexa Mohs
‡ Justin James Moore
Madison Moore
Caroline Marie Muehlenkamp
Alexander Timothy Muhl
Zachery Michael Murawski
Logan Murphy
‡ Joshua Thomas Murwin
Teckler Reneiloe Mpo Muvuti
Ben Myers
Benjamin Eli Nass
‡ Alexander Asa Neal
Jacob Neerdaels
‡ Joshua Robert Neerdaels
Joseph Michael Neimon
Alex William Nelson
‡ Collin Nelson
Kyle Jeffery Neuendorf
Emma Kathrina Neumann
† Thomas Dang Nguyen
Lane Nichols
Noah Ryan Nicol
Margaret Ann Nolan
August Jackson Nomm
Emma Rose Noraian
‡ Samuel Nortman
Anastasia Mary Nowakowski
Evan O’Keefe
Rebecca Ellen Oleniczak
Reid Leavitt Olson
Ryan Patrick Oppegaard
Mark James Ordner
Alec Robert Osmak
Haley Cecelia Oswald
Oliver Mikhail Ouradnik
Ezra James Pable
Ethan Henry Padgett
Grace Louise Pagel
Anthony Mark Palmer
Sameer Pardiwa
Donald William Parey
‡ Sanjana Kaushal Parikh
Arjun Prakash Patel
Naman Mitesh Patel
Rushi Patel
Anesh Patil
‡ Vrishabh Manjunath Patil
Alexander Patridge
Sathwik Pattem
Austin Skye Patterson
Andrew Thomas Paulson
Taylor Elizabeth Payne
‡ Varick Jason Peak
Samuel George Pederson
Spencer Albert Pellmann
‡ Ashley Nicole Pernsteiner
Rashelle Pershman
August James Pfaff
Ellen Griffin Pflaster
Tessa Anh Pham
Alex Brent Plastrik
Calvin Thomas Poche
‡ Noah Pollard
Arrington M. Polman
Shiv Harish Prabaharan
Kiran David Prasad
Jasmine Auliya Priatna
Zach Proulx
Carter John Przybylski
Saranya Putrevu
Joseph Pynenberg
Xiaofei Qu
Maria Anne Quigley
Benjamin Grant Rafferty
Safwat Afif Rahman
Anupama Shashikala Rajendra
Arman Ramiz
Aakash Ranjan
‡ Kelson Cole Rauser
Ali Raza
Sebastian Real
John Michael Reed
Jacob Joseph Reiner
Jasper Requiron
Jack Karl Richard

Sailing competition on Lake Mendota

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Joshua Laurence Richlen
Shelby Riggleman
Kelsey Evelyn Riley
Tate James Riordan
Christina Josefina Rivas
Margaret Ann Rivest
† Finn Asher Roberts
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Everett Charles Robinson
Laura Robinson
Ethan Michael Rocha
Casey G. Roeseer
Owen Patrick Rokita
Julio Antonio Roldan Jr.
Brandon Michael Romano
Nathan Joseph Ronnei
Casey Jo Rorabeck
Raymond Alexander Rosalez
§ Jack Ryan Rosenblatt
‡ Claire Rosenstein
‡ Harry J. Rosmann
‡ Aiden Ross
Jack Witt Rowenhorst
James Ronald Ruby
§ Noah Robert Ruh
‡ Max Tate Ryser
‡ Quinn Robert Sabin
‡ Mohamed Mohab Safwat
Muhammad Sajid
Connor Alan Sanda
‡ Alexander Sannikov
Gowtham Saravanam
Taha Jamil Sawar
Vanisa Saycocie
Asher Scarlett
Gwendolyn Rose Schad
Karen Nicole Scharlau
‡ Kristen Schill
Ryley Maxwell Schleif
‡ Adam Schlundrop
‡ Nathaniel Thomas Schlueter
Camille Schmidt
Kyle James Schmidt
Melissa Schmidt
Patrick William Schmidt
Mya Schmitz
Nathan Lloyd Schmitz
Taylor James Schneider
Jacob Thomas Schramkowski
Victoria Ann Schripf
Nathaniel David Schultz
Sarah Ann Schultz
Matthew Douglas Schulz
Amanda Morgan Schuster
Grant Allen Schwab
Allison Nicole Seigler
† Luke Robert Selberg
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Lucas Matthew Senta
Alexander Michael Serwin
Micaiah Alexander Severe
Michael James Sexton
Manav Shah
Parin Shah
Ritika Kartik Shah
Moath Sharayah
Margaret Shen
Anjali Amolbhai Sheth
§ Seonghyeok Shim
Lucy Ann Shoemaker
Dawson Dayne Shultz
Brandon Thomas Sielski
Trevor John Silber
John H. Simon
Angad Vir Singh
Nihir Singh
‡ Prasoon Sinha
Mehmet Sirtalan
Trevor Ray Sistler
Aaron Skubal
Kevin Michael Sladowski
Andrew Smart
Mia Christina Smiley
Elena Lynn Smith
‡ Pliny Jason Robinson Smith
Gabrielle Snyder
‡ Falcon Iverson Soedarsono
Emma Katherine Stecker
‡ Oscar Martin Steininger
Benjamin Stempler
Anna Marie Stephan
Alexandra Stephens
Garett Allen Stevens
Patrick Dwight Stiles
Charles Amedee Stock
Jonathan Stowell
Evon Lucas Studer
Jonathon Patrick Sullivan
Yunji Sun
Shankar Raman Sundaresan
‡ Nicholas Alexander Susilo
Ryan Susilo
Matt Suzuki
Erik David Svetin
Jackson Harold Sveum
Rebecca Jolaine Swanson
Imamuddin Syed
Leonard Thomas Taft
Nicholas Ho Man Tam
‡ Kevin Kaipeng Durfee Tan
Xiao Tan
Bryan Tanck
‡ Dingsheng Tao
Alessandro Vitale Tartaglia
Kurtis James Thelen
Akshaya Deepthi Thiru
Nolan Robert Thole
† Nicholas James Thoreson
‡ Alvin Ndungu Thuo
Travis William Thyes
Brianna Fubei Tobin
† Kate Lynn Tobin
Rushabh Tolia
‡ Daniel Toong
John Alexander Torresani
Grant Tostenrud
Elizabeth Grace Travis
Joshua Truchon
Marina Anne Tschida
‡ Matt Tuman
Vansh Tyagi
Marie Tyree
Tae Jun Um
Jack Robert Valenti
Jared Joseph Vaios
Austin James Valus
Koby Van Deelen
Dylan Jansen Van Dyn Hoven
Cade Andrew Van Horn
‡ Robert Michael Van Zante
Zackary James VanDreese
Morgan Vareberg
Tavish Vats
Kelvin Donald Veldre
Michael Garrett VerVelde
‡ Alex Vesel
Atilla Veyssal
Bradley James Vielhuber
Olivia Cole Vitale
Ian Vize
Braden Jon Voeller
Faron Thomas Voigt
Matthew William Voigt
Zachary Thomas Volpe
Jordan David VonBehren
Lazar Slobodan Vucicevic
Jack Thomas Wagner
Alex Christian Wahlgren
Matthew Evan Walden
‡ Marshall R. Walters
‡ Michael Steven Walz
‡ Jessica Fu Wang
Ruiwen Wang
‡ Shaonan Wang
‡ Taobo Wang
Wanyue Wang
‡ Yikai Wang
Zi Wang
‡ Zihan Wang
‡ David Wenhao Wang Wang
Yash Wani
Abby Warwick
† Matthew Robert Waskosky
Matthew William Wasserman
Benjamin Waverley
Zihan Wei
‡ Rysa Weigel-Sterr
Alex Weiner
Joshua Gary Weinstock
William Zachary Weis
Kari Ranney Weiss
‡ Lindsey Catherine Weiss
‡ Lauren Elizabeth Welker
Ashley Deanne Welper
Max Wessel
‡ Jake Jonathan Wesson
Lauren Zona Westlund
Alexandra Mcallister Wethor
Conrad Wiebe
Christopher Ryan Wiegand
‡ Nathan David Wille
Arthur Wesley Willis II
Benjamin Whyte Wilson
‡ Jan Kajetan Wodnicki
Rayne Marie Wolf
† Anne Ji-Mei Wong
Hanjiang Wu
‡ Siqi Wu
Wenxin Wu
Echo Zhiqin Xu
Satvik Yagnamurthy
‡ Wang Lik Yan
Mihail Borislavov Yankov
Edwin Thomas Yockey
Aaron Ross Young
Claire Elizabeth Young
Tyler Richard Young
Michael Alexander Youngberg
Zhengwei Yu
Amber Loren Zedeck
Chun Zhang
Oscar Zhang
Xiang Zhang
Haichun Zhao
Yuang Zhou
Ellen Rose Zimmer
William Michael Zimmerman
Carly Zlabek-Schuebel
Jari Thomas Zoller

College of Letters and Science

Filzah Amni Binti Abdul Latiff
Sophie Astier Abou-Rizk

‡ Hunter Joseph Abraham
Jack Tyler Abraham
Tazman Alexander Abramowicz
Molly Nicole Abrams
Sophia Danielle Abrams
Karyn Marie Abrego
Alexandria Jo Abts
Nur Admalinda Binti Abu Hasan
Adam Abuajir
Armando Ruben Acevedo-Ramirez
Mollie Acker
Alexander Lyons Ackerman
Kellie Anne Ackerman
‡ Katherine Grace Ackley
Alec Daniel Adamov
Mark Elliott Adams
‡ Olivia Faye Adelman
Aryan Adhlakha
‡ Michelle Ann Adler
‡ Barnabas Masil Adrian
Shishmitha Adusumilli
Ryan Richard Adyniec
‡ Delaney Barbara Agnew
Arsalan Mubashir Ahmed
Shahmir Amir Ahmed
Yaasir Ahmed
Riya Ahuja
Philip Yukio Akaishi
Sarah Jennifer Akakpo
‡ Naga Sahiti Akondi
Eric Akpan
† Nader Abdullah N. Al Hanaya
Noah Abdulaziz M. S Al-Khulaifi
Jad Alamuddin
Liceth Alarcon Cuevas
Max Benjamin Albers
Dailey Albino
† Brooke Marion Alexander
Taylor Alexander
Daniel Alexopoulos
Na’ilah Atiya Ali
Nurhayati Ali
Kudirat Ayomide Alimi
‡ Hassan Ahmed Alkhunaizi
Becca Anne Allen
John Clinton Allen IV
Maya Yael Allen
Mitchell Garrett Alley
Mary Catherine Allgood
Mohamed Jamal Abdulla Najim
AllReemithi
Maya Nalani Alvarado
Luis Felipe Alvarez Tòbon
‡ Fidelia Beatrice Alvina
Alisyn Rose Amant
Noah Ambroz
‡ Katie Jane Amdahl
† Madiha Amir
Yousef Ahmad Amir
Corey Ammons
Lachlan Bror Anders-MacLeod
Everett George Andersen
Adam James Anderson
Brendan Blaine Anderson
Casey Bea Anderson
Eric Joon Sung Anderson
Jessica Gail Anderson
‡ Josephine Helen Anderson
‡ Kalli Anderson
Sarah Elizabeth Anderson
Samantha Lynn Andes
Madison Eve Andrews
Sophie Jo Andrews
Aaron Andris
‡ Siddharth Aneja
Hanna Josie Anhalt
Ethan Harris Anikstein
‡ Haley Marie Annes
† Evanka Annyapu
Alec David Apter
James Harlan Apter
Ashlynn Mari Arce
Callie Anne Rose Arellano
† Grace Arendell
† Tristan Robert Argall
Lucas Arifin
Abigail E. Arkley
Madeline Mead Arndt
‡ Joshua James Arnold
Taylor Arntsen
‡ Samuel Aronson
‡ Mihir Roshan Arora
‡ Amanda Arteaga
Sneha Arunkumar
Dzhulyeta Arzumanyan
Lalita Arzumanyan
Jarred Asars
‡ Cole Aschenbrener
Izzy Ashburn
Aditya Krishnan Ashok
Dylan David Asoh
Haralabos Assimakopoulos
Zoe Kathleen Athanason
Alexa Atout
Jeremy Charles Auenson
Jordon Aurig
Grace Austin-Nichols
† Shaniya Rae Auxier
Anna Elizabeth Aversa
Alicia Jean Avila
† Emma Rae Axelrod
Humza Ayub

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Siti Nafisah Thahirah Azni
Lauryn Nneka Azu
Ken Adriana Yasuco Bacchiani
Joseph Ericson Bachar
Heidi Katherine Bachmeier
Omar Sameh Badran
Jared Robert Baetzold
Alec James Bailey
Jonathan Richard Bailey
Lucia Bailey
† Ben Daniel Baker
Reed Anthony Baker
Susan Kay Baker
Azraf Nabil Trimora Bakri
Jaskaran Singh Bakshi
Shashank Bala
Sathvik Balaji
Ryan Bali
Anthony Livingston Balistreri
† Garrett Michael Balmer
Julia M. Banchik-Lesniak
† Tikiri Bandara
Uriel Bandera
† Shreya Bandopadhyay
† Lydia Bangert
Kelly Anne Banks
Sixuan Bao
Megan Lynn Baranek
Griffin Lawrence Barela
† MaryBeth Barker
John Walter Barnes
† Jerome Edward Barnett
Jorell Stephen Barretto
Kylie Maureen Barry
Samuel Reed Bartel
Abigail Bartelson
Isa Barth
Isabelle Bartholomew
Hunter Robert Bartolo
Jaylah Unique Batemon
† Dominick Armand Battistini
Supraja Battula
Bryson Peter Bauer
Dawson Jack Bauer
Nadia Witter Bauman
Casey Jacob Edward Baumann
† Chase Baumann
† Griffin Theodore Baumann
Chlo Baumbach
Annika Baur
Tristin Bautista
Isabelle Margaret Bavis
† Hayley Anne Bazarek
Hunter Beaudry
Ellis James Becker
† Makenzie Becker
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Samuel Adams Beckett
Simran Bedi
Taran Adam Bedi
† Jessica Lynn Bedtka
Nolan Connolly Bedwell
Kylie Mary Beecher
‡ Sophie Camille Begin
Benjamin Meckstroth Behan
Hazel A. Behling
Brittani Elizabeth Behm
† Norma Isabella Behrend-Martinez
Cameron Belden
Jett Thomas Bell
Jordan Anthony Bellante
Nicole Elizabeth Bellino
John Joseph Belzer
Melanie Nicole Benito
Cassidy Elizabeth Benson
Stephanie Jayne Benton
† Benjamin Daniel Benzinger
Samantha Berebitsky
Max Caspe Berenbaum
Michael Bergdolt
Joseph Thomas Berger
Kenneth David Berger
Thea Jean Bergerson
Elizabeth Rose Bergman
Elisse Gabrielle Bergstrom
† Anya Beric
‡ Olivia Berley
Rachel Sydney Berman
Ana Graciela Bermudez Alonso
Tolga Boser
Lauren Angela Best
Julia Blake Bettencourt
Varsha Bhandari
‡ Ritvik Bhawani
‡ Neil Bhutada
Griffin Bianchi
Jackson Charles Bickford
Jared Emmanuel Biddle
‡ Anna Marie Bierley
Delaney May Bignell
Sophie Madison Bilik
Yatharth Bimhal
Kathryn Delaney Binder
Alexys R. Birmingham
Luke James Bissen
Jordan Bitton
David Allan Blackburn
Alexandra Mae Blank
Emma Marie Blaszczynski
Alexandra Elizabeth Bleakley
Angelina Gabrielle Blechl
† Lydia Shell Bliss
Lily Sarah Block
Katherine Jane Blodgett
Brady Maxwell Bloomer
Benjamin Thomas Bluedorn
Katelien Hermine Blumenthal
† Nina Christine Boals
‡ Max Joseph Bobholz
Sarah Elizabeth Bodden
Marrissa Mae Bodie
Jessica Avery Bodin
Alexander Frank Boehm
† Benjamin Paul Boerigter
Jeremy Lin-Way-Je Boetticher
Grace Boettinger
Elizabeth Marie Bogen-Sotelo
Justin Jeremie Bohn
Stephanie Bohrer
Brooke Erin Bojar
Jacob Leonard Bolduc
Abigail Jan Boll
Gouri Kalyani Bollepalli
Benjamin Robert Bollig
Hannah Kathleen Bombeck
Anthony Bomberg
Anthony Lucio Bonfiglio
Daniel P. Bonin
Trevis Ray Bonkoski
Grace Patricia Borchert
Jenna Christine Bork
Kari Emma Borts
Kaden Kevin Bosquez
Tim Bosstache
Paris Boswell
‡ Sophia Marie Bote
‡ Morgan Botko
† Alexander Dustin Boudos
Elise Joan Boudry
Ryan Bokhanov
Robert Campbell Bourguignon
Margaret Bourke
Finn Bowe
Jacob Robert Boyarsky
Kai Eric Braaten
Kelly Ruth Brakken
Juliana Meryl Brandt
Vivienne Alyce Brandt
Tyra Jillian Branwall
John Lewis Brasel
Samuel Robert Brashers
Megan Marie Bratland
‡ Madeline Mae Brauer
Michael Brennan
Alec George Brenner
Alana Rae Brenny
Eden Rose Breslow
Jenna Marie Briggs
Sophie Michelle Brill
Kate Marie Brixy
Ian Donovan Bro
Jacob Lee Brockway
† Eddie Brody
Jacob Broehm
Caitlin Brommel
† Katherine Rose Bronikowski
Brian Jones Broos
Shannon Marie Brophy
Zachary William Brosse
Emma Brostrom
Nicole Eliasov Brotter
Eric Scott Brown
Jeffrey Claire Brown
Neil Edward Brown
Nicholas Martin Brown
‡ Noah Alexander Brown
† Taylor Scray Browne
Austin Thomas Bruchs
‡ Hannah Marie Bruder
‡ Erin Lee Bruehlman
Gretchen Bruhn
Sailor Marie Brukardt
Ryan Anthony Brumm
Jack R. Brunner
Johnathan Daniel Brunner
Anastasia Lynn Bruss
Meg Karsyn Bryan
‡ Xin Bu
Heidi Ann Bucci
‡ Abigail Faith Buchholz
† Sara Danielle Buchwald
Kaden Buck
† Anna Virginia Bucklar
Ethan Ronald Budd
Zach Michael Buehler
Claire M. Buenfil
Joshua Aaron Buhr
Kelsey Mae Buley
Sai Achyut Bulusu
Olivia Paige Burdick
† Nicole Alexandra Burg
Allison Faith Burgdorf
Emmett Burgos
Joseph Burich
Maureen Elizabeth Burke
Sophia Morel Burkett
Lauren Alexandria Burkhartd
‡ Olivia Mae Burkholtz
‡ Jessa Erin Burling
Louis Michael Burmeister
Ruairig Malachy Burmeister
Caileigh Anne Burnett
James Daniel Burnidge
Michael Cameron Burns
† Valerie Nicole Buroker
Abigail Faith Buschette
Waverly Karen Munroe Buschke Fisher
Joshua David Busher
Gretchen Marie Bushman
Jacoby Thomas Buss
Isabella Brooks Bussey
Rachel Mangatur Butargabe
‡ Anna Susan Butler
Delaney R. Butterfield
Brady Nicholas Butzler
Kathryn Marie Byers
Isabella Margaret Byrne
Sarah Ann Cable
‡ Rosalie Cai
Samson Richard Cain
Tyler Thompson Cairns
Sydney Kay Calaway
Violeta Maria Calderon
Jack Donald Call
Ava Calpino
† Diane Emilie Camarda
Kelsey Carmella Campbell
William Henry Campbell IV
Mia Taylor Campeau
Jatziri Campos
Jessica J. Campos
Grace Esther Cano
Jacob Allen Cantrell
Bowean Cao
‡ Ruoxi Cao
Sicheng Cao
‡ Xinqi Cao
† Cat Capper
‡ Linsey Cardell
Sophia Marie Carel
Ryan Carelie
Ashley Blake Carl
Caleb Lee Carlsen
Kellen Jay Carlson
‡ Anders Wilhelm Carlsson
Lucas Carmosino
Jeffrey David Carp
Milo Carpenter
Anthony G. Carreno
Vridiana Jackeline Carreno
Zachary Alexander Carrera
Ashley Nicole Carrington
Kiera Rose Carson
‡ Elisabeth A. Cartwright
Gabriela Naxhiely Casas
Michelle Evangelina Casas
Kendall Nellie Casper
Paige Ricky Jean Cassibo
Quinn Marie Cassidy
‡ Andrew Martin Castelino
Amira Iris Castillo
Juliana S. Castillo
† Elena Mary Cata
Joao Catao
Anthony Vincent Cattani
Luis Cazarin Quiroga
Aaron Cecil-Xavier
Margaret Anne Cerny
Jakelin Cervantes Tenorio
Erin Elizabeth Cerveny
† Gabriel Elgin Chai
† Julia Paige Chait
Ritika Chakrabarti
Jonah Gordon Chalem
Nitin Challa
Anthony Crawford Chambers
King Hin Chan
Matthias Chan
† Shaun Chander
Jennifer Thomson Chandler
† Bloomest Jansen Chandra
Jayden Chang
Taylor Christine Chantes
Jordan Love Chanthaboury
Grant William Chapes
Nicholas Ramon Chavez
Carlos Ivan Chavez-Soto
Harman Singh Chawla
Jaikar Singh Chawla
Paranjay Singh Chawla
† Engku Nadharatuluzzati Binti Che
Engku Abd Halim
Aaron Chen
Alan Yi Chen
Angela Chen
Cecheng Chen
‡ Jiaxu Zhu Chen
Joshua Chen
Kaining Chen
Liang-Chun Chen
Madeline Hui Chen
Mark Chen
‡ Mufan Chen
Qingqian Chen
Sydney Haoyuan Chen
Tina Chen
† Wanjing Chen
† Weixin Chen
† Xi Chen
† Yi Chen
† Yiru Chen
† Yu-Tai Chen
‡ Yunzikai Chen
† Yushun Chen
Yuze Chen
Sarah Cheney
Austin Chermack

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Zachary Alexander Cherney
† Madison Blue Cheslock
Katherine Chesney
Emily Danielle Chester
† Christine Chi-Ching Cheung
Daisy Carolyn Chew
Matthew Chiang
James Michael Chivas
Lillian Grace Chmielewska
‡ Hyunheung Cho
Wansoo Cho
Dahlia Maclovia Chocho
Tenzin Choden
Yumin Choi
Carter Thomas Chojnacki
Kai Man Chow
Tsz Yau Iris Chow
Mollie Sarah Ruth Christensen
† Sam Christianson
Cole Christophel
Preston Matthew Christopher
‡ Annalisa Chu
Daniel Chu
Alan Chuan
‡ Joshua Carl Chung
Mona F. Cicero
Jack M. Cieslak
Joseph James Cirrincione
Chase Alexander Clark
Collin Andrew Clark
Jeremiah John Clark
Lucas D. Clark
‡ Rachel Renee Clark
† Sophia Ruth Clark
Taylor Lynn Clark
Rachel Ann Clausing
† Olivia Dupuy Clauss
Gwendolyn Coale
‡ Perri Cochin
Ryan Joseph Cody
Winsten Coellins
Aydan Henrietta Cohen
Isabella Cosette Cohen
Joshua Emet Cohen
Lauren Mackenzie Cohen
Lindsay Kaitlin Cohen
Lucille Cohen
‡ Caroline Emily Cole
Christian Michelai Collin
† Samuel Renick Collins
Sofia Ann Collins
Wynne Anne Collins
Austin David Collins-Martin
Luc Brandon Collo
Kylie Mae Colotti
Grace Lillian Colson

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Harry Alexander Colvin
Matthew Thomas Comiskey
† Anna Marie Compton
Kelly Anne Conaghan
Genevieve Lin Connell
Kenzie Connolly
Angelica Itzel CONTRERAS
Karina Contreras Chavez
Ellen Johanna Cook
Ethan Christopher Cook
† Isabelle Eisele Cook
Noah Cook
Colin Charles Cooksey
Cassidy Taylor Cooper
Claire Cooper
Dashnell Lilke Cooper
Matthew Alexander Cooper

Minnie Cooper
Liam Neely Copa
Paige Alexis Corfits
Sophia Marie Coronelli
† Chani Nejedlo Corpus
Xavier Correa-Sosa
Alexander M. Cottone
‡ Alexander Michael Cottrell
Bryce Canyon Couperus
Clara Kingan Cowrie
Meghan Crane
† Ellery Grace Craven
‡ Abigail Joy Cremeckiy
Madeline Crockett
Sam Crowley
Tyler Richard Crubaugh
Madison Joyce Crump

Banners on Bascom Hill
Connor Lorenzo Cruz
Henry James Cryns
Adamaris Cuevas
Nikki Marie Cuevas
Hannah Marie Culberson
Holland Christine Culver
Claire Madaline Cummings
Isabella Rose Marie Cummuta
Riley Marie Curtis
Elizabeth Cuthbertson
‡ Aleksander Samuel Cwalina
Sarah Ann Czupryna
Gwendolyn Rose Daberko
Jessica Caroline Dable
Amadou Mamaye Daff
Isabel Evelyn Dahlke
Haiwen Dai
Zachary George Daily
Scarlet Poppy Dale
Mason Rose Daley
Sean Patrick Daley
Rachel Marie Dallman
† Kunal Damaraju
Alexandra Michelle Daniels
Martha McHugh Daniels
Joshua Patrick Dannhauser
‡ Jacob Daniel Darien
Cole Mathew Darling
‡ Soham Dasgupta
Abhiraj Alok Dashora
Sydney E. Daul
‡ Madison Jeanette DaValle
Soren Davick
Allison Lorraine Davidson
† Hannah Mills Davidson
Megan Karen Davidson
Jenny Davis
‡ Kurt A. Davis
Brandon Paul Dawning
Maggie May Dawson
Molly Ann Dawson
Lucas S. Day
† Julia De Georgeo
Daniel Navuth de Monteiro
Julia Odile de Vries Reilingh
Lauren Dean
Megan Rose Decker
† Adam DeDobbelare
Olivia Deering
Daria Ann Deihle
Thomas Deihle
Tenzin Dekyi
† Benjamin James Dellheim
John Angelo DelloStritto
Cassidy Rose DeMar
‡ Klaire Alexis Dembny
Rio J. DeMello
‡ Bailey Michael Demler
Thomas George DeMonte
Andrew William Dempsey
† Kathryn M. Denecke
Elizabeth Deneff
Jia Deng
Yingyun Deng
Alexander Denison
† Christina Lee Dennis
Eldred Dennis
Nicholas Jerome Densing
‡ Carson Marthea DePagter
‡ Will Robert Derenne
Gavin Michael Derkatch
† Julia Virginia Derzay
Anisha Desai
Jarrett DeSautel
Blake Robert DeSwarte
Katherine Ann Detter
Karthik Devarakonda
Maggie Devlin
James Michael DeWalt
† Atharva Ankush Dhamale
Yashodhara Dhariwal
Gabrielle Dominique Diaz
Julie Hannah Dichtenberg
† Erica Dick
Benjamin William Dickmeyer
Sahrina Marie Diehl
Matan Diermeier-Lazar
Rachel Rose Dietrich
Boyd Dietzen Jr.
‡ Jacob Michael Dillie
‡ Caleb Joseph Diny
Abdoul Latif Lucky Diop
‡ Samir Mourad Dioury
Bobbie Jo Disch
Tatiana Erika Dittus
Sean Do
† Sidney Rene Dobbins
Isabela Dobbs
Megan Mary Dobrose
‡ Madison Jo Dobson
Sean Martin Dobson
Donald Evans Dockery
Patrick Michael Doheny
Victoria Grace Dombeck
Lauryn Marie Dominick
Ellena Hope Donaldson
Guoxuan Dong
‡ Yuxuan Dong
Zele Dong
‡ Eliza Marie Donnelly
Jacob Donovan
Morgan Nicole Dooley
Amanda Marie Dorsey
Emma Lee Poole Dosland
Nicholas Robert Dotson
Jordan Joseph Doucette
Timothy Eric Doughery
Arthur Thomas Dover
‡ Amelia Stefanie Dow
Clare Dowd
Payton Julianna Dower
Drew Downie
Kaitlynn Julene Drabek
Shea Peacock Draddy
‡ Megan Draheim
Delaney Joy Drake
Jaxon Joshua Drake
Rebecca Marie Drescher
Sophie Drescher
Sonia Jasmine Haigh Driskill
Haley Michelle Drost
Sofia Ann Buitron Drotts
Tóros Cole Drydale
‡ Yiting Duan
‡ Rachel Alyson Dubyak
† Cory Dudka
Jacob Maxwell Dudley
Kayla Jo Duel
Emily Sandra Duernberger
† Deseree Lynn Dufek
Connor Duggan
Katie Diane Dums
Olivia Katherine Dunham
William George Dunk
Madison Dunn
Lee Duong
‡ Saketram Durbha
Morgan Justine Durik
Anish Venkatasai Durvasula
Hannah Rose Dutton
‡ Delaney Anne Dvorak
Nathan Bradley Dyer
Danah Chumroum Dykstra
John Patrick Earley
Madelyn Sue Eber
Rachel Christina Eberhardt
Samuel Joseph Eberhardt
Everett Eck
† Abigail Rose Edgerly
Eric Tyler Edison
Jia Hui Ee
Mya Rose Eggert
Charles Edward Eggleton
Sakuni Jayoda Egodawatte
Leah Egolf
Joan Marie Ehrlich
Wyatt James Eiden
Andrew Theodore Eidenberger

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Robert Lee Eigenberger
Zachary T. Einspanier
Kelly Marie Elbe
Ryan Thomas Elder
Xander Julian Elias
Matthew David Eliaison
Anastasia Eliopoulos
‡ Niall Jacob Ellias
† Elizabeth Rose Ellick
Kaitlynn Ellis
Safa Eltgani
† Hannah Maye Emberts
‡ Julia Anne Endicott
Keiko Christine Engel
‡ Miriam Rose Engel
‡ Kyle Robert Engels
Audrey Morgan Engle
† Nathaniel Christopher English
Joshua James Ennis-Miller
Joseph Langan Epler
Haven Epstein
Soyer Joseph Epstein
Mackenzie Grace Erdmann
Meghan Erickson
Max Charles Ertl
Samantha Rae Ertz
Nicholas W. Esbeck
John Walter Eschenbach
Colton Jerome Esker
‡ Erika Esparza
David M. Espino
Joshua Tyler Ess
Ivis Estrada
Brent William Evan
Alexander Edward Evans
Olivia Catherine Evans
Catherine Ann Fabiano
‡ Joshua Francis Faessler
† Jaclyn Brooke Fahey
Megan Susan Fahey
April Fan
Gui Fan
Ruochong Fan
Kevin Fang
Zhiyuan Fang
‡ Brendan Satchie Fardella
Danielle Margaret Farina
Zachary Matthew Farmer
Bennett William Farrell
Patrick Robert Fasick
Osama Fattouh
Amanda A. Fawcett
‡ Rachel Maria Fedorchak
Gianna Nicole Feest
Jessica Lauren Fehland
† Hailey May Feinzig
‡ Oscar Felcan
Anna Sarah Feldman
‡ Elyssa Robyn Feldman
‡ Emilie Judith Feldman
Ryan Thomas Feldman
Marissa Ann Feller
† Yanhao Feng
‡ Jacob Patrick Fenley
Isabel Luisa Fernandez
Jacqueline Elyssse Fertel
Peyton Gene Feucht
Connor Joseph Feyen
‡ Lauren Dorothy Fialkow
Zachary Elliott Ficarra
Mackenzie Grace Erdmann
Maya Fizdikiewicz
Andrew Fijalkiewicz
‡ Hannah Filippo
Alex Filo
Zeke Breakey Fine
Lily May Finn
Madilyn Rae Finnell
Emma Victoria Fischman
† Matthew John Cowan Fischer
‡ Riley Jacob Fischer
Alyssa Sydney Fisher
Andrea Ines Fisher
† Grace Elizabeth Fisher
Rachel Catherine Fisher
Gabriel Markus Fishman
Mackenzie Orion Fitzgerald
William Andrew FitzGerald
† Kavanaugh William FitzPatrick
Andrew James Fix
Max Hunter Flanagan
Michael Dylan Flannery
Kaela Grace Flashman
Sophia Jayne Flaum
‡ Haley Jean Fleckenstein
Emily Anne Fleming
Diego Flores
Emmanuel Flores
Sirena Alicia Flores
Calvin Robert Parker Floyd
Samuel Henry Fogel
Valerie Foley
‡ Jared Andrew Folker
Lindsay Sara Folker
Mary Lillian Fonk
Sarah Elizabeth Foran
Justin W. Forbes
Abigail Rose Ford
Jack Degener Ford
† Katiya Claire Fosdick
Jennifer Carolene Foshey
Joel Foster
† Tamia Erykah Fowlkes
Matthew Fox
Tyler Gregory Frahm
† Angela Cecile Fraioli
Alexa Lee Kay Franck
† Emily Kaitlyn Frank
Charles James Franks
‡ Caroline Pearson Fraser
Aidan Robert Frazier
† Tyler Thomas Fredrick
‡ Maxwell Paul Freeman
¶ Lilly Reyburn Freemyer
Sandra Joann French
Nathanael Wright Frese
Hans Wilhelm Frey
Lucia Danielle Fries-Wackman
Josie Belle Fried
Alexa Skylar Friedant
Michaela Anne Friedel
Julia Rae Friedman
Dylan Jay Friendly
Austin Wheeler Frings
¶ Stephanie Elle Frisch
† Joseph Michael Fritz
† Greta Marie Frontero
‡ Jiaru Fu
‡ Rachel Fu
‡ Yuxiao Fu
‡ Brett Mitchell Fuglestad
Ben Fuhrmann
Olivia DuAnne Fulton
Emily Rose Gaare
Graham L. Gabrielson
Cassandra Jane Gaertner
Ashley Lorraine Gage
‡ Grace Erin Gage
Noah Pietro Gagliano
Shaan Gagneja
Alexis Brenea Gaillard
Reshma Gali
‡ Brennan Gallagher
Claire Gallagher
Isabella Marie Gallant
Liliana Elena Galvan
Param Gandhi
† Jiayi Gao
Youhe Gao
Paul Xavier Gapinski
‡ Allison Lauren Garbacz
Ariel Marie Garchitorena
Jordan Gardipee
Lakin James Gareis
Maxwell Garland
Laura Rae Garling
Hayley Garry
† Cassandra Lynn Gauthier
Ethan Andrew Gauvreau
Lake Mendota and the University of Wisconsin–Madison campus are pictured in an aerial view taken from a helicopter

Devika Gawade
Catherine Ge
Katherine May Gearhart
Chandlyr Raeanne Gehl
‡ Kaylee Rose Geier
Max Joseph Geiger
Samuel Joseph Gemini
Gabrielle Clio Gendreau
‡ Jon Geniesse
Patrick Georg
‡ Chris Roy George
† Robert Roland George
Meagan Marie Geppert
Megan Gerard
Tyler Daniel Gerencser
Olivia Grace Gerhards
Thomas Charles Gerke
Jake Edward Germano
Gage Lee Gerritson
Jacob Alexander Gerzel
Erik Thomas Gessner
 Caitlin Bridget Geurts
Julia Grace Giacomin
Logan Michael Gibson
Morgan Matthew Giese
Seth Thomas Giesen
† Grant J. Gilcrease
‡ Adalee Katherine Gill
Grace Barbara Gillingham
Thomas Gregory Gillis
Michael James Gillow
Michael Dayne Gilpin
‡ Carolina Rain Gittrich
Anthony Salvatore Giunta
Trevor Reed Glass
‡ Annemarie Elizabeth Glassey
† Nicole Brooke Glassman
Michael Patrick Glauber
Kathryn Marie Gleason
‡ Max Glennie
Ty Louis Glisczinski
Madison Marie Glusick
Jack Riley Glynn
Megan Macaulay Gmelich
Jacob Michael Goecke
Paige Alma Goeckermann
‡ Sunanda Xi Yue Goh
Joshua Gokey
Hannah Danielle Goldberg
Henry Goldenberg
‡ Regina Josephine Golding
Georgia Anne Goldrick
Claire Alexandra Goloja
Tyler Gray Goncz
Anisha Reddy Gondesi
Baiyan Gong
‡ Chengyi Gong
Jasmine Gong
Jiaxin Gong
Joshua Michael Gonzalez
Megan Elizabeth Goodman
Jack Gorniak
Kiana Marie Gosh
Jessica Lee Gottlieb
Peter Stephen Gottsacker
† Kelly Laura Gottschalk
‡ Pulkit Goyal
‡ Ritik Goyal
Whitney Adair Graham

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Emma Marie Hinz
Alex Hipler
Jordan Leigh Hirsbrunner
Steven Hizmi
Emily Jane Hoban
Andrew Carl Hodel
Henry Harold Hodges
Katherine Grace Strzok Hodgman
Nicholas Leo Holdofski
Nathan Jeffrey Hoersch
Andrew Gilbert Hoerst
Mackenzie Louise Hoff
Sam Hoffinan
Jesse Hoffmann
Frederic Bernhard Hofmann
Bradley Joseph Hofmeister
Samuel Scott Hogenson
HannaMarie Hohener
Hannah Renae Holland
Harrison Niclas Holland
Matthew Robert Holmes
Sonia Avella Holsen
Baylie Suzanne Holum
‡ Zachary James Honadel
‡ Jiayi Hong
Kamryn Paige Honhorst
Cole Clayton James Hontas
Mack Joseph Hooyman
‡ Margaret Grace Hope
Kevin Hopkins
‡ Azariah Kara Horowitz
Andrew James Horvat
Caroline Lynn Horvat
‡ Samuel Daniel Hossain
Anthony Joseph Hotchner
Grace Juliet Houdek
Alaina Elizabeth Houghton-Chamberlain
Sophie Rose Houglan
† Lily Marie Houtman
Christine Marie Hovey
† Keilyn Malia Howard
Jane Howe
Keisi Hoxha
Wang-Yong Hsiao
† Ivan Hu
Ruiqi Hu
Tambré Hu
‡ Hao-Yu Steven Huang
† William Huang
Sarah Huber
Lauren L. Huettl
Brittany Skye Huff
‡ Levi Michael Huillet
Brock Kobe Humblet
Herbert Charles Humke IV
‡ Riley John Humphrey
Caroline Joyce Hunken
† Owen Hunt
‡ Lukas Samuel Hunter
Alex Hupe
Zachary Thomas Hurst
Samantha Lee Huss
† Johanna Maryum Roesch Hussain
Halle Kimball Hutchinson
‡ Brian Lee Huynh
Sungeun Hwang
Skylar Rose Hyat
Emily Dieveney Hykes
Maya Pearl Hysaw
Rehan Adil Iftiikhar
‡ Sophie Ann Iglar
Nina Mandich Ignatowski
William Andrew Ihlenfeldt
Kate Elizabeth Iko
William Steven Immendorf
† Kaylynn Grace Imsande
Tyler Hideo Inamoto
Natalie Anne Ingraham
Tyler Luigi Internoscia
Alexander Latchesharov Ionkov
Adeel Iqbal
Benjamin Isaacs
Sheriff Mohammed Issaka
Kathryn Istvanek
‡ Abrielle Knoles Ivancevich
Elaheh Jabbarifard
Olivia Ann Jackson
Lauren Rae Jacobs
Molly Virginia Jacobs
Allison Michelle Jacobsen
Jordan Patrice Jacobson
Matthew Cole Jacobs
Adam Benjamin Jagfeld
Dhruv Jain
Kashish Jain
Rithik Jain
Abdi Jama
† Claire James
Jason Michael James
John Charles James III
Ian Jameson
Sydney Jan
Jacob Takeshi Jang
‡ Yoo Sung Jang
Clayton M. Jannusch
Sophia Jaskolski
† Murtaza Jatoi
‡ Maggie Jay
Clare Rose Jennings
‡ Hanna Kylea Jens
Bryanna Morgan Jensen
Eric William Jensen
† Grant Jensen
Marie Lee Jensen
Chanwoong Jhon
Mingzheng Jia
Yining Jia
Chutong Jiang
Siyang Jiang
Ray Jiao
Yaqi Jie
Yuzhao Jin
Yingze Jing
Trevor Austin Joachim
Lindsey Ann Jobe
‡ Emery Paige Jochnau
Charles P. Johnson
Donald Eugene Johnson III
Duke Alan Kawika Johnson
† Grace Annalynn Johnson
Jack Andrew Johnson
‡ Jacqueline Grace Johnson
Luna Kaitlyn Johnson
Madison Elizabeth Johnson
‡ Spencer Edward Johnson
Tucker Joseph Johnson
Alex Johnson-Fry
Connor Ethan Johnston
Matthew Robert Johnston
† Abigail Mary Johnstone
Owen Jack Jolley
Alisha Jean Jones
‡ Cameron Jones
Kai L. Jones
Quinnlan Jane Jones
Sawyer David Jones
Addison Grace Jonuska
Suraj Jootu
Callie Rae Jordan
Christopher Allen Jordan
Evan Manuel Jordan
Miles Baird Jordi
Mudit Joshi
‡ Harini Josyer
Abbie N. Joyce
Ilkyu Ju
Kimberly Francisca Juarez
Crescentia Jung
So Hee Jung
† Nicholas Daniel Juntunen
Evan Jurgensen
Lennart Daniel Justen
Michel Justen
Joseph William Kaberlein
Qosai Ahed Kadadha
Cecelia Mary Kaeder
† Christina Kafkis
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Tyler J. Kahle
Aidan Patrick Kaiser
Joseph Kajuch
Manav Kalathil
† Taylor Avery Raegen Kalderenberg
Tenzin Kaldhen
Ved Parag Kale
‡ Manasa Harini Kalluri
Jason David Kaminski
† William Edward Kamm
Agrima Kampani
Samantha Barrett Kaneigor
Bex Noelle Kane
Erin Margaret Kane
Jaeyong Kang
Junghoon Kang
Seoyun Kang
Caroline Paige Kantor
‡ Giulia Michellie Kanwischer
Danielle Froh Kappler
John Anthony Kapper III
‡ Jaylina Karmacharya
Ben G. Karno
Vaathsalya Karpe
Artyom Karyukin
Andrew Michael Kase
‡ Alaina Marie Kasimatis
Emily Anne Kassens
Emilee Carmen Lynn Kather
Elizabeth Mary Kattar
Jessica Hannah Katz
Joshua Levin Katz
Samuel Edward Katz
Katherine Renee Kaufmann
Loveleen Kaur
Brady James Kays
Strom Robert Keehn
Benjamin Dean Keeler
Emily Ann Kehl
† Molly Meyer Kehoe
† Nicole Therese Kehoe
Jaclyn Elizabeth Keilen
† Hannah Brooke Kekst
Rebecca Marie Keller
Robert Jean Keller
Louis Barrett Kelly
Kathleen Suzanne Kemnitz
Andrew James Kendhammer
‡ Hannah Lee Kennedy
Rylee Kennell
Molly Jane Kerig
Jenna Rae Kerkhoff
Sophia H. Kern
Troy Joseph Kesselmark
Brett Edward Kessler
Amory Rebekah Ketchum
Muhammad Syakir Bin Khairudin
† Haania Khan
Mihrir Khatri
† Nupur Khattri
Hassan Kheireddine
Hassan Khokhar
Suhti Khullar
Azzad Khursheed
† Kara Elizabeth Kidd
Alexandra Kildunne
Dong Hoi Kim
Evelyn Kim
Jaeyoung Kang
‡ Sangmin Kim
Ye Eun Kim
Benjamin Robert Kimmell
Drew John Kimmell
Oksana E. Kindiuk
† Nikolas Stephen King
Pascal Mayandji King
Ryan James King
Sydney Rae Kinser
Jack William Kinziger
‡ Arielle Benna Kirsch
Kelly Amber Kirsch
Alexander David Kirshner
Adrienne Lyn Kisting
Matthew Joseph Kisting
† John Christopher Kitaoka
Nattakorn Kittisut
Peter James Kittredge
Ben Andrew Kizaric
Ana Klabjan
‡ Melissa Marie Klauk
Benjamin B. Klees
Alexander Klein
† Lara Grace Klein
Maxwell Boyd Klein
Willie Don Klein
Zoe Eden Klein
‡ Sara Lindsey Kleinman
Maxwell Ray Kleinsasser
Karl Kleinschmidt
† Kennedy Kleist
Parker Ryan Klementz
Cora Grace Klemme
Philip Michael Klinker
Tara Beth Klose
Caitlyn Elizabeth Klotsmann
‡ Daniel Klugman
Sarah Lindsey Knego
Emily Catherine Knepper
Ethan Thomas Knipfer
‡ Sarah Deanna Knopp
Taylor J. Knudtson
‡ Blaise Jordan Knueppel
Tori Rose Knueppel
Sarah Elizabeth Knutson
Hyunsuk Ko
Kendall Dean Kobalter
† Lillian Jane Kobs
‡ Madlen Clare Kobs
Joseph Robert Koeceja
Drew Walter Kocken
Sophia Anne Koehn
Abhiram Koganti
Mikey Lester Kok
‡ Noah Robert Kokko-Ludemann
Hannah Kolarik
‡ Noah Samuel Koleske
† Jerimiah Koll
Natalie May Koltermann
Shivani Konda
Katie Elizabeth Koppen
Emily Kate Koranda
† Sharon Koretsky
Tyler Kortekaas
Jaycie Joelle Korth
Maximilian Winkler Korth
Ben Koss
Ksenia Kostelanetz
Adriana Sofia Kotchkoski
Annabelle Rose Kotecki
Sarah Ann Kowal
Andrew Alan Kraemer
‡ Isaac Krahn
Kellen Edward Krahn
† Jenna Louise Krakauer
Delaney Kramar
Maxwell Baerish Kramer
Isabelle Rose Krantz
Joseph David Kraus
Collin Parker Krause
‡ Michael Krause
Daniel Justin Krvitz
Madelyn Mary Krebs
Matthew Joseph Krepmply
† Lauren Elisabeth Kresser
Megan Therese Krieffal
Logan Carl Kroes
Camryn Rose Kronish
Xiaohan Kuang
Alyssa Kathryn Kubitcz
Samuel John Kuchta
Morgan Mary Kuckkahn
Jack Warner Kudrina
Glen Aaron Kuenzi
Hudson Reed Kugel
Hannah Woehler Kuhlmann
Michael George Kukovic II
Alessandro Kulutbanis
Arvind Suresh Kumar

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Ayush Kumar
† Sanjana Pavan Kumar
Anubhav Kumaria
‡ Anisa Kundu
Jackson Kunert
Karolyann Reid Kunz
Kaylin Nichole Kurtz
‡ Mark Erwin Kutschke
Wyatt James Kwapick
Youngseo Kwon
‡ Elizabeth Grace Kysela
Olivia Lananah La
Peter Fritz LaBelle
Hanna Lackershire
Julia Lackey
Naman Ladsaria
‡ Elizabeth Rose LaDue
Brandon Laesch
Connor Patrick Lafeber
Melanie Claire Lafountain Lipscomb
‡ Sabine Juyong LaLiberte
Aldan Alanah Lallas
Jocelyn Wai-Yee Lam
Aerin Leigh Lammers
† Mikayla Grace Lamping
‡ Adrian Philip Lampron
† Grace Margaret Landrum
Benjamin Michael Landry
Brandon Landsberg
Chloë Grace Landsberg
† Leta Marie Landucci
Megan Christine Lane
‡ Benjamin Lang
† William Alan Langholz
‡ Samuel Richard Lanzer
Payton Jarek LaPorte
Ella Larson
Kyler Austin Larson
Olivia Larson
Theodore James Larson
Addison Lee Lathers
Alexandra Marie Latimer
Loren Latts
Grace Sandra Latzigg
Kaylee Paige Lauterbach
Nathaniel Ryan Pitterle Laventhal
Spencer Caleb Lavin
Nicholas Joseph Lawler
Beatrice Ann Lawrence
‡ Rory Michael Lawson
Grant Alexander Lawton
Bryan Le
Cleo Yothsackda Le
Kimberly Jo Leadholm
William Royce Leadholm
Miriam Lebowitz
Bennett Roger Leclaire
‡ Daniel Joseph Soo-Hong Ledin
Naomi Monica Ledrowski
Abigail Cynthia Lee
Elizabeth Kashoua Lee
Euna Lee
† Evan Keamoku Lee
Jun Lee
Jungah Lee
Marlin Rosen Lee
Phoua Lee
‡ See Won Lee
Soyoon Lee
Sungkyun Lee
Sungmin Lee
Olivia Mei Zhen Lefevre
‡ Charlotte Lehmann
† Alex Lehmkuhl
Sarah Lehrke
Xiaolan Lei
† Paige Marie Leiser
Tyler Wyn Leitner
Jackson Peter Lemberger
Olive Lemberger
† Aris Howard Lemmenes
Ellen Lenertz
Dongyang Leng
Sydney Katherine Lenzner
Shawn Christian Lese
Jacob Frank Leskovar
† Aiden Robert Lacasse Lesley
‡ Lauren Lessila
‡ Kaylen Christine Leverenz
Cassandra Marie Levesque
‡ Elea Reilly Levin
‡ Daniel S. Levy
Ilan Rafael Levy
Jonah Aram Levy
Creighton Todd Lewis
Samuel Joshua Lewis
Makenna L. Ley
Chang Li
‡ Hao Li
‡ Hongru Li
Mengze Li
† Nachuan Li
‡ Renxi Li
‡ Ruofan Li
‡ Shuheng Li
Songlin Li
Tingyi Li
Weiting Li
Yanfei Li
Zhangfan Li
Xingyu Lian
‡ Shanchao Liang
† Elisabeth Marie Lichtie
Stephanie Elizabeth Lieb
† Andrew Quoc Lien
‡ Emily Caroline Limbach
Chenhui Lin
Shutong Lin
Yayen Lin
Yi-Yang Lin
‡ Lauren Hope Lindner
‡ Alexandra Kate Lindstrom
Olivia Delores Link
Christopher Z. Liou
Megan Rae Lipke
Abby Paignton Lippold
† Isabella Nicole Lisak
Theresa Ellen Liska
‡ Brooke Elizabeth Lisko
Clayton Andrew Lisowski
Thomas Francis Litecky Jr.
‡ Jennifer Elaine Littel
Cheng-Yu Liu
Chenxiao Liu
George Liu
Honghao Liu
Jiatong Liu
Jitian Liu
Jurong Liu
‡ Kexin Liu
† Lina Liu
Mingrui Liu
Qi Liu
Ruonan Liu
Xinyi Liu
Xuzhou Liu
Yufan Liu
Zhangqi Liu
Mikaylla Anne Livermore
‡ Alexandra Jane Lloyd
‡ Nathan Matthew Loayza
Kendall Lobdell
‡ Melina Evelyn Lobitz
Morgan Rae Lock
Grace Elizabeth Locke
Olivia Grace Lockhart
Quinn Rosella Marie Lodholz
‡ Ming Hao Loh
Guy Lohoua
Neil Thomas Long
Braden Christopher Longstreth
Olivia Ann Lonski
Rebecca R. Lonski
Jose Luis Lopez Jr.
Liam Lopez
Elizabeth Lorge
Kyle Loria
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrick David Loughran</td>
<td>Benjamin Anders Maki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Emily Lowe</td>
<td>Shourav Makkapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Jerome Lowrey</td>
<td>Shivish Makkar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kechen Lu</td>
<td>Alexandra Elizabeth Malec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Rixi Lu</td>
<td>Anish Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maleaha Renee Lucas</td>
<td>Vinayak Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Casey Faye Ludwig</td>
<td>‡ Ellie Elizabeth Mallek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Jacob John Ludwig</td>
<td>‡ Kathleen Annette Malloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Yin-Mei Lui</td>
<td>Daniel Maloney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Matthew Daniel Lukasik</td>
<td>‡ Vishal Kumar Manchala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gracie Lund</td>
<td>‡ Elyse Nicole Mancilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Monique Lund</td>
<td>Elena Danielle Mandarino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Karolina Lungova</td>
<td>Matthew Joseph Mandli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiyang Luo</td>
<td>Jared Robert Manke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lixing Luo</td>
<td>Madison Marie Mansukhani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora Luo</td>
<td>Ira Devon Manthey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Qianyun Luo</td>
<td>Devanshu Girish Mantri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicklaus Lutes</td>
<td>Ali Abbas Manzoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Michael Luy</td>
<td>Yuqing Mao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Gregory Jared Lyon</td>
<td>Yuxuan Mao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Rose Lyon</td>
<td>‡ Sini Irene Marcks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Peter Lyons</td>
<td>Lee Maryfak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper Scott Lyons</td>
<td>Joshua Marino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Jessica Anne Lysne</td>
<td>‡ Logan Maxwell Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Xiangyan Lyu</td>
<td>Ava Giselle Markham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaojian Lyu</td>
<td>Nicholas James Markland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidi Ma</td>
<td>Thomas George Markou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danyel Hao Ma</td>
<td>Ryan Leonard Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hao Kui Ma</td>
<td>Burak Cemal Marmara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ma</td>
<td>Maysen Elizabeth Marolda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Grant Ma</td>
<td>Jonah Ray Maroszek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Zheng Ma</td>
<td>Daniel Ray Marrero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zijing Ma</td>
<td>Jon Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylee Reginald Maas</td>
<td>† Madison Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Macdonald</td>
<td>Sophia Rose Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker MacDonald</td>
<td>Tara O. Martens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentyna N. MacGilvra</td>
<td>Lily Jane Marthaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas John Machacek</td>
<td>Emma Kathryn Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Jacob Machkovech</td>
<td>Grace Taylor Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaleb Lawrence Mack</td>
<td>Justin Thomas Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Lyn MacNeil</td>
<td>Ryan Willis Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Lynne Madl</td>
<td>Sophia Marisa Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Isa Madrigal Harrison</td>
<td>Tiana Lynette Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo Madruga</td>
<td>Diego Felipe Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Evelyn Maertz</td>
<td>Joseph Louis Marz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Barrett Magee</td>
<td>‡ Colin Nystrom Mast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Em Mager</td>
<td>Rachel Ann Matejka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† John Maggio</td>
<td>Rayyana W. Matraj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryann Mahajan</td>
<td>Peter James Matthews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahvi Mahendra</td>
<td>Jack Mattke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanay Maheshwari</td>
<td>‡ Grace Lorraine Matzke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Thomas Mahieu</td>
<td>‡ Brandon John Mauel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Eleanor Mahon</td>
<td>Greyson Scott Maulick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evie J. Mahsem</td>
<td>Madelyn Leigh Maurer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrisostom Maina</td>
<td>Nicholas James Maxfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Majerowski</td>
<td>Olivia Kate Mayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Honors Candidate</td>
<td>Michael Patrick McCabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement</td>
<td>Harris Paul McCafferty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keegan McCance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Michael McCann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Dexter McCann</td>
<td>‡ Madeline Margaret McClimon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steven McCook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monique Kathryn McCormack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maggie Marie McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mackenzie Robert McCourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Erin Vaughan McCoy</td>
<td>Hunter Riley McCue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cameron James McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Katherine Ann McDonald</td>
<td>Joseph Montalto McFarland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha McFarland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caitlyn Michelle McGhee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Matthew John McGill</td>
<td>Connor James McGowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abigail Christine McGrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Michael McGucken IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isabel McHugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ellie McIntosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Clayton Connor McIntyre</td>
<td>‡ Maia Elizabeth McKeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colin James McLandsborough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Alice Kate McLoughlin</td>
<td>Ryan McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evan Hersch McLean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Claire McQuiston</td>
<td>Griffin McLeod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‡ Sarah McLeod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caitlin Elise McLimans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen Marie McLoone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Claire McQuiston</td>
<td>† Alice Kate McLoughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parker McManaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caden James McMann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connor Patrick McManus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adam C. McMonagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexia Michelle McNally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Claire McQuiston</td>
<td>‡ Sarah McLeod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Gonzalo Medel Bruno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fardeen Fazal Meeran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madison Marie Mehlaberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ansh Mehta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Douglas Jacob Meier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Ella Marin Meinhardt</td>
<td>‡ Lauryn Idella Meisner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Camile Claire Mejia</td>
<td>‡ Savanna Katherine Melan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marina Nicole Melby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karina Melendez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Alexander Meleski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dylan Melotik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evelyn Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡ Qingxi Meng</td>
<td>‡ Yintong Meng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Eric William Mengel
† Viktorie Menna
Melissa Prudence Mercado
Jennifer Ellen Mercier
Justice Lopez Merrifield
Grace Caroline Merrill
† Isaak Mertz
Lauren Elizabeth Mertz
Hannah Lauren Mesmer
† Michael Messer
Ryan Way Messer
‡ Kaden Mae Mettel
Grace Antonette Metzler
AnnaMarie Emma Meucci
Alexander Sebastian Meurer
David Michael Meyer
Jonathon Vincent Meyer
† Nicole Meyer
‡ Anne Elizabeth Meyers
‡ Chenying Mi
Jerry Miao
Rebecca Jakobia Michael
Madelyn Grace Michels
Cheyenne Rae Michelsen
‡ Cole Andrew Migas
‡ Anna Elizabeth Mikat
Samuel Ian Mikelsons
Nathan Andrew Milella
‡ Nick Milicic
Daniel Jon Miller
Madison Summer Miller
Reid Miller
Ryan Matthew Miller
Emma Millholland
Paige Darlene Milne
Anna Elizabeth Milonas
Hana Danijela Miloslavic
Mackenzie Mindorff
† James Kenneth Mineau
† Kayla Elizabeth Minushkin
‡ Graham Miotke
Isabella Miranda-Reyes
Hibiki Misawa
Jack Misina
Greta Land Missbach
Logan Michael Mitchell
Chloe Peace Mitro
Ritika Mittal
‡ Sicheng Mo
Christopher James Modlin
Samantha Marie Moe
‡ Adlina Mohamed Muhirian
Myra Mohammad
Wafa Khalida Binti Mohammad Fadil
† Shourya Mohaniya
† Benjamin David Mohlke
† Tillie Esther Moldenhauer
‡ Samantha Laine Monahan
Nicole Alexis Montag
‡ Sara C. Montez
‡ Colette Nawal Moog
Alexander James Moon
‡ Cory Keith Mooney
Madison Mooney
Laura Moore
Niall Aloysius Moore
Garrett Joseph Mooren
‡ Kassidy Mooren
Amy Morales Plata
Max Moran
Eduardo B. Morelli II
Katherine Morgan
Lauren Jeanne Moriarty
Katrina Mork-Barrett
David Albert Fries Morof
Gracie Rose Morris
Kristy Morrow
Rebecca Helena Morrow
Jami Lynn Morschauer
Raven Joy Mortimer
Kyle Moser
Macey Elizabeth Moser
Reagan Moses
Kasey Lynn Moskiewicz
Zahaan Murtaza Motiwalla
‡ Jarod Robert Moyer
Owen Joseph Moylan
Devin Alonzo Moze
‡ Jackson Grandone Mozena
Madison Rose Mueller
Maryam Muhammad
Kenneth Lee Mui
Preetham Kumar Reddy Mukkara
Declan Daniel Mulkerin
Andrew Munger
Annelise Marie Munro
Kayla Murad
Jake Mitchell Murawski
‡ Chirawan Nan Murphy
Logan Robert Murphy
Mark Emmanuel Murphy
Megan Rose Murphy
Nathan Michael Murphy
Maxwell Steven Murray
Samuel Robert Murray
Isabella Musa
† Alyssa Mussar
Aaron Donald Mutka
Jordan Dylan Myles
‡ Justin James Myrah
Sarah Lynda Naatz
Diamond Nabounpaeng
‡ Sagit Anne Nachmias
Sai Nagisetty
Jacqueline Nah
‡ Rishitha Nalabothu
‡ Emily Napiwocki
A.J. Naqib
Sankalp Narahari
Harini Narayan
Ashlyn Narman
Margaret Kathleen Navarre
Megan Kaethe Nayar
Bryce Neels
Natalie Marie Neegron
Andrew David Neilson
Taran Nelavelli
† Emily Ruth Nelsen
Alexis Rae Nelson
Samuel Michael Nelson
Bojana Nenadic
Kayla C. Nennig-Kniaz
Riley Elizabeth Neper
Annika Marie Nerbovig
Elizabeth Anne Neubauer
Hannah Tovah Neubauer
‡ Jackson Philip Neuhoff
Ashley Rose Neumann
Natasha Marie Neumann
Kendall Newman
Sherman Ng
Catherine Mai Nguyen
Dennis Nguyen
Duy-Linh Tran Nguyen
Gia-Phong Justin Nguyen
Theodore T. Nguyen
Tommy Ming Ni
Yunbo Ni
Madelyn Morgan Nickell
Tessa McKenna Nicpon
Tori Mae Nieman
Shaina Nijhawan
Mia Aurora Niu
Abigail Marie Noel
‡ Sheridan Hamilton Norcia
Jessica Alexandra Nudelman
Nyle Numaan
Alexandra Soledad Nunez
Leonardo Rigel Nunn
‡ Lydia M. Nyachieo
Sophia Nyssse
Peyton James Nystrom
Brenna O'Brien
Logan Robert O'Brien
‡ Olivia O'Brien
Thomas Richard O'Brien
Seamus Joseph O'Connell
Casey Erin O'Connor
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Darby Shea O'Connor
Emiliano O'Connor
‡ Calvin David O'Donnell
Tara Marie O'Donnell
John Daniel O'Malley
‡ Macy O'Malley
Lauren Elizabeth O'Neill
Sarah Elizabeth O'Toole
† Kyle David Obremski
‡ Mallory Lynn Obrien
Shae Lillian O'Day
Canaan Odeh
Alyssa Marie Oechsner
Takumu Ogama
Chaiyeen Oh
David Oh
Gmudil Eghosa Oke
Jacqueline Olen
† Sarah Ann Olk
Ellie Claire Olsen
‡ Halli Taylor Olsen
Andrew Owen Olson
‡ Casey Doyle Olson
† Ellie Elizabeth Olson
Kaitryn L. Olson
Leslie Elaine Olson
Matthew David Olson
‡ Paige E. Olson
Trinity Olson
‡ John Robert Omelina
‡ Abigail Omernick
Samantha Angel Omidfar
† Alejandro Joel Onate
Avery Ondrusik
Samuel Ong
† Paul Onnuch
Matthew Robert Opdyke
‡ Meredith E. Opie
Micah Chandler Orange
‡ Brienna Gabrielle Oremus
† Jonathan Kenneth Orth
Alyssa Kay Orvis
Anastasia Rose Orzechowski
Jessica Alex Ostroff
Garrett Joseph Ostrom
Oluwabusola Ruth Olawummi Osundairo
Katie Marie Oswald
Melanie Oswald
Isaac Jon Otte
Celina Loi Ough
‡ Yitong Ouyang
Jack Harrison Owen
‡ Kate Pape
Annette Pabellio
† Sara Pabich
† Ava Padilla
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

‡ Anshul Pakala
Ellie Palivos
Charles W. Palm
Daniel Thomas Palmeter
William Pan
Yinglang Pang
Monika Pantha
Sabrija Smilja Pantich
Aarya Parikh
Divya Saistra Parati
‡ Edward Jeonghyun Park
Soo Jin Park
Joshua James Parker
† Kayla Rose Parker
Morgan Mackenzie Parzych
Carter Evan Pasternak
Gwyneth Gasmena Pastores
Matthew Patchen
Callan Charles Patel
Jay Jagdish Patel
Karan Hiren Patel
‡ Nirali Arvind Patel
Rajvi Patel
Shlok Paresh Patel
Smit Anilkumar Patel
Jensen Ann Patrick
Lydia Carolyn Paulow
‡ Madelynn Rosemary Paulow
† Isabelle Paulsen
‡ Alex Martin Pavelic
Suncana Pavlic
Stephanos Pavlou
Mirko Pavlovic
Olivia Zoe Pearl
Alana Maria Pecha
Brianna L. Peck
Alycia Fayth Pecoraro
Vamsi Krishna Peddi
Rachel Erin Pederson
‡ Owen Peil
Christian Pelayo
Mallory Elizabeth Pelen
Jesper Johannes Peltonen
† Zheyue Peng
‡ Rebecca Noa Perla
Cassidy Perry
Isabelle Sylvia Perry
Molly June Perry
Emily Anne Pessefall
Madeline Francis Peterman
Samuel Jurgen Peters
Makayla Ann Petersdorff
Ashley Elizabeth Petersen
Eric Lloyd Peterson
† Isabel Cecilia Peterson
† Nils Cole Peterson
Nolan Carl Peterson
‡ Iva Petrova
‡ Brett James Petrykowski
Brette Laura Pettet
Colin James Phalen
Ivy Tran Pham
Vu Minh Pham
Thong Huy Phan
‡ Vivian Ng Phan
Abageal Rose Phelan
Christina Phillips
Dylan Curtis Phillips
Suramy Parth Pidara
Justin Pierro
† Siddarth Pillai
Sean Michael Pinch
Ameyali Tomaita Pineda
Lillian Nathalie Pineda
Sabrina Rahal Pinto
Molly Grace Piston
Haley Rae Pitman
Sydney Noelle Plante
Alivia Grace Platz
‡ Kaitlyn R. Plautz
Lily Marie Pleskovitch
Erin Elizabeth Poburka
‡ Margo Anne Poelstra
Alexander Daniel Polyakov
Alex Pope
Sydney Taylor Popkin
‡ Sarah Alexandra Popowski
Jacob Anthony Popp
Jocelyn Rose Popp
Clara Eleanor Porter
Madeline Grace Posick
Nathaniel Benjamin Potter
‡ Zach Potter
Megan Elizabeth Powell
Alexandria Powrie
Monica Sadie Prado
Anushka Prakash
‡ Ayuj Prasad
Garrett Walter Prem
Alexis Mai Pricco
John Gunther Price
Carson Prindle
† Alyssa Danielle Printz
‡ Daniel Sean Prohaska
‡ Jenna Lindsay Prosen
Tiantong Pu
‡ Brandon Jeffrey Pudwill
Caitlin Marie Pueschner
Carlos Puga
Lorenzo Puglielli
‡ Caden Pulley
Andrew Cheukhung Pun
Kabir Puri
Katherine Elisabeth Putman
Olivia Putrim
Sophie Leah Putrim
Fei Qin
† Yuehan Qin
† Qiuwen Quan
Nicholas James Quartaro
Emily Kay Quartemont
Zachary Robert Paul Quasius
Dawson David Quimby
‡ Charlie Quinn
Galen Anthony Quinn
Zach Quinn
Ali Qureshi
† Simran Salman Qureshi
‡ Breanna Lyn Raab
Bennett Rabach
† Caroline Sophia Rachow
Elaina Shae Radden
Ojas Rade
‡ Jack Thomas Rader
Samuel Dane Radtke
Teagan Kylie Raffeneul
Cole Alexander Ragsdale
Ali Joseph Rahman
Sophia Rahman
‡ Shannon Daisie Rajchel
Kaleb Rakers
Priyanka Ramanathan
‡ Malcolm Jack Ramirez
Jake Ramos
Connor King Ramsey
Jackson Randolph
Tejas Rangole
Damin Rika Rao
Kelly Anne Rash
Hailey Alexandra Rasmussen
Miranda Hope Rasmussen
Keaton Lawrence Rathe
‡ Prasoon Raj Singh Rathore
Srishti Vipul Rathore
Kevin Patrick Rault
‡ Caolífhín Rauwerdink

Avanti Devi Ravanam
Alok Ravel
Viknesh Ravichandar
† Talia A. Rawitz
† Anusha Ray Dey
Ross Andrew Reddington
Atulya Reddy
Avra Anjali Reddy
Sudeep Reddy
‡ Levi Aaron Redlin
‡ Gracie Regala
Amy Regenbaum
Jackson Peter Rehm
Jonathan Charles Reichert
Abigail June Reid
Caitlin Reiffman
Seamus Reilly
Lydia Reimer
Emma Marie Reineking
† Maya Madelyn Reinelt
Yuxuan Ren
Lauren Abigail Resch
Alex Restifo
Alejandra Reyther
‡ Kaitlyn Nicole Rian
‡ Ali Ahmad Riaz
Jaime Alberto De Jesus Ricart Costales
Alexis Marcella Ricci
Hailey Madison Rich
Nicholas R. Richie
‡ Abigail Sarah Richman
‡ Jack Ryan Richter
‡ Samantha Dailey Richter
Joseph Robert Rickles
‡ Joshua Olaitan Riebe
Michele Rieder
‡ Grace Ann Riedl
Tyler Joseph Riemer
Devany Sara Rindy
Jordyn Rae Rinehart
† Brandon Lee Risen
Lauren Marie Ritter
Theodore Joseph Ritter
Omar Rivas-Alvarez
† Makala Rayne Roberson
‡ Kaitlin Marie Roberts
Joseph Robey
Ally Clare Robinson
† Elizabeth Ann Rochon
Rylie Morgan Roddick
† Sofia Kate Rodriguez
† Sofia Rodriguez
Monica Rodriguez Ornia
Alberto Alejandro Rodriguez Toro
Morgan Jane Roelke
Grace Ellen Roemer

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Catherine Rogers
Dylan Osborne Rogers
Nicholas Alan Rogers
Tanner Caleb Rohrer
† Jessica Leigh Rogoff
Jungwoo Roh
Julie Sue Rohrer
Samuel Michael Rohrer
Natalia Rojas
‡ Katelyn Elizabeth Rokus
Nicole Jane Rolain
Brianna Rolling
‡ Nathanael Rolmsa
Kay Elaine Romanin II
‡ Jurrien Karl Romberg
Hana E. Romero
Katherine Nicole Romes
Madeline Jean Romfoe
Olivia Margaret Romfoe
Felicity Hope Rondeau
‡ Mallory Marie Rongstad
Alyssa Mya Ronk
Arielle Raina Rosen
Dena Esther Rosen
† Rachel Julia Rosen
Lexi Rosenberg
McKenna Olivia Reagan Ross
Benjamin James Rounds
Meagan McGowan Rowles
Taylor Ann Royes
Jacob Joseph Rozum
‡ Yaxinge Ruan
Evan Danielle Rubin
Tye James Rubin
Jonah Samuel Rubnitz
Alyssa Jane Ruehlow
Abby Jo Ruffridge
Molly Ruffridge
Anthony John Ruiz
Elena Ruiz de Chavez
Andrew Rukavina
Isabel Rund
Gabrielle Elizabeth Runde
Isaac James Runde
Elizabeth Marie Runge
Derek Ruona
Jay Charles Russell
Chahek Rustagi
Olivia Rose Rutkowski
Maxwell Iglar Ruzicka
Benjamin Phillip Ryabov
Amelia Larene Ryan
William Robert Ryan
Azad Verya Saadegh-Vaziri
Kaitlyn Mae Saari
Lauren Stephanie Saban
Ella Sue Sabin
Sarah Ann Sabinash
Alea Ayman Sabry
Rossa Joseph Sabu
‡ Elizabeth Rachel Sacco
Jordan Ariel Sacher
Christine Burwell Sachs
Kimia Safari-Shad
David Soloman Salamzadeh
† Amena Raad Saleh
Aubrey Jo Salita
Erin Elizabeth Samels
Cormac Sampson
† Kylie Paige Sampson
Reena Kristine Samuel
Jose Lazaro Sanchez Hernandez
J. Jesus Sanchez-Arias
Simrin Delores Sandhu
Alyssa Nicole Sands
Michael Jacob Sandvick
Augustus Frederic Sandy Wehrs
Yatin Sangwan
† Daniel James Sanji
Nicholas Michael Santas
‡ Liliana Sarajian
Anthony Christian Sartori
Yui Sato
Matthew Arlan Satula
‡ Elizabeth Helen Sauder
‡ Charles Henry Saunders
Kelli Corinne Saunders
Tyrol Marie Savage
Rebecca Jayne Sawyer
Charles Justin Sayner
Jacie Nicole Sayre
Max Milne Scaife
Brayden Gabriel Schachle
Josephine Rose Schaefer
Benjamin Schafermeyer
Bulat Zofar Schamiloglu
Cailyn Marie Schiltz
‡ Abigail Eva Schinderle
Logan Matthew Schindhelm
Nicholas John Schinner
‡ Keagan Schlosser
Abigail Elizabeth Schmidt
Nathaniel Christopher Schmidt
Owen Richard Schmidtmann
Joseph Earl Schmitt
Eden Delaney Schmitz
Gunnar Owen Schmitz
Jake W. Schneider
Elliot Abraham Schochet
Greta Marie Schoenberg
Spencer Schoenberg
Wyatt John Schoephoerster
Anika Luise Scholz-Ruf
Megan Amy Schram
Andrew Michael Schrandt
Austin Paul Schreiner
Haakon Diedrich Schriefer
Jay Schrimpf
‡ Brooke Elizabeth Schroeder
Will Schroeder
Dylan Patrick Schubbe
Ayden Mahoney Schultz
Brock Virgil Schultz
Daryan Lynn Schultz
‡ Ella Schultz
Hayden Micheal Schultz
Lauren Marie Schultz
Owen Earling Schultz
Roger James Schultz
Karissa Ann Schumacker
† Mitchell Benjamin Schuster
Grace Elizabeth Schultz
Hunter Brianne Schultz
Jared Schwalbe
Kayla Schwartz
Benjamin D. Schwartzbauer
Joshua Schwarz
Dimitra Maria Schweitzer
Greta Elizabeth Schwiesow
Elizabeth Grace Scott
‡ Skylar Grace Blaine Scull
Anthony John Segedi
Alexandra Nicole Sehl
Jacob Pius Selensky
Steven Michael Serbiak
Swetha Shadahri
Saron Setotaw
Kurtis Alan Seufzer
Riley L. Severson
Summer Belle Sewell
Grace Irene Sexton
Catherine Ann Seymour
‡ Skylar T. Shafer
Kashin Shah
Tahseen Jaha Shaik
Neha Shaji
‡ Keyan Shang
Elizabeth Susan Shapiro
Jordan Laine Shapiro
Shruti Sharma
Kellen Nasir Sharp
David Thomas Sharpe
† Samantha Claire Sharpe
Alexa Gilson Shavitz
Alex Shaw
Adam Joseph Shedivy
‡ Elizabeth Ann Sheil
‡ Chenyang Shen

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Xi Shen
Skyler John Sheppard
Grace Sheridan
† Madeline Anne Sheridan
‡ Dhrtvan Sherman
Emilia Ruth Shermeta
‡ Sydney Noel Sherry
Aavia Shetty
Alexander Bulat Shew
Kristina Marie Shi
† Zhaoming Shi
Zhehao Shi
‡ Barnabas Tsegaye Shiferaw
† Samuel Dunn Shiffman
Jang Won Shim
Jun Hee Shin
Jack Christopher Shinners
† Brinda Rashmi Shivapuja
Olivya Lynne Shoemaker
† Damien Frederick Short
Jasmyn Kalysta Short
Annabelle Gene Shultz
Hana Siddiqui
Izabelle Siebenaler
Bozeman Thomas Siebert
‡ Gage Louis Siebert
Brooke Danielle Siegel
Madelyn Marie Siegenthaler
† Charles David Sifferlen
Caden Robert Sillman
Anel Simental
Joseph Robert Simkovic
† Brenna Martha Simmons
† Rachel Sina
Calvin Edward Sinclair
Anshika Singh
Deepshikha Singh
Shivanshu R. Singh
‡ Sophia Anna Singleton
Peter John Sinis
‡ Gabriella Lynn Sinoway
James R. Sippel
‡ Seema Siraj
Gomary Sitathammavong
Ritesh Sivakumar
William Edward Skalitzky
Annatherese Clare Slattery
Patrick Chang Slattery
Connor David Slawin
Oliver Slayne
Marcia Jan Sletten
† Jessica Lilian Sloane
Karli Nicole Smerz
Shane Leslie Smiley
Adam Robert Pilialoha Smith
Alexander Gary Smith
Brooke Lauren Smith
Lillian Louise Smith
Lily Hope Smith
Madison Ashley Smith
Nolan Oliver Smith
Phoebe Erwitt Smolan
Jack Snedegar
John Neil Snodgrass
‡ Jessa Beth Snower
Audrey Lauren Sobczak
Eliza Claire Soczka
† Emmaline Aurora Soderholm
Kennedy William Soehren
† Hannah Sohn
Dominic Michael Solberg
‡ Amber Cassandra Solheim
Winston Sinclair Heredia Prestega
Solsrud
‡ Nitin Somasundaram
Hongliang Song
Ziyu Song
Jack Edward Sonsalla
Sean Sorenson
‡ Kaylee Marie Sorrells
Anna Rose Soshnik
Nathan Gabriel Sottomayor
Kisa Sow
Ariana Neomi Sparling
‡ Katie Spauda
‡ Anna Olivia Spaulding
Cami Paige Spellman
‡ Shane Spellman
‡ John Daniel Spengler Jr.
Nicholas William Spevacek
Rachel Marie Spiegelhoff
Alexander James Spilde
Theodore Daniel Spitz
Allie Renee Sprink
‡ Pia Marie Spychalla
Shruthi Srinivasan
Sofia Powers Staehly
Gianna Louis Stafford
Jack Michael Stanard
Alexander Michael Stanko
Lucas Bernard Stanley
Cal Stanoch
† Anna Sofia Stans
Millie Starcevic
‡ Joseph States
Samuel Christopher Stebnitz
† Mikaela Elizabeth Steckelis
‡ Jessa Elizabeth Stecker
Jack Thomas Steffen
Anna Steffensen
Maria Lee Steigerwald
Benjamin Joseph Stein
Logan Steinike
Isabella Ellen Steinweg
Elyse Elisabeth Stelsel
Sadie Jayne Stelter
‡ Lauren Gabrielle Stenman
Tyler James Stepp
Brayden Stern
‡ Samuel Robert Sternman
Eric Sterwald
† Caleb Stevens
† Chloe Lauren YuanLi Stevens
William Watson Stevens
Grace Marie Steward
Collin Joseph Steward
‡ Duncan Brooks Stewart
Austin Henry Stichart
Connor Adam Stickels
Isabella Sophie Stier
Evan Stipano
Cole M. Stodola
Madison Grace Stoffel
‡ Ellen Turek Stojak
‡ Sydney S. Stoker
Benjamin Stolar
Milan David Stolpman
Parker R. Storck
Hayden Storms
Nick Stowe
Jenna Marie Strand
Gabriel Stranges
‡ Zoe Ellen Stratman
Austin Michael Straub
Riley Nicole Strauss
Ethan Victor Stroik
Jack Nash Strosahl
‡ Alexander Antonovich Strunets
‡ Matthew John Strupp
‡ Haley Rose Stueber
‡ Annie Helen Stuntebeck
Rachael H. Stute
Matthew Benjamin Stuttman
† Jack M. Styler
Mira Parvathi Subramanian
Keerthy Sudharsan
Oat Sukcharoeningyong
Amaya Catherine Sullivan
Katherine Ann Sullivan
Thomas William Summerwill
Riley J. Sumner
‡ Haoning Sun
‡ Jiaying Sun
Nan Sun
‡ Pengyao Sun
‡ Xiaoxi Sun
‡ Zhuocheung Sun
Kiwi Sundeen
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jordan Kaye Sundt
† Michaela Paige Suski
‡ Maeve Rose Swackhamer
Emma Swanson
‡ Jeremiah Richard Lee Swanson
‡ Hiren Swaroop
Jacob David Sweis
‡ Seth Daniel Swenson
Angelina Swiatkowski
Allison May Swid
Kristen Swofford
Maima Maharah Syakhroza
‡ Adam Szulczewski
Allyson Marie Tackman
Grant Taebel
‡ Kiana Talebi
‡ Vedaant Tambi
Josiah Tamsen
‡ Marvin Tan
Zeyu Tan
Haoran Tang
Huailin Tang
Michael Si Wei Tang
Sean Thomas Tangney
† Prithvi Tanna
Julia Kayla Tanner
† Jonathan Soltes Tansey
Kevin Jon Tatrooles
Claire Lucia Taubman
‡ Alexander Christian Taylor
Anna Jane Taylor
‡ Jacob Thomas Taylor
Krista Danielle Taylor
Zackery Jordan Teachey
Kelsey J. Tehan
Samantha Telson
James Richard Telzrow
Luke Thomas Templeman
Jorge Luis Tenorio
‡ Lukas Anthony Tenuta
Kailee Ann Terracina
Crystal Thao
Yeejkeeb Marshall Thao
Karthik Thatipalli
Ryan Thiele
Rachel Joanne Thilen
Eric Thippaphachote
Elizabeth Quinn Thomas
Ali Christine Thompson
Anna Rebecca Thompson
† Gordy Thompson
Olivia Leigh Thompson
† Zachary Trevor Thompson
Owen John Thronson
Ngun Hlei Tial
Eric Yuan Tian
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Hongwei Tian
Kexin Tian
Tian Tian
Weiyushi Tian
‡ Yating Tian
‡ Yuan Tian
Justina Anna Tidaback
Shea Alaine Wast Tillotson
Adam Joseph Timm
Madalynn Marie Timm
Ana Xiaoyun Tinder
Natalie Kay Tinsen
Matvey Tkachev
Ryan Ewe Seng Toh
Terrence Tom
Jacob Michael Tomassetti
Alexandra Mertens Tomkin
Taylor Amalia Tomoda
Tommaso Pietro Tonelli
Benjamin John Toney
‡ Nathan James Tormaschy
Claudia Patricia Torres Giraldo
‡ Jonas Tost
Yanelly Mercedes Tovar
Roshini Maria Traynor
Samuel John Treffert
Hannah Tremaine
Jessica Lynn Trembly
Erin Josephine Tritz
Zakia E. Trotter
Lily Caroline Trunsky
Julia Marie Truong
† Tsz Hin Tsang
Demetra Kiriaki Tselentis
Josie Kathleen Tuchscherer
Joseph William Tuffnell
‡ Anton James Tung
Maya Laryn Tunney
Ryan Jacob Turell
Dante Turkow
† Olivia Maisie Turner
Tyra Ann Turner
Will Turner
Paulina Lillian Twerberg
Charles Twohig
Daniel Mmesochi Ufearo
Bridgette Katherine Ugarth
Erica Grace Uhlig
‡ Isabel Ullrich
‡ Ellen Elizabeth Ulschmid
Yun Su Um
Samantha Faith Upton
Alyssy Mccailyn Urbach
‡ Austin Meleod Urbach
Madison Jacqueline Urlaub
Christian Urosevic
Rosalee Ann Verena Valentino
Lauren Faye Van Bortel
Jared Scott Van Bramer
‡ Katelyn Marie Van Buren
Luka van de Venne
Erik-Jan van Deursen
Morgan Alexis Van Drisse
Katherine Andrea Van Dyke
Helena Sabina Van Hemmen
Nicholas John Van Huizum
Lauren Moynihan Vance
Bradyn Ronald Vande Zande
Maxwell James Vandermyde
Maxwell Thomas Vandevoeld
† Ava VanDommelen
Cassie Vang
Phillip Tou Vang
Michael John Vannieuwenhoven
‡ Grace Autumn VanSleet
Ben Vargas
‡ Swati Sri Vattem
‡ Kyla Genevieve Vaughan
Princess Vaulx
‡ Isabel Hannah Vayser
Viviana Vazquez
Mallory Marie Veeser
Ethan Vegotsky
Andrea Velazquez Camarena
Jennifer Anatoly Velikodanov
‡ Nikhilesh Venkatasubramanian
Kylie Louise Ver Kuilen
Charles Ethan Verbos
‡ Kyle Robert Verheyen
John Henry Verhoff
Lauren Elizabeth Verhulst
Valerie Marie Verhunce
Jonathan Michael Vichich
Sophia Jo Videlefsky
Ross Michael Vincent
‡ Gabrielle Vinick
Margarita Vinogradov
Deepak Vir
Christopher David Visak
Gayatri Visvanathan
Colette Vitiritti
‡ Madeline Elizabeth Vogel
‡ Marley Amber Vogel
Abigail Frances Vohland
Alexi Andrea Vorobiev
Matthew Colin Voss
Raina Leone Voss
Nicoie Marie Voytovich
Don Vu
Chong Vue
† William Charles Vuyk
Jamie Kristine Wage
† Chloe Linnea Wagener
‡ Aileen Mary Wagner
Andrew Michael Wagner Jr.
Brett Stanley Wagner
Tannor Wagner
Eli Simeon Wahl
Ashley Nichole Wakefield
‡ Hunter Wakefield
Sebastiaan Alexander Wakker
Katelyn Grace Walbran
Joanne Catherine Walczynski
Evan Brett Waldman
Lamont John Wallace II
Arisa Alexander Wallander
Alec Walbruch
Michael Christopher Walsh
Jacquelyn Stephanie Walter
‡ Flossie Keyue Wan
‡ Jingde Wan
Devon Wanasek
‡ Bingxuan Wang
‡ Charlie Wang
‡ Chenhui Wang
James Li Wang
‡ Jiaxin Wang
‡ Julia Wang
‡ Keyi Wang
Richard Wang
Ruohong Wang
Shanke Wang
Tongtong Wang
‡ Xiaotian Wang
‡ Xinya Wang
Xinyu Wang
‡ Xunye Wang
‡ Yiqi Wang
‡ Yueyu Wang
‡ Yumeng Wang
Zeqing Wang
‡ Zhishan Jefferson Wang
Zhong Wang
Ziqi Wang
‡ Alicia Marie Ward
Alexa Ann Wardarski
Thomas Charles Warden
‡ Emma Ann Wardour
‡ Jacob David Ware
Lilian Wareham
‡ Isabel Warner
Jessica Rose Warner
‡ Olivia Elise Warnke
Taylor Erin Warosh
‡ Arella Rose Warren
Georgia Elizabeth Warren
Joseph Robert Washburn
Seth William Washburn
Reece Washington
‡ Rachael Lee Wasson
Berit Jean Waterfield
Marie Joanna Watson
‡ Sam Watson
Daryl Watts
Nicholas Allen Watts
John Rossi Weakley
Stephen Maxwell Weber
Taylor Ann Weckwerth
Benjamin Thomas Wedeward
Kateri Rebecca Weege
Lucas Allen Wehrli
Cheng Wei
Haoxian Wei
Madielyn Wei
‡ Willem M. Weigel
Amanda Renee Weil
Leah Marie Weiler
Mitchell Paul Weinberg-Kinsey
Matthew Robert Weinberger
Blake Roger Weiner
Kyle Steven Weinkauf
† Amanda Shea Weis
Peter Joshua Weiss
Lindsay Kate Weisse
† Kaitlyn Weix
Rachel Grace Weix
Kaylie Marie Welch
Colton James Welling
Brendan Michael Wells
Lauren Ashley Wendt
Samuel Weng
Emma Marie Wenman
Emily Rose Wentorf
Cameron Elizabeth Werner
Jeremy Alexander Werner
Emilee Jean Wescher
Aiden James West
Anthony L. West
‡ Ryan Conner West
Chloe Westberg
Ryan Westbrook
Greta Marie Meidl Westegaard
Claire Louise Westenberger
Mitchell Thomas Westerhof
Adeline Mae Westman
Brady Jacob Michael Wetter
Zachary Michael Wetter
Greg Whalen
Grant Philip Wheeler
Jamie Amalie Wheelock
Joseph Loyal White
Katie Whitehorse
Tyler Douglas Whiteley
Vanessa Maria Whitenack
Calliana Marie Wickus
Ellen Nicole Wieland
Jared Wiese
Dylan John Wijas
‡ Brooke Elisabeth Wilczewski
‡ Matthew John Wildman
Thomas Dalton Wilkinson
Alexander Warren Wilkinson-Johnson
Sion Camara Wilks-Boguszewicz
‡ Zakary Louis Edward Will
Nathan Owen Willer
Isabel Jacklyn Willette
Marah Renée Williams
Mia Elizabeth Williams
Zachary Andrew Williams
Zoe Williams
Nakia Deshon Willis Jr.
Nathaniel Abraham Wiltzius
Elizbeth Lucille Wink
† Joshua Henry Winston
‡ Casey Kevin Winter
Hannah Jane Winter
David Martin Winther
Filbert Conrad Wiranata
Calla Grace Wise
Riley Wistrom
Traviance L. Witherspoon
Clare Elise Witkowski
Taylor Witthuhn
Melissa Wittig
Scott Robert Wittkopf
Connor Dallan Wittmuss
Taylor Leigh Wochenske
Michal Wodnicki
Aaron Edward Wolf
Erin Elizabeth Wolf
Theresa Wolfe
Stephanie Joyce Wolfram
Ryan Francis Wollersheim
Hallie Wollin
Owen Lawrence Wolman
Jaehyung Won
Leah Michelle Wong
‡ Matthew Kai-Shun Woo
‡ Samuel Jacob Wood
Bryanna Lynn Woods
David Woodson
Greta Ellen Worley
Sarah M. Worthington
Kaitlyn M. Woznick
Dylan Scott Wright
‡ Brock Allen Wroblewski
Mark Wu
Ruijie Wu
Shuyu Wu
‡ Wentao Wu

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Yuning Wu
Zhen Y. Wu
Zhengxuan Wu
† Tiara Jennie Wuethrich
‡ Yi Xiao
‡ Wenshuo Xie
Antilica Xiong
Lucy Ly Xiong
Mai Chia Xiong
Pang Voa Xiong
Panya Xiong
Yingyee Xiong
‡ Yingzhu Xiong
‡ Angie Xu
Dexin Xu
‡ Hong Xu
Ke Xu
† Mika Xu
Nat Iris Xu
Ping Bun Xu
Weihao Xu
Weiyu Xu
Xiyu Xu
Runhan Xue
† Amanjot Kaur Yadev
‡ Ananya Yaganti
Lianna Alison Yakubov
Nanzhen Yan
† Thomas Yan
Ashley Yang
Brittany Yang
‡ Jiayi Yang
Jina Yang
Kuo Yang
‡ Shihao Yang
Thidarat Yang
Xixi Yang
‡ Yige Yang
‡ Ying Yang
Young Yang
‡ Zhantao Yang
Vishnu Sai Yarlagadda
Sophie Brei Yarosh
‡ Justin Xavier Yau
Kimiya Alexandra Yavari
‡ Yufan Ye
Aaron Yellin
‡ Hoon Ki Yeo
Tenzin Yeshi
† Austin Homer Yeung
David Yin
Shenwei Yin
‡ Yue Yin
Zhixiang Yin
Jiweon Yoo
‡ Hyochang Yoon
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

‡ Tanner Thomas Yops
Alex James Yost
Qinlin You
† Brooke Lynn Young
David Francis Derek Young
Aegean Yu
Hanqing Yu
Xingyi Yu
Xinyu Yu
Zimo Yu
‡ Haozhao Yuan
Meng Yuan
Yongle Yuan
‡ Haoyang Yue
Gwan Woou Yun
Justin Lee Yun
Julia Joy Zacher
Rohan Rajesh Zade
Andrew Lee Zagorski
William Joseph Zajkowski
Moiz Zaki
‡ Faith Renee Zalec
Tova Gabrielle Zalomek
Madelynn Rose Zarka
‡ Daniel Ethan Zaydman
† Samantha Rose Zeid
† Julia Zeimentz
Alexandra Hazel Zeiss
Ella Zelenak
Boya Zeng
Katelyn Jo Zewiske
Aaron Zhang
Amanda Zhang
‡ Ao Zhang
‡ Gege Zhang
‡ Haorui Zhang
Jia Zhang
‡ Jinming Zhang
Junshan Zhang
Kexin Zhang
‡ Siyuan Zhang
Xiaoxiang Zhang
Xin Zhang
‡ Xuechun Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Yining Zhang
Yinzhou Zhang
Yiyang Zhang
Yue Zhang
Yumeng Zhang
‡ Zhaoyi Zhang
Zheran Zhang
‡ Ziyi Zhang
† Crystal Zhao
Edward Zhao
Haoze Zhao
‡ Jeffrey Zhao
‡ Ruolin Zhao
Yanpeng Zhao
Christopher Yufei Zheng
† Christy Zheng
Jenny Zheng
Jiahao Zheng
Chen Rong Zhong
Sabrina Chen Zhong
Katja Zhou

"Well Red," a sculpture by artist Douwe Blumberg of Bucky sitting atop a pile of books

‡ Yao Zhang
Wisconsin School of Business

Ibrahim Abbasbayli
Peter Ackerman
C.J. Adourian
Evan Agnew
† Katherine Paige Alexander
Carter Burke Allen
† Hannah Karen Allen
Trevor Stetson Allen
† Dominic Michael Almquist
Alexander Karl Altergott
Isabella Patricia Alvarez
Brooke Danielle Ament
Justin Anderson
Maxwell Irving Anderson
Sarah Grace Anderson
Thomas Anderson
Hannah Michelle Antczak
Kevin Ariel Arbo-Leiva
Kristyn Ranae Arends
Oscar Joseph Arlinghaus
Jackson Patrick Arms
Nathan Edward Artenian
Kelsey Ault
Olivia Aumann
Kinsey Ann Baber
Carolyn Julia Baca
Melissa Lauren Bacal
† Joseph Christian Bahr
Greta Bakke
George Baldassano
Matthew John Barba
Andrew Richard Barelmann
Jared Barrett
Bayne Basche
† Mason Robert Batchelor
Bryce James Batzko
Brennan Bauer
Paige Margaret Baumgardner
Andrew Brett Behrenfeld
Matteo Bell-Castile
Jacob Emiliano Benjamin
Caden Brian Benson
Cassandra Marie Berg
Taylor Bergman
† John Hollar Zwick
Matthew Michael Zwinger
Nathan John Zyck

† Honors Candidate
† Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Jason Bergstein
Joshua Seth Berman
‡ Nick Best
Joseph Peter Beste
Stephen Thomas Bezouska
Corinne Louise Bialo
Carson Biber
Cailyn Biegalski
Chris Bierman
Mason Brian Binder
‡ Marcus Bird
Samuel Russell Birnberg
Carson H. Blair
‡ Emma Blessinger
Noah Bleustein
Michael Block
Wylie Boelter
John Michael Boor
‡ Aric Brennan Booth
Ian Brian Bould
‡ Hannah Gabrielle Bounds
Jovaughn Eric Antonio Bowen
‡ Grace Pollock Bowby
Barri Grace Boyarsky
Margaux Ann Boyer
Caroline Diane Boynton
Zachary Lewis Bradbury
Ethan Stocker Brady
Benjamin David Brandenburg
Claire Brauer
Rachel Marie Braun
Henry Braunreuther
Kalevi Turaga Manuels Breckterfield
Natalie Kay Brekken
Anna Christine Brenny
Andrew Bresina
Abbigale Mabel Mary Bressers
Holly May Brinkman
Ethan Matthew Brochtup
Sofia Isabella Broucek
Ellie Bruess
Wilson Buebendorf
Jack Jeffery Burlingame
‡ Amanda Bushman
Thomas Jourdan Butler
Savannah Leigh Byers
Elise Marie Calzaretta
‡ Nicholas J. Cannon
Liz Capperella
‡ Breana Carlino
‡ Samantha Carroll
Erica Lynn Casper
‡ Katherine Lauren Chafoulia
Nishchith Rao Chakilam
‡ Joseph Robert Chamberlain
Samuel E. Chase
‡ Madison Linh Chau
‡ Julia Elizabeth Chelak
Lion Chen
‡ Xinying Chen
Emily Elizabeth Chermak
Alexis Ruth Cherwinko
Iliana Melissa Chevez
Brandon Roman Chicz
Chitchaya Chimtanoon
Olivia Jean Giardo
‡ Kristopher Cisek
‡ Rekha Claus
Annie Louise Claypool
‡ Catherine Marie Cleveland
Andrew Jack Cohen
Jordan Brett Cohen
Ryan Lucas Cohen
Chloe Alma Cole
‡ Corinne Cole
Logan James Cole
Lindsey Marie Nicole Coleman
Grace Colvin
Taylor Grace Conley
Brienne Connors
Patrick John Conta
Riley Jagan Cooper
Griffin Mark Corbett
Isabel Marie Cortina
Nathan Tiernan Cotter
Hannah Elizabeth Cottrill
Kyra Coughal
Alissa Ann Cousineau
Morgan Abigail Cox
Zachariah Thomas Cromwell
William Foster Crystal
Ethan Csapo
Jacob Morgan Culberson
Ryan Stephen Cummings
Jack Thomas Curcio
Lindsey Joanne Cwik
Jakob A. Czupek
Hailey Mae Daher
Evan Brian Dahl
Kaela Esperanza Daichendt
Nolan Wolf Dallas
Kush Dani
‡ Andrew Joseph Danks
Lacey Michelle Davidson
‡ Logan Matthew Davis
Zachary Thomas Davis
Michael Sheridan Davy
Susan Mary Dawood
Lauren Victoria De La Rosa
Samantha Marie Deakin
‡ Carly Delforge
Simeon Tomas Delos Santos
Dylan Alexander DeMuth
Lilly Claudia Deprey
Andrew Goss DesMarais
John Desmond
Ignatius Daniel Devkalis
Khloe Ding
Aaron Dinkin
Tobias Jesse Doerr-Garcia
Sam Dolgin
‡ James Domach
‡ Yuchi Dong
‡ Declan Conway Donovan
‡ Brendan Michael Dooley
Stephanie Dopuch
Kezia Arielle Douglas
‡ Olivia Grace Douglass
Marie Catherine Downey
Andrey Robert Doyle
‡ Matthew John Drastal
Cory James Dreier
‡ T.J. Driver
‡ Emma Sydney DuBois
Breydn Sirod Duckett
Dustin Duffy
Jonathan Thomas Dufresne
Jonathan Gerald Dunlap
Kara A. Dunton
Raul Durbeej
Andre Charles Dyslin
Jadalyn Chalone Eagens
Ethan Andrew Edelman
Jack Egan
Chloe Eggers
Samantha Jo Eidsness
Ethan Joey Ellerbrock
Austin John Ellis
Mallory Rose Ellis
Caroline Mary Eno
Nickolaus Epperson
Shayde Donovan Erbrecht
Isaiah John Erickson
Emma Lauren Escaldi
Corinne Renee Etzelmueller
Tynan Eurwongpravit
Anna Christine Evans
Nathan Eugene Evers
Joshua Donald Fahrney
‡ Jeremy Randall Falstad
Simon Cheng Fan
Simon Jeffrey Farber
Abigail Jo Fay
Dane Michael Federman
Grace Abigail Feitel
Mary Kathleen Feldsott
Natalie Kay Fendrich
‡ Jessica Feriancek
Frances Ann Ferolo
Camilo Ferreira
Joseph Paul Finkel
† Alexander Moore Fisher
Connor Fixel
Nicolas Flores-Sanchez
Alyssa M. Fontaine
Jessica Fonte
Tia Sophia Forsyth
Lauren Cameron Foster
† Andrea Francesca
‡ Peyton Phillip Frankenreider-Slack
† Jeffrey Fraus
‡ Cameron Steven Frazier
Brandon Freedman
Gabriella Augusta Freking
Adam James Frelka
Aidan Freund-Tobin
Luke Michael Frishman
† Cecelia Fuhr
Michael Furtney
Madison Anna Gackstetter
Megan April Gall
† Patrick Brendan Gallaher
Christian Mark Galvan
Zachary Wolf Gamache
Jake Gammon
Hamsa Yogini Ganesan
‡ Maxwell Anthony Gantman
Yuan Gao
Emily Katherine Garber
† Matthew James Garman
‡ Daniel Taylor Gattoni
Christopher James Gear
‡ Steven Mason Gee
Cade John Geldreich
Cali J. Geschke
Jack Ryan Gewurz
Rory Patrick Gierhart
Abigail Gilman
‡ Taylor Grace Gilmore
Andrew Cole Giniger
Lindsay Ginsburg
Kayla Jean Glatzmaier
‡ Jillian Rebecca Glyzewski
Alexis Rose Goetsch
Braden Gogin
‡ Muriel Joy Goldfarb
Samuel Goldman
Stephanie Jade Golla
Drew Gorski
‡ Bryton Charles Paul Goymerac
Connor Keith Granberg
Emma Graves
Jackson Reed Gray
Hallie Reed Greenberg
Ellis Grey Greenstein
Charles Harvey Grey
Lauren Patricia Grimm
Lindsey Nicole Grinspoon
Kyle Abram Gross
John Thomas Grossardt
Henry Mitchell Gruen
Brett Michael Grulkowski
Anna Rose Grutzner
† Margaret Allison Guanci
Amanda Gudowitz
‡ Mason Patrick Guell
Connor Harry Guest
Lilly Gullickson
Henry Gustafson
Kiley Elizabeth Gustafson
Sarah Ling Haas
Katie Wu Haghighi
Lauren Elizabeth Hahn
Scott Stephen Hall
Louis Harrison Halperin
Andrew Robert Hamm
Trevor Hammen
‡ Briggs Hamor
Seung-Bihn Han
Olivia Rose Hancock
Connor Handel
James Patrick Handel
Ryan John Handowski
Alex Joseph Handwerker
Jonathan Michael Hansen
‡ Josie Marie Hansen
Keith Michael Hansford
Zachary Allen Hanson
Nicholas Ryan Hare
Mitch Harold
Laura Elise Hartman
Maxwell Jeffrey Haufschild
Nathan Hayes
Ronnie Gregory Haynes II
Zach Hazen
Jingwei He
Cooper Edward Healy
‡ Zachary Andrew Heckman
Drew Hegenbarth
‡ Colton Heil
‡ Austin James Heimerl
Jake Hunter Henderson
‡ Michael David Henry
Annika Hentz
‡ Samuel Aaron Herbst
‡ Zoe Madison Hermberg
Mitchell Joseph Hernandez
Heriberto Hernandez-Flores
Maya Camryn Herr
Paige Elizabeth Herzog
John Wayland Hewitt
Samuel William Heydt
Carter Elzie Higginbottom
Spencer David Hikade
Emily Colleen Hilger
Elena Elvira Hill
Jack Emmett Hill
Buerkle Charles Himmelberg
Jace Hipp
Katherine Grace Hise
Jaeger Owens Hoang
Kaitlyn Hockers
Lily Rose Hoelscher
Jessica Sara Hoffberger
Zachary Owen Hoffman
‡ Maxwell Jesse Hofmeister
Zachary Stefan Hohl
‡ Lily Ann Holden
Amelia Holland
‡ Savannah Holt
Yinzhu Hong
Kalvin Timothy Horejs
Bridget Marie Horvath
‡ Justin Michael Houdek
‡ Erik Elias Hovila
Jinlin Hu
Cecilia K. Huang
‡ Bennett Huber
Ams Alan Huddle
Lizbeth Huertas
‡ Anna Hughes
Madaline Kelly Hughes
Ryan Hurwitz
James Minhpuc Huynh
John Patrick Hyland
‡ Raegan Hyzer
‡ Caroline Sophia Ruth Iausly
‡ Daniel John Ibric
Julia Rochelle Isacs
Ryan Michael Isaacson
Caroline Price Iserlooth
Nicholas Brian Ishizaki
Caterina Alida Jacobs
‡ Tanishka Jain
George Jamison
Jason Benjamin Janpanah
Katie Jarchow
‡ Benjamin Joseph Jepko
An Na Jo
Samuel Michael Johnson
Keegan Johnsrud
Kyle Averill Joswiak
Hannah Elizabeth Joyce
Rachel Kallus
Austin William Kaltenbrun
Coby Alexander Kamhi
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Morgan Kamholz
Lizzy Grace Kaplan
Morgan Jaime Karger
† Mitchell Allan Kastanek
Gabriel Katselnik
Taran Reddy Katta
Travis Jakob Katzenberger
Nicholas Ronald Kaufman
Riya Kaul
Nicholas Kaye
‡ Allison Ann Kelley
Drew Robert Kellogg
‡ Brock Otto Kelly
Deirdre Frances Kelly
Sarah Felecity Kelly
Jordan Denzel Kennedy
Peter Bremmer Kennedy
Danielle Marie Keran
Ali Kristine Ketterhagen
‡ Quinn Sophia Kettering
Jasmin Kiani
James J. Kielczewski
Lily Kilgast
Derek Michael Kim
Christina Kirmis
‡ Tyler Douglas Kiser
‡ William Thomas Harrison Kitslaar
‡ Emma Kleinsek-Soto
Cheyenne Ashley Klinger-Blake
Anna Riemke Kloehn
William Davidson Klos
Emily Kristen Knauss
‡ Jason Alexander Knoop
Parker Knope
Lauren Taylor Knutson
‡ Will A. Koehler
Matthew Ryan Kohlmeyer
Christopher Constantine Kondoleon
Benjamin Berti Kopnick
‡ Margaret Koprek
Kylin Candice Korb
Mateo Mauricio Koster
† Karlie Christine Kotel
† Suneri Kothari
Marta Kowalik
‡ Joshua Kritzer
Trevin Dante Kroichick
Margaret Anne Kroczyn
Katherine Kraska
John Daly Krueger
Madelyne Ann Krueger
Nicholas Daniel Krueger
Seth Malone Kuhn
Samuel Linden Kult
Amit Kumra
Carson Matthew Kunkel
‡ Seungyup Kwag
Beau Lee La Du
Sarah LaBorde
Isabella Mae La Brasca
Danielle Suzanne Lacke
‡ Buddy Ladwig
Anthony Lai
‡ Reilly Marie Lamirande
Noah Allen Lamkins
‡ Andrew Lampereur
Charles Peter Langhoff
Zachary William Lansburgh
Marcus John Lanser
Kylee Marie Larson
Jack William LaTour
Molly Elizabeth Laube
Hailey Brigitte Laubscher
Taylor Grace Laufenberg
‡ Kelcy Lawrence
‡ Melissa Le
‡ Jacob Bernard Le Beau
Jacob Nathan Lebowitz
Alex Lefkowitz
Lukas Martin Leijon
‡ Daniel James Leitner
Joshua David Leland
Sek Teng Leong
Devin Joseph LeQue
David Letter
Izzy Levi
Anna Catharine Levy
Jordan Levy
Maia Alexandra Levy
Neve Nelson Levy
Ben Lewer
Andrew Ying Li
Joe Liang
† Leah Lidsky
‡ Ryan Liebergen
Colin Patrick Liegel
‡ Jake Liggett
Jack Thomas Lilly
Yuan Han Lim
‡ Colin Matthew Lime
‡ Zexuan Lin
Nicholas Lischka
Loreli Zhang Litney
‡ Claire Yi-Yun Liu
‡ Felix Li Liu
Nicholas Charles Lobberger
‡ Kaden Joseph Locey
Erin Elizabeth Lohr
Mickie Mos Lor
Kayla Jean Lorenz
Melany Marie Lorge
David Elliott Love
Philip James Lowney
Rhyon Tze Han Lu
‡ Stephanie Brynn Luce
Madeline Grace Lunn
Spencer Michael Lytle
Jenny Ma
‡ Ryan J. MacConnachie
Nicole Marie Madden
‡ Kathryn Anne Madigan
Samuel Madura
‡ Garrett Brian Mahan
Joshua Steven Maier
‡ Stephanie Ann Maluso
Andrew Martin Manderfeld
Isabella Mandli
‡ Rachel Rykal Manier
David Maravilla
Nicolas Francisco Marchan
Igor Marjanovic
Anne Melville Martin
‡ Madeline Rose Martin
Joseph John Martinson
Jacob Stephan Mast
Owen Burnett Mather
Jack Kalman Maude
Marie Mayers
Nicholas Steven McAndrew
Andi Pendleton McCorkle
Joseph M. McGlynn
Conor Joseph McGrory
Thomas James McGuire
Patrick Robert McLean
Taidgh McManus
Nalah Shea McWhorter
‡ Aditi Mehra
Sonia Mehra
Ian Paul Melnick
Canon Jerome Melstrand
Rebecca Meltz
Thomas James Mengwasser
David Michael Menichini
Conner James Mennig
Nicholas Allen Michaels
Joshua Thomas Michels
Brandon Mikes
Michael Nelson Miksic
Charley Miller
Eric Richard Miller
‡ Kathryn Miller
Theodore Lien Miller
Trevor Michael Millhouse
Kevin C. Minley
Amanda Jenae Mitchell
Roth James Mizell
Maxwell James Mond
‡ Marissa Elaine Mongoven
Jonas Ben Monieson
‡ Michael Joseph Montalbano
Colton Koy Moran
‡ Bryce Lee Morgan
Kyle Edward Moriarty
‡ Caitlin Elizabeth Morris
Madeline Ann Mortell
Ian Jacob Mottale
Lauren Ann Mudlaff
Christopher Nicholas Mueller
‡ Emma Grace Mueller
Laura Claire Mueller
Katie Murphy
Monica Murphy
Griffin Henry Myers
Toby Nabavian
Shwetha Nagarajan
Navya Narendra
Seth Michael Narr
Declan Mckay Nashold
Lizbeth Eileen Neary
Emily Dyan Nelson
Sarah Gillian Nelson
Victor Andrew Nelson
Maureen Rosella Nesvacil
Adam Neuburger
‡ Amanda Kay Newman
Elva Xin Ying Ng
Megan Phuong Ngo
Gabby Nguyen
Lam Ngoc Bao Nguyen
Luke William Nicholson
Furaha Niyomurinzi
Ellen Esther Noeh
Hannah Michelle Northfell
Charles Woodcock O'Brien
‡ Riley Ann O'Connell
Jessica Marie O'Donnell
‡ Alyssa Nicole Odau
Melissa Ann Okus
Carson Thomas Olk
Allison Jo Olson
‡ Dylan Thomas Olson
‡ Madeline Olton
‡ Grace Orella
Hailey Marie Orlowski
Itamar Oron
Christopher Mark Otten-Romero
‡ Dylan Packer
Jackson Pagel
Alexandra Rose Paprocki
Adi Paret
‡ Arabella Parins
John Daegun Park
Sara Seokyung Park
Griffin Koester Parks
Matthew B. Parma
Fauzan Faris Irawan Pasaribu
Hunter Neil Patchin
Ishan Vijay Patel
Mahee Jay Patel
Jenny Patino Perez
Nicholas A. Pauley
Drake Pawlak
Jack Martin Pawlak
Jenna Kay Pawlowski
‡ Katherine Grace Pederson
‡ Benjamin Thomas Pennings
‡ Lauren Gayl Perea
Michelle Janet Perry
‡ Rachel Ann Petermann
Kennedy Grace Peters
‡ Olivia Grace Peters
‡ Samuel Peters
Cade Edward Peterson
‡ Elizabeth Anne Peterson
Samuel James Peterson
Alexandra Petrova
‡ Matthew Phelan
Katrina Anne Phillips
‡ Gabriel Todd Pienkos
Claire Elyse Pieper
‡ Emily Sara Pieper
Arin Gabriella Pieramici
Megan Marie Pierce
‡ Nicole Pink
Reny Pire
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Plantier
Julia Pletta
‡ Cali Michael Pliska
‡ Grace Plunkett
Mary Victoria Poggioli
Lakshya Pokhrel
‡ Madison Helen Polack
Maxwell Frederick Polack
John Andrew Polick
Jackson David Pollock
Sydney Port
Harry Porter
Miranda Lynn Prahl
Elizabeth Lynn Pramenko
Andrew Richard Praml
‡ Jacob James Prasch
Kate Alexandra Price
‡ Matthew James Prondzinski
Nathaniel Keenan Pruhs
Vychel Pusparajah
Nathan Brandt Radtke
Ryan Matthew Radtke
Tanya Ramesh
Cindy Giselle Ramirez
‡ Zachary Breiter Ramirez
‡ Benjamin Rathburn
John Michael Reardon
‡ Alexandra Louise Rebholz
Morgan Rebholz
Ben Redding
Katherine E. Reeder
Brendan Mark Rehborg
‡ Nathaniel James Rehm
Katherine Michelle Reitz
‡ Tucker Benjamin Remmers
Alexander John Remus
Audrey Taylor Reus
Rachel Lydia Reyes
Margaret Carol Riceman
Charlie Richman
William Richman
Collin Gene Richter
John Richter
Isabelle Rimalovsky
Austin Matthew Rispler
Ethan Joseph Rodgers
John Murin Roenitz Jr.
Dakota Henry Roettger
‡ Nathan Alexander Rogers
Adam Scott Roitstein
‡ Tara Jane Rosacker
‡ Alexa Skye Rosen
Jake Rosenberg
Benjamin Daniel Rosinski
Alexandra Julie Rossano
George Steven Rouman
Joshua Douglas Rowinski
‡ Kaitlyn Rubin
Zachary David Ruder
‡ Arden Ruehl
Mckenna Ruppert
Josh Russ
Shane Donovan Ryan
Samantha Nicole Sachs
Adam Sadoff
Jenna Danielle Safier
Isabella Sahmkow
Cassidy Alexander Sanchez
Eden Mathews Sanderson
Kasey Santoro
Mick Santry
‡ Charles Brick Savarie
Chase Scandalios
Olivia Anne Schauer
Grace Evelyn Scherer
Max Schiele
Peter Edmund Schlax
Marlena Marie Schlesmann
Theodore Nolan Schmitt
‡ Collin Michael Schmitz
Caitlin Marie Schneider

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Mitchel Richard Schneider
Olivia Rose Schoessler
Lauren Marie Schultz
Sarah Schultz
Abigail Justine Schumacher
Sydney Lin Schuyler
Halle Kaye Schwartz
Isabel Schwartzapfel
Jason Schwartzberg
Dominic Michael Scola
Jack Dylan Seffinger
Carly Elizabeth Seidl
‡ Maxim Michael Serpe
‡ Ryan J. Severson
‡ Abby Shaffer
‡ Shaikh Irfan Zikry Bin Shaik
Mohamed Imran
Aaron Joseph Shapiro
Dylan Jonathan Shapiro
‡ Benjamin Cohen Sheres
‡ Richard Jia Hua Shi
‡ Yuqi Shi
Sydney Rae Shortreed
Drew Thomas Shrader
Mary Josephine Shults
Matthew Shupack
Addie Siepmann
Nicholas Siepmann
Marcel David Siger
Tatjana Simmons
Evan Mitchell Simon
Kaitlyn Amber Simon
Mason David Skaja
Taylor Elizabeth Skarda
Catherine Grace Slingerland
‡ Carlie Smith
Dylan Robert Smith
Elijah Tiger Smith
Samuel Charles Smith
‡ Michael Chang Soetijono
Eunjee Grace Song
Troy Sorensen
Bryn Elizabeth Spencer
Christian William Spencer
Mason Charles Spitz
Noah Parker Spitz
‡ Garrett Edward Sprouse
Pranav Srivastava
‡ Olivia Rose Stack
Sarah Lauryn Stadler
Nicole Jeanne Stark
Samantha Ann Statz
Brock Matthew Staudt
Danielle Krysten Stecyna
Isabelle Stengel
Sydney Jordan Stern
Lily Joy Sternberg
Kyle Mark Stevingson
Samantha Ann Stieve
Henry Still
Ellie Ann Stoffel
‡ Denise Antonela Stoica
Holly Kaitlyn Stoll
Jenna Story
Annika Strand
Claudia Anne Strand
Michelle Strodthoff
Clare Mei Stumpf
‡ Patrick Andrew Sullivan
Tate William Sundberg
Timothy Devan Sutiono
Gabrielle Frances Svec
Jadyn Rose Syverson
‡ Jack Loran Taibachka
‡ Andrew Tai
Kieran Patrick Talley
Samuel Richard Talmadge
Nicole Ni Tang
Michael Robert Tarczynski
Stacey Amaya Bueno Teodoro
Sofie Geiger Tesch

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Keely Frances Tess
Zach Teuscher
Stefan Theiss
Karly Thoe
Harrison Barnes Thomas
Mitchell Aaron Thomas
Paige Ellison Thrana
‡Joshua Robert Thurber
Joel Ticknor
Jaxon Jay Todd
Ryan Thomas Tracy
Helen Tran
Justin Tran
‡ Michael Treadwell
Turner Jacob Truttschel
Emma Kathryn Trygestad
‡ Landon Tselepis
Alex Michael Tsirlin
Mikol Mireille Tsopnang
Michael Patrick Tuffy
Emily Tully
‡ Ryan Joseph Tully
Sandy Tuo
Gabija Ulcinaite
‡ Meghan Rose Umhoefer
Ryan Unruh
‡ Nicole Wright Urban
‡ Alexander Van Dong
Casey Steven Van Spankeren
Parker Vande Hey
Andre John Vandlik
Akarsh Bhargava Vasisht
‡ Mason Robert Jackson Vaughn
Alexander Vaupen
Mirnaly Isabel Veguilla
Anirudh Venkateshwaran
Emilia Taylor Victoria
Jesus Jose Villa VI
Ian Anthony Virtue
Charley Wadler
Bryce Ellis Waggoner
Kayla Marie Wagner
Tanner Dan Wagner-Durr
Christopher Thomas Waite
Douglas Lloyd Wake
Samuel Michael Waldman
Megan Ann Waldvogel
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Welsh
Sophia Ryan Wallach
Tyler William Wallen
Elena Claire Wallenfang
Alyssa Walsh
‡ Annie Walsh
Joycee Wang
Jake Meyer Ward
Andrew Harold Warner
‡ Nicole Warren
Gabriel Wayne Webb
Allie Marie Weber
‡ Jillian Marie Wedin
Nicole Wegner
Ethan Hunter Weksler
Balin Guy Welch
Trysten Bryce Wenneson
‡ Benjamin Michael Wetherby
Eric Byron Weycker
‡ Amy Weyers
Cameron Jack Wheeden
Bryson Williams
Claire Williams
Ryley James Willkomm
Meghan Will
LaToya Wilson
Megan Victoria Winarta
Caroline Sarah Wineman
Eli Lewis Winter
Robert Stanley Winward
Matthew Justin Wolf
‡ Nicholas G. Woods
Hsuan Wu
‡ Yuchen Wu
Emma Mae Wudi
Alyssa Rochelle Wulf
Olympia Wundrock
Brooke Elizabeth Wysiatko
Peiyun Xie
Alina Xiong
Harper Xiong
Hayoung Yeong
‡ Sara Zaidan
Noah Mirko Zenker
‡ Shuqi Zhang
‡ Zijian Zhang
Justin Zhao
Yantong Zhou
‡ Ryan James Zickwolff
‡ Caleb Daniel Ziebell
‡ Kayla A. Zimdars
‡ Benjamin Zimmerman
Corey Zimmerman
Emily Elizabeth Zoborowski
‡ William Zordani

School of Education

Kayana Le’Trice Adams
Valerie Jean Addie
Noah Ross Adelman
Zainab Adeola Akanni
Ashley Elizabeth Alberte
Sophie Lynn Alberts

‡ Katherine Sue Allard
Cade William Amborn
‡ Laken Anderson
Karina Marie Araujo Sierra
‡ Carmen Lee Backes
Morgan Faye Baeten
Devin Michael Bahr
‡ Rebecca Lynn Bailey
‡ Tess Annette Baker
Josette Anne-Marie Balcerzak
Jackie Evelyn Barrera-Gonzalez
Briana Elizabeth Barrington
Alyssa Nicole Bath
Isabel Baumgartner
Alexandria Marie Beam
Nikki Taylor Benedict
Elianna Zoe Berman
Kennedy Beyersdorf
Shruti Bhargava
Tenzin Bhuti
‡ Erin Leigh Bibby
Claire Ann Birchenoough
Alie Blaser
McKenzie Bohlig
Olivia Bratzke
Katye Ann Bray
Sean Patrick Breslin
Nicholas Ray Brickl
Hannah Ellen Broder
‡ Sarah Evelyn Broga
‡ Samantha Leigh Brooks
Mikayla Ann Brouette
Amirah Brown
Tanna Brubaker
Simon Daniels Brzinski
Vanessa Mirel Buckmelter
Akivele Maja Burayidi
Janneke Byck
Jordan Callahan
‡ Grace Elizabeth Campbell
Sarah Marie Candee
Jennifer Caraballo
Katie Jeanette Carlson
‡ Daniela Christina Castellon
Imane Cherif El Farissy
Lauren Patrice Cleary
‡ Tessa Grace Cockerill
Alyssa Cohen
Hanna Marie Cole
Priscilla Contreras
Sandy Cortez
Hunter Nicole Curran
Samantha Josephine Dahl
‡ Jordan Margaret Dahlhauser
Rebecca Ann Darmetko
Calder Lucie Day

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Chloe Margaret Day
Tyler Richard Degnit
Riley Caroline Deutsch
Ryan Jordan Disch
Lindsey Kathryn Dobyns
Tyler M. Dow
† Grace Margaret Drake
Greta Drane
Heidi Charlotte Droster
‡ Ashley Duncan
Rose Dundun
‡ Cathlyn Marie Dymit
Madison Grace Edgren
Kalista Kristine Eggers
Talia Rose Eiseman
Olivia Eisenhauer
‡ Mallory Jane Emerson
Faith Elizabeth Engelmann
Grant Douglas Engle
† Hunter Scott Evenson
Lindsey Rose Fairorth
Sydney Hunter Farruggio
Katherine Stephanie Feldkamp
Ansel Joseph Fellman
Josette Marie Ferguson
Mark Richard Ferree
Reilly Joan Fleming
Grace Fobes
Jacob Gerard Fox
Jessica Franz
‡ Madeleine Anne Freitag
Taylor Ashley Fricker
Zachary Charles Fritz
Molly Virginia Froelich
Ivy Fung
Emily Helen Garcia
Sofia Garcia
Anna Gavin
‡ Amanda Leigh Geballe
Kayla Gehring
‡ Christine Ann Gerbitz
Kathryn Eve Gibson
‡ Bo Gilbert
Megan Elizabeth Girod
Audrey Glock
‡ Amanda Ilyse Goldstein
‡ Nicole Lorraine Golownia
Maya Alexis Gonzalez
Ana Gonzalez Clark
Jenna Fredricka Gosz
Joseph Donald Green
Anna Grace Greulich
Adrianna Makayla Griffin-Phipps
Gracie Groshens
Maggie Ann Grote
Ava Grotting
Kayleigh McKenzie Guerin
† Brandi Kim Gueths
Lauryn Marie Gullberg
Holly Nicole Gunnink
Heidi Nicole Gust
Elizabeth Hader
Anders Amondtd Haldorsen
Nicholas Patrick Halpin
Sarah Marie Hamilton
Miguel Hector Hanson
‡ Maya Jade Harkavy
Ashley Harris
Michael John Heide
‡ Megan Marie Heim
Sophia Rose Henshue
Mai Ya Her
Tierra Higgins
‡ Dylan Mitchel Hogan
Allyssa Rose Hoppe
Molly Jacqueline Hubred
Clara Kathryn Huskin
‡ Annika Ide
Gabriella Janke
‡ Grace Jares
Brandon Ronald Jarumbo
Carter Maxwell Jay
Samuel Ryan Jeschke
Cristine Jiang
Yujia Jiang
Lindsey Caroline Jiron
Andrew Douglas Johnson
Autumn Michelle Johnson
Christeena Maria Jojo
Matthew Rees Jones
Madelyn Grace Kaiser
Alexa Mollie Kaminsky
Brittany Karchinski
Sarah Keilman
Christian Theodore Joseph Kiepke
Emalie Marie King
Jessica Elizabeth Kinney
‡ Geneva Katherine Kinzer
Matthew Robert Klubertanz
Sam Jean Kluck
‡ Katherine Grace Knott
John Thomas Koch
Kristen Leigh Koenig
Mia Grace Kohls
‡ Audra Koscik
Jenna Kothbauer
Cassidy Alayna Kramp
‡ Carly Jameson Krasik
‡ Benjamin Esser Krogard
Joshua Kuhn
Rowan Ann Kulp
Morgan Quinn Kummer
Cassidy Kurzer
‡ Sydney Theresa Lamers
† Hannah Lammin
Jessica LANDERS
Jake Donald LeBrecht
‡ Maliya Elizabeth Leeder
Carly Shana Lefar
Madison Nicole Leggett
Jake Lewis Lemens
Lauren Lerner
Ashley Anne Lesko
Natalie Noelle Levandoski
Jessica Levy
Nicole Rose Lippecki
Aliyah Lockie
Daniela Loera-Rivera
Alexus P. Lor
Zachary Robert Lottes
Clare Olivia Loughran
Riley Lyle Luehman
Emily Aysa Lutfi
Lauren Michelle Lynch
Mackenzie Rose Maccaux
David Madden
Jessica Mary Madley
Megan Colleen Mahoney
Isabel Nicole Marciiniak
Allison Marie Martin
Jasmine Martinez Soto
Olivia Elise Matts
Erica Leeann Maulson
Jarod Quinn Maxson
Chloe Marie Mayfield
Zoe Wilkinson McCartney
Caleigh McCauley
Caitlyn McElwee
Colleen Anne McLaughlin
‡ Elizabeth Paige McShane
Grace Isabelle Mecham
Anusha Mehta
Julia Kate Mendelsohn
Mariya M. Mendoza
Morgan Jane Merline
Lauren Meyers
Ally Miklesh
Joseph Michael Milinovich III
Alex Miller
Alexandra Jeanne Miller
Caitlin Marie Miller
Jacquelyn Miller
Bryanna Naxhely Milligan
Mattison Jean Milz
† Emily Claire Minero
Anna West Mirkes
Tyrese E. Mitchell
Garrett Model

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Milena Katarina Moit
Jacob Samuel Monfils
Montana Morauske
Isabelle Therese Morris
† Madeline Marie Morris
Tyler Elizabeth Morton
† Miriam M. Mraz
† Abbi Madison Mullen
Dianna Murray
Abigail Rose Neuber
Julia Obriten
† Stella Juliette Opahe
Cameron James Opalacze
† Jocelyn Orozco
Jacob Frederick Paddock
Maycie Page
† Katelyn Georgia Palascek
Alana Isabella Palmer
Andres Sebastian Paredes-Vincent
Maya Rali Parks
Erica Ann Patrick
Emily Marie Paulsen
Alina Isabel Pedroso
Edward Anthony Pessefall
Cole Voss Peterson
Meghan Elizabeth Petroski
Alyssa Kathryn Piek
Emma Louise Plitzner
Alanna Poindexter
Kyra Leona Porter
Sierra Mae Powell
† Kayla Rose Prahl
Jenna Marie Pruess
Steven Raymond Puleo
Olivia Rose Quinn
Robert Sweney Ravanelli
Lily Rawnsley
Hannah August Reale
Ella Marie Redmore
† Madison Elizabeth Rinehart
Claire Mairead Ringwald
Eli Robbins
Blake Mitchell Robson
Karla Rodriguez
Alexander Roman
Danielle Rachel Rosenblum
† Anmie Patricia Rudnicki
Charles Scott Rutman
Hossam Islam Said
† Julia Elizabeth Sarasin
Josephine Ray Saufferer
Bailey Rachel Schleimer
Madison Claire Schmidt
Lilah Renae Schulz
Tristin Arthur Schumacher
Madison Paige Segrin
Jacqueline Nicole Seiss
Mary Emily Semprevivo
† Jacob Severin
Mary Teresa Shampo
Claire Marie Sheedy
Emma Ann Shortreed
‡ Spencer Stephen Siegel
Aviva Silverman
Chanel Amour Sims
Alyssa Marie Smith
Ruby Charlotte Smith
Eric James Soderberg
Andrew J. Sokol
Isobela Solberg
Hannah Marie Soukup
‡ Brittanie Patrice Sousa
Heron Splinter
‡ Emily Michelle Sprague
Hannah Charleen Stampa
Trey Michael Stangel
Martina Maye Steffes
Evelyn Maitreya Stenseng
‡ Allison Laura Sullivan
‡ Taylor Olivia Surprise
Sophia Rose Swenson
Christopher Nelson Tait
‡ Ethan James Taylor
Robert Bayer Tearney
Claire Cecile Terp
Yauuko Thao
Grace Addison Thrana
Hannah G. Tobin
‡ Margaret Anne Tomashek
Amanda Grace Triebensee
Austin Triggs
Anna Kathryn Urbanowicz
Ella Anne Vanderpool
Anthony L. Vang
Elizabeth Jaighia Vang
Suabcua Sarina Vang
‡ Anjika Verma
‡ Karlie Volk
Austen Gene Wallenfang
Xinyi Wang
Zoe Alexandra Warms
Kristin Susan Warner
‡ Zachary Jacob Wendt
Reina Werth
Caroline Westrick
‡ Allison Claire Wexler
Alyssa Ashley White
Callum Douglas White
Carter James White
Grace Ann Wickstrom
‡ Claire Wierschke
Hannah Lauren Wilhelm
Kendall Wilhelmson
Grace Anna Marie Williams
‡ Jennifer Jordan Williams
Madeline Olivia Winans
Ethan David Winkler
Rakhi Winston
Julia Lorraine Wohlerth
‡ Chie Maria Wolf
Andrew Wolfram
Alexis Rae Wong
Jaymasen Jade Wood
‡ Vivienne Elaine Wooldridge
‡ Natalie Worman
Molly Wotruba
‡ Chee Meng Xiong
Jordan Xiong
Tosia Xiong
Aoyu Xu
‡ Lanqi Xu
‡ Yuanyuan Xu
Elizabeth Yang
Yuan Yin
Callie Hope Youngquist
Joshua Zhang
‡ Qinlei Zhang
‡ Angela Zheng
Jerod A. Zimmer
Remy Elise Ziolkowski
‡ Sophie Rey Zubella

School of Human Ecology

Talia Rivka Abbe
Allegra Gabrielle Abrams
Nzinga Mariama Acosta
Roman Ahcan
‡ Olivia Sydney Akin
Ryan Edward Albright
Christina Marie Alevras
‡ Darion Leon Allen
Kira Cali Allen
Violet Besta Allscheid
Ji Yoon An
Mary Elizabeth Antonneau
‡ Anya Michelle Armbrust
Kaitlyn Anne Austin
Lorence Daniel Ayag
† Kayla Bach
Stephanie Marie Balistreri
Sylvia Perry Ball
Connor Neal Barfknecht
Kyle Jeffrey Barhorst
‡ Anna Claire Baumgartner
Tyler Steven Bavery

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Lily Jade Bedell
Jake Richard Beimborn
Shanna Ben-Moshe
‡ Amy Marie Beneker
Jake M. Benzing
‡ Madison Kate Berger
Austin Lance Bertram
Nicholas Steven Bimmel
Claire Victoria Binder
Hannah Birenbaum
Makaylah Daniels Bociek
Amelia Lois Jean Boehning
Evon Boisvert
Alyssa Bokotey
Ashlyn Nicolle Bolger
‡ Penina Elaine Boros
‡ Melanie Lynn Bort
‡ Camille Branick
‡ Belle Brekke
Katherine Anita Breunig
Torrie Mechelle Briggs
Max Aaron Brodsky
Alexander Michael Brown
Paige Dena Ann Bruggink
Nicole Sheree Bruss
Jacob Aaron Buchbinder
Kirsten Danielle Buelow
Madison Buening
Julia Ellen Bulat
Grey Buscemi
Anthony Dominic Call-Alvarez
Madeleine Mae Callahan
Margaret Carrie Carpenter
Nate Austin Carter
Brock Ryan Caufield
Maya Rachel Cherins
Mia Lauryn Cherti
Cortney Chesak
Autumn Rain Chevalier
Kristina Susan Chevian
Mark Clady
Abigail Clark
Emma Katharine Cline
Bennett Evan Cohn
‡ Kaylin Odessa Colby
Kyle Michael Connell
Lailee Genevieve Connell
Eliza Cooper
Jenna Lee Cooper
Olivia Croce
Trinity Imani Cross
Luke Curran
Gage Steven Czuppa
Emma Kate Dahlberg
Morgan Nicole Damm
Luke Daniel Davis
Tessa DeQuardo
‡ Avery Provins Dick
Angelo C. Diopenes
Lindsay Woods Dolan
Idan Dotan
Allison Paige Dujua
Kayla Marie Dutton
Zachary Scott Dybul
Elisabeth Grace Egan
Madi Ekstrom
Emma Lyn Elliott
Albert Cecil Elston Jr.
Matthew English
Brianna Marie Epping
Jeremy Jeffrey Erickson
Maya Dallas Erickson
Brian M. Ericson-Huneck
‡ Lauren Halle Feiges
Taylor Feldman
‡ Benjamin Michael Felsheim
Nora Evelyn Fiorita
Jake Paul Fischer
Camille Kalpakis Fischmann
Amanda Lynn Fiscus
Jolie Darrian-Gold Fish
Kennedy Marie Fitzgerald
Spencer Thomas Fitzgerald
‡ Krista Lynn Forseth
Ashley Jean Freitag
Jenna Grace Gaal
D.J. Geishirt
Lucas Craig Gerlach
Samuel Khunanya Gold
Jessica Gomez
Elizabeth Ann Gonzalez
Bertha Alicia Gonzalez Gonzalez
Zachary Gordon
‡ Camille Ann Gorman
Meg Isabelle Grady
Elizabeth Graper
Marquez Charles Green
Nathan William Green
Brett Thomas Greish
Isabella Julia Grieco
‡ Maia Grosser
‡ Jordan Rae Gundrum
‡ Xiade Guo
‡ Megan Alexandra Haas
‡ Jordan Ryan Hammer
Max Handwerger
Athena Isabella Haramaras
Devin James Harmon
‡ Cayla Hausner
Erica Rose Hayden
Jensen Elizabeth Hayes
Kampbell Eleanor Hehr
‡ Josie Marie Helf
Cory Robert Herbert Henschel
Mai Nouchi Herbrand
Esperanza Natali Herrera
Sophie Susan Herrmann
Megan Elizabeth Herzog
Laron Terrill Devontae Higgins
Aaron Michael Hillmer
‡ Kathleen Hirsch
Hoang-Anh Thi Ho
Lily Samantha Hochfelder
Colin Scott Holz
Neil Anders Homstad
Lillie Hosack
‡ Carlie Allison Hubbard
Cody Scott Huggins
Megan Humphreys
Megan Elizabeth Ische
Kendra Ann Ison
‡ Cameron Jacobson
Wonjang Jin
Dedrick Johnson
‡ Grace Ann Johnson
Bradley Jones
Benjamin Kaplan
Moritz Andreas Kappelsberger
Nathan Louis Karchmer
Taylor Karger
Noah Avraham Karp
‡ Katherine Tremrl Keith
Kendall Chelsea Kennedy
Logan Alexander Kepler
Garret Ryan Kersten
Aisha Safiya Khan
‡ Dylan Avery Khazzam
Tanisha Khurana
Anders Kilen
Emmy Kistner
‡ Grace Ann Klein
Madeleine Klein
Tyler Kocour
Kenisha Maleu Kouna
Kyle John Kraninger
Karissa JoAnn Kroll
Allie Marie Kutsch
Ellorie Rose Lacey
Nicole Rae Lamantia
‡ Hannelore Mildred Langseth
Jessica Ann Lauret
Taylor Ann Lauri
Brandon HueChee Lee
Syndee Lee
Paige Elizabeth Leistner
Jake David Leonard
Cameron Gerard LeRoy

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Emily Laura Rosen
Hannah Sarah Rosenberg
Katelyn Christine Grace Rosenow
Ryan Bradley Rothman
Michele Francesco Rovella
Marcus Andrew Rubio
Ariella Lys Rusoff
Gabriella Helene Saias
Sophia Marie Sanchez
Erika M. Sandoval
Melanie Anne Saposh
Randi Alexis Sarf
Alexandra Saypoff
Jayden Trey Schaefer
Riley Nicole Scharnek
Emily Anne Schauder
Erin Rose Schaut
Cole William Schibur
‡ Hanna Ann Schickert
‡ Caitlin Gabriella Schimmel
Michael James Schlingen
Hayley Alexa Schneider
Quintin Dion Schneider
Paula Ann Schneiders
Macintyre James Schnell
Elizabeth Helen Schulte
Courtney Schumacher
Sydney Jane Scott
Rachel Ann Seifert
Leesa Sesing
Talia Shapiro
Zachary Shepks
Emma Kate Silbernagel
‡ Hannah Shirley Silver
Jenna Alex Silvestri
Emma Anne Simel
Paige Morningstar Skenderandore
Larryn Baxter Smerling
Doniqua Jasmine Smith
Fischer Ethan Smith
Olivia Marie Smith
Rachel Laine Smith
Shaylee Paige Smith
Brandon Lee Sofer
Anthony Thomas Sorci
Natalie Georgia Sorenson
‡ Tiffany SallyAnne Speth
Lucas Michael Spangler
Cole William Spaulding
Alanna Stapleton
Sydney Lauren Stark
Brady David Statz
Lewis Gene Sternig
Diana Mintra Stewart
‡ Sophia Joanne Stingl
Abraham Maurice Stoffel-Murray
Tavia Srba Stojanovich
‡ Margaret Elizabeth Stone
‡ Claire Evelyn Stovall
‡ Eliana Grace Strauss
Ellie Stringham
Leah Zoe Strogatz
Brooke Ann Strye
Julia Christine Stubap
Alexandria Nicole Swain
‡ Kristen Anne Swenson
Jillian Szachury
Assel K. Tabaza
‡ Xuefei Tan
Sydney Tang
Alexis Erin Teller
Alexa Tellez
Katherine Terrance
PaDer Thao
Amanda Theobald
‡ Sadona Kathryn Ruth Thompson
Claire Tienor
‡ Danielle Rae Tolzmann
‡ Rachael Mae Tomask
Henri Tophoven
‡ Mary Patricia Rose Torine
Carly Marie Townsend
Sarah Denise Troy
Shelby Grace Tschida
Cristiana Miruna Tudor
Elizabeth Jane Tyranski
Mia Allegra Hanlin Valencia
Anna Van Pilsum-Johnson
Ridge Marvin Vanderhei
Natalie Jeanne VanderZyden
Anastasia Vasilyeva
Christopher Vergara
‡ Danielle Josephine Versen
Cenia Janelly Villasenor
Cynthia Villatoro
Army Vue
Julie Ann Wagner
Laura Elizabeth Walczynski
Phoebe Amanda Waxman
Drew Weisensel
Yiang Weng
Janelle Wenzel
‡ Allison Lorie Werner
‡ Arianna Taylor White
Brittany Rose Wieland
Jacob Harris Wilder
‡ Chase Ireland Williams
Isis Williams
Quinn Gerald Williquette
Madeline Mary Wilson
‡ Nicole Woldar
Mallory Barbara Wolfer
Kiera Rose Wood
Lauren Wood
Olivia Morgan Woolf
Lauren Nicole Wright
Jo Yu Wu
Tong Wu
Hlee Tina Xiong
Kao Zong Xiong
Mai Zoua Xiong
Xee Xiong
Dennis Yan
Genesis Anne Yang
Lee Yang
Yee Yang
Chaim San Yi
Helen Sun Yuan
‡ Zoe Alisa Zanella
‡ Shelby Marie Zang
Ruodi Zeng
‡ Lingdi Zhao
‡ Wenchang Zhu
‡ Leah Katherine Zinnen
Zhizhen Zou
‡ Abby Zuckerman
‡ Jillian Nicole Zuckerman
Claire Evelyn Zupan
Alexa Zweig

School of Nursing

† Elisabeth Gabrielle Adams
Lydia Nassreen Akbari
Emily Rose Amann
‡ Sam Michael Anderson
‡ Veda Nicole Angles
Carolyn Anschutz
Allyson Christine Arens
Savannah Rose Austin
‡ Yolande Balthazard
Caitlin Frances Baltus
Katie Rose Bansley
Haide Baraza
‡ Saffiatu Barrie
Shaun Nicol Barry
‡ Samira Barti
Jayden T. Behrendt
Annette Bernas
Brittaney Ann Bertermann
Alexis Bertram
Claire Genevieve Bethke
‡ Allison Dalila Biskowitz
Lindsey Mclean Biskup
‡ Kristen Blaser
Steph Bolz
‡ Alexis Jean Boram

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Madison Ann Boss
‡ Katherine Beatrice Brenneke
‡ Taya Kellyn Briggs
‡ Monica Brodsky
Kailee Adelaide Brown
Rachel Brown
† Anna Montgomery Bruk
Simon Buchanan
Hannah Jane Buhler
‡ Nelle Louise Burke
† Raquel Burnham
Sophia Grace Butterfass
Hannah Callahan
‡ Morgan Martha Cammock
Olivia Gwen Canady
Alexandra Renee Carlson
Ramatoulie Ceesay
‡ Morgan Elizabeth Cesarz
† Britta Suzanne Chelgren
Nancy Chen
‡ Sierra Emily Clear
Sydney Cocking
‡ Tayler Christine Corbett
Kristen Coticchia
Colin Michael Crolius
Jesenia Cuevas
Kaitlyn Cummings
‡ McKenzie Alexa Currie
‡ Anika Irene Davick
‡ Kaley Dennee
Taylor Gawain Dirienzo
Sarah Lynn Docter
Annaliese Jane Duerr
Bryna Ebben
Jack Mitchell Eder
Nichole Marie Erdman
Andrea Esparza-Monroy
Dakota Sue Fingerhut
Alison Mac Fish
Shelby Rae Foss
‡ Kayla Marie Foster
Nathan Andrew Foster
Cameron Foust
‡ Lily Anne Frantz
† Meghan Josephine Gain
‡ Kendall Marie Giacalone
Taylor Kaylin Gilbertson-Fabian
Isaiah Gordon
Rose Sommers Gralinski
† Ella Greenhalgh
‡ Lindsey May Greenman
Crystal Griffin
‡ Ariahna Brie Grossenbacher
Brittany Jean Grubisic
‡ Chloe Maria Grzegorczyk
Roan Colleen Haines
Samone Sharelle Hall
Kelsey Rae Halvorsen
Fatheya Handys
‡ Margaret Rachel Harrington
Sophia Heimerl
Amber Rae Henneberry
‡ Ashley Eileen Henry
Cecily Marie Henschel
Kaytlynn Marie Higgins
‡ Reid Carter Hilbelink
Hoang-Anh Thi Ho
‡ Megan Kathleen Hobday
Emma Christine Hoff
Bridget Horton
Alexis Grace Huven
‡ Annie Jarvis
‡ Devin Violet Jellish
Juhi Jhaveri
‡ Lindsay Jean Johnson
Alicia Marie Jozefowski
Kayla Kaltenberg
Ryan Thomas Keaveny
Faith Kathryn Kettenhoven
‡ Lauren Louise Kick
Kendra Kiehnau
Shelby Paige Kisting
Andrew Klunick
Jackson Arthur Knott
Emma Rose Knuteson
‡ Rhiannon Elizabeth Kosieniak
‡ Emma Jane Kowieski
Sophia Grace Kubicki-Hermes
Lilly Kue
‡ Sommer Lee Kuhn
Seriana Langenohl
Kaitlyn Marie Lappen-Landwehr
Abigail Jean Laskowski
‡ Megan Marie Lauret
Kaddo Kathy Lee
Carrie Ann LeMahieu
Taylor Levihn
‡ Isabel Julia Leviton
Kyle Andrew Liegel
Carlie Elizabeth Lindauer
† Julianne Lorraine Logan
‡ Abigail Logli
Alexandra Loniello
Alyssa Rose Luedtke
Andia Lybeshari
Stephanie Ann Maas
Samantha Manecke
Kealy Marnell
Kyle Marquardt
Mallory Marie Marshaller
‡ Danika Joelle McCumber
Maria McHugh
Cailey Rose McLain
Alyssa Menzel
Marissa Mierow
‡ Kayli Alexis Mikkelson
Chaya Miller
Eden Juliene Miller
Nancy Linnea Miller
Lindsey Li Moffatt
Memee Moua
‡ Pahder Magdalene Moua
Cassandra Rose Nicholson
Ismaia S. Njai
Jessica Rose Noll
Chinaza Gift Nwosa
‡ Rey Okoene
Eliza Ann Omohundro
Elise Lauren Orenica
† Mitchell Timothy Osterhaus
Rebekah Rose Ottoway
Julia Nicole Pace
‡ Erin Marie Passow
Melissa Ann Patterson
Riley Jerome Petersen
Mackenzie Lynn Petranek
Linh My Pham
‡ Katie Elizabeth Pociand
Sisa Sumac Ponce-Chuquin
Sydney Probst
Alexis Lea Puritz
‡ Tatian M. Radtke
‡ Zachary Louis Rakke
Lauren Tracy Reetz
† Lindsey Rose Repins
Claudia Roen
Kevin Romero
Tristan Jeremiah Ruch
Samantha Victoria Rucynski
Sydney Ryback
Alexander Michael Rynning
‡ Emily Sanford
Olivia Roen Sayers
Kori Nicole Scherer
Caroline Margaret Schoenfeldt
‡ Danielle Elizabeth Scholz
Gill-Helene Schomaker
Hanna Grace Schroeder
Grace Anna Schulting
Emma Marian Schulz
‡ Lindsey Clare Schwalbach
Katie Sergenian
† Lauren Elizabeth Shefchik
Katherine Orr Slabaugh
‡ Florina Slevoaca
Lauren Julia Smith
Richard Smith
‡ Veronica Smith
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
A banner on Bascom Hill is pictured on an autumn day as a pedestrian walks by

David Stephen Sohl
Mystika Jesusa Sors
Hannah Lee Spaulding
‡ Mikayla Alexis Srnka
Steele Steffen
Kade Timothy Steinbrecher
‡ Margaret Elizabeth Stone
Casey Sullivan
Tayah Ann Sutton
Payton Anna Swatek
Sebastian Rafał Tarczynski
‡ Andraea Veronica Theoharis
Ashley Mary Lea Thomas
Taylor Cynthia Delaney Tonn
Bethany Tostrud
Jackson Ethan Towne
Alisa Tran
Tenzin Tsekye
Aelwyn Tunas
Meghan Loraine Tuohy
Drew James VanderMissen
Khoua Vang
‡ Xyny Vang
Anastasia Vasilyeva
‡ Emily Rose Vosburg
Shelby Lynn Wagner
‡ Paige Walters
Jessica Marie Ward
Kaylee Karen Weddig
‡ Kelsey Lynne Weddig
Bradley Scott Westen
† Olivia Christine Wheelis
† Sara Joan Wilke
† Rylie Taylor Wilker
† Maxwell Anthony Wuest
† Emily Lynn Wulf
Ka Lia Kelly Xiong
Maliwan Xiong
Nancy Yang
† Victoria Nicole Yentz
Athena Zuelke
‡ Huapeng Li
Meiyi Liu
Zhenyu Liu
Genita Luna
Alisa Lara Mahinay
‡ Luke M. Manietta
‡ Mason Thomas McGuire
Sydney McKersie
Paige Elisabeth Messa
Brayden Much
Lindsay Eleanor Nelson
‡ Joseph Nerad
Noah Benjamin Nick
Morgan Ashley Oettinger
Jordan Alan Olsen
Abby Opsal
Nora Pecha
Brookelyn Marie Peterson
Lauren Pondikati
Stetson Clifford Potrykus
Sadiyya Shaw Rahaman
‡ Momoko Rolle
Gianna Santoro
Molly Karoline Schmidt
Janvi Shah
Firim Useini
Christina Miya Vulpitta
Hannah Werner
‡ Clara Haoyue Yu
Zhiyao Zhang
‡ Elaine Zheng

School of Pharmacy

‡ Brooke Kathryn Bowe
Hunter James Bowman
Annika Brekke
Grayson J. Cooley
Hannah Stella Dorsey
Connor Dyball
Anna Erickson
Madelyn Mae Fischer
Sawyer Fleming
Santiago Edilson Forero
Lauren Glaza
Sierra Hollister
Emily Diane Huber
Courtney Noel Humphrey
Andrew Iverson
Lukas Kelsey
Yeounji Kim
Lauren Komberc
‡ Carlene Anita Kranjac
Alex Lai

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Bachelor's, Master's, and Law Degree Candidate Ceremony
Saturday, May 14, 2022

Camp Randall Stadium | Graduate Seating Map
(REVISED as of May 11, 2022)

Master’s degree candidates will be seated at the front of their school or college section unless otherwise indicated on the map.